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Preface
At a time when translation and technology are more closely than ever intertwined, the forty-first edition of
Translating and the Computer (TC) could not be timelier. The TC conferences, organised by The International
Association for the Advancement in Language Technology (AsLing), continue to serve as a unique forum for
academics, developers, users, and vendors of computer aids for translators, of other translation technology tools,
and this increasingly, for interpreters and others performing new roles in our industry. This distinctive event brings
together freelance and in-house translators, interpreters, researchers and business people from translation
companies, international organisations, universities and research centres, offering them an opportunity to exchange
ideas, and to learn about and discuss the latest developments in translation technologies.
As translation memory, corpora and terminology tools evolved and were incorporated to various degrees into MT
systems and suites over the last four decades translators have found their work, their workflows and even key
aspects of their profession awash with change. The replacement of first-, second- and even third-generation tools
by neural versions, increasingly augmented by artificial intelligence, has accelerated the rate of change and has
resulted in more radical changes. The latest tools increasingly offer real benefits for interpreters. Serious
professionals and astute business managers are best served by advanced and in-depth knowledge of the latest
developments, tempered by well-founded observations based on solid research and advice from leaders in the
professions and industry. TC conferences feature speakers from academia, industry and the professions that
provide such insights.
AsLing is delighted to present this year’s keynote speakers: Jean Senellart, CEO and Director for Research &
Development at Systran, who discusses the neural revolution, whereas Jochen Hummel, co-founder and CEO of
Coreon, founder of TRADOS and of Metaversum, focuses on unlocking machine translation. We are confident
that these keynotes along with the presentations, posters, panels and workshops provide participants valuable
insights and opportunities for inspiring discussions. We are also confident that the e-proceedings with the
conference contributions, accepted after a competitive reviewing process, will be an important reference and
stimulus for future work of all those active in AsLing fields of competence.
One session examines the resurging awareness of the importance of terminology. A presentation about sign
language translation highlights the conference’s commitment to tools for inclusion. Other presentations examine
post-editing methods and tools in the world of neural MT, de-demonizing AI, applying AI to MT, training for and
with regard to MT and post-editing as well as aspects of error evaluation and annotation.
We thank all who submitted proposals to the conference and those authors who produced full versions of their
papers for the proceedings, as well as all whose slides are available on the AsLing website. A special thank-you
goes to all the delegates wherever they have come from, who by taking part and interacting with presenters and
fellow participants broaden this conference and give living acknowledgement of this special event.
We are grateful to the members of the Programme Committee who carefully reviewed the submissions: Juan José
Arevalillo, Sheila Castilho, David Chambers, Caroline Champsaur, Gloria Corpas Pastor, Joanna Drugan, David
Filip, Camelia Ignat, Raisa McNab, Vilelmini Sosoni, Paola Valli, Nelson Verástegui and Michal Ziemski. A big
thanks to Sandra Chambers, Joss Moorkens and Maria Recort Ruiz who as fellow members of the Organising
committee played key roles to make this conference happen, and to our Social Media Officers Maria Recort Ruiz
and Nelson Verástegui, and David Chambers and Joss Moorkens who also provided ongoing editorial support.
The biggest thanks this year, though, goes indisputably to Jean-Marie Vande Walle who served as conference
coordinator. Last but not least, we thank our sponsors and all those who lent their support, helping to make both
the conference and these proceedings possible.

Conference Chairs
João Esteves-Ferreira, Juliet Margaret Macan, Ruslan Mitkov, Olaf-Michael Stefanov
London, November 2019
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Innovation in the International Organizations: Can We Do Better?
Josep Bonet
World Trade Organization
Geneva
josep.bonet@wto.org
Abstract
The modern economy is all about innovation, disruption, shifting paradigms, accelerating the pace of
change. International Organizations may be perceived as not following this trend. Is this true? How do
they react to changes in their environment? This presentation will give some insights, based on experience
in two such organizations, one very large and another of medium size.
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Introduction

One of the most watched films in Swiss theatres in 2017 was a movie in German Swiss
called die göttliche Ordnung (The divine order), which tells the story of a village in a rural
canton of Switzerland in the days before the popular vote that finally gave voting rights to
women in 1971. The film starts with an epileptic succession of images of demonstrations around
the world: young people rebelling against war, marching for peace and love, for new
intergenerational relations, for personal and sexual freedom and so on. Then the camera changes
perspective and shows the placid image of a Swiss village on top of a knoll and enveloped by
the morning mist. The stage has been set.
This poignant image came back to me when I was thinking about the subject which brings us
here today. Are International Organizations like the sleepy Swiss village, basking in its beauty,
with no contact with the outside world?
To tell the truth, the answer must be said in German: Jein, which means both yes and no
(Ja/Nein). This image of IOs probably suits many people, but it is only partially true. Many
changes can be observed in the institutional world, but the rhythm and depth of such changes
are uneven. As the great William Gibson wrote, ‘The future is already here – it's just not evenly
distributed’. The same happens with IOs.
In this presentation I’ll try to discuss the main hurdles that need to be overcome to do better. I
am afraid that no solutions will be proposed, because it all boils down to a single trait: courage.
Courage to recognise the situation, courage to go forward, courage to innovate. The rest is a
matter of how good we are at innovating, at doing new things to improve our processes and get
better results. This can be learned, but lucidity and risk acceptance can only come from deep
within.
2

Innovation, disruption, change

Most IOs were created in the wake of WWII. There are a handful of exceptions, like the
Universal Postal Union, established in 1878, or ILO, founded in 1919 at the end of WWI. But
most of the others were born in the aftermath of the horrible war that showed the devastating
capacity of conflicts to destroy the world. The European system was born only some years later,
with the first Community coming into being in 1952.
Those organizations were created with structures and MOs of their times and they have not
always undergone profound changes. In other spheres, things have moved enormously in the
5

meantime. There has been a third industrial revolution that has changed the industrial landscape,
of which translation is part and parcel. Some authors talk about a fourth industrial revolution
around the unstoppable rise of artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things, 3D printing, etc.
Institutional translation has adapted to change, but typically in a very reactive way, by not
leading the process, but preferring to bring up the rear. While disruptive revolutions were
shifting paradigms, many of us were happy in our world of excellence that had demonstrated
its value for the client. Obviously, not all shared this approach and groups of people here and
there were trying to move in line with the new times. But a reply I received in the early 2010s
when I raised the issue of machine translation in a meeting of specialists working on translation
technology still resonates in my ears. Even though Google Translate was already the talk of the
day in informal circles, I was told that machine translation was NOT translation. Now this
perception has changed, but slowly and late.
Let’s analyse, as promised, some of the elements that have contributed, and still do, to slowing
down innovation in the world of institutional translation.
3

What's the opposite of too much month at the end of the money?

There is still in IOs an abundance of resources available for translation. I don’t mean to say
that translation departments are well off. For a number of years, the powers that be have been
limiting, reducing even, the funds assigned to translation. Everybody you talk to will report
difficulties, zero-nominal-budget growth or even big budget cuts. But the truth is that those
reductions tend to affect more or less evenly all departments and it is less usual that translation
departments get affected the most in the axing operations. The resulting effect is that, in the
worst-case-scenarios, nothing needs to change and, in many other not-so-bad-scenarios, small
adjustments may suffice, like redefining what is translated and what not, allowing some backlog
to build up, loosening revision rules and allowing some texts to be released unrevised, etc. But
the tendency is to not change much the methods and technological solutions which had served
in times of plenty.
This situation is facilitated by the general absence of knowledge of many decision-makers about
the inner workings of the translation activity and the well-oiled self-reassuring messages that
language services send each time that the subject of translation costs is raised. Nevertheless, it
is highly risky to blindly accept that no fundamental change is needed and to be satisfied with
doing nothing, because this same lack of knowledge can, when financial situations become
more complicated, convert decision-makers into morticians of a whole service or big chunks
of it.
On the other hand, when budgets become a real problem, innovation takes on greater
prominence. As the saying goes, necessity is the mother of invention. Let’s recall the case of
the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), the WHO regional office for the Americas. In
the past century, PAHO was searching for real savings and decided in 1975 that translation
costs could be cut down significantly by using machine translation. They embarked on the
development of PAHOMTS. Since 1980, the system has been churning out translations of
increasing quality, highly attuned to the public-health texts that the organization produces.
PAHOMTS has remained for 40 years an example of successful implementation of rules-based
machine translation and PAHO has adopted a different business model to the standard IOs.
4

The quest for excellence can be an obstacle

It seems counterintuitive, but it tends to be true. Excellence gives organizations comparative
advantage and allows them to better reach their objectives, be they high quality, good service,
low price or increased profit margins. IOs have been champions of excellence in translation,
6

choosing the best professionals and paying them good salaries. In a world where only important
documents, i.e. treaties, agreements, legislation, jurisprudence, etc., were being translated, high
quality was the only meaningful objective. This resulted in a certain numbness to the impending
need for innovation and the fact of becoming überspecialised.
Let's look at a couple of recent examples that show us that excellence might not actually be
beneficial and a lack thereof can actually be an incentive to embrace innovation and gain the
competitive edge that others might lack.
In 1980 a new service was launched in France called Minitel. It was one of the videotex services
that were to be implemented in the last decades of the 20th century. The Minitel was a great
success. The range of services was great and varied. Each French home had a Minitel in its
corridor. Its enormous success resulted in a very slow penetration of the Internet in France in
the 1990s. The service was finally discontinued in 2012, after prolonged agony. Internet
penetration in France was normalised in the 2000s.
Another more recent example is the credit card and modern consumer banking practices. When
the cheap availability of smartphones equipped China with the biggest number of these phones
in the world and web apps started dominating the globe, the Chinese banking system was poorly
developed and credit card penetration was minimal. China leapfrogged the credit card and
developed a couple of payment apps in constant competition: WeChat and Alipay. Chinese
consumers all have smartphones with one app or the other, often both, and pay for most of the
things they buy with them. Retailers don't even need to have a POS, since a QR for each app is
enough. Thus, the lack of excellence in the retail banking system was instrumental in leading a
deeply transformational change.
Translation departments need to realise that it is not enough to be excellent in your profession,
you also need to use the best processes possible to obtain the desired results. This includes the
realisation that, while the old kind of content remains important in their portfolio, new types of
content, requiring different processes and quality levels, have appeared and what used to work
for high-end types of content may not be suitable for general communication purposes.
5

Who drives my car?

This is a question which I have seen rarely asked in institutional settings. Certainly not as
written, but not even when uttered in the more correct: Why are we translating? Who or what
are we translating for? Who is our driver?
The fact is that this is, in my view, an important question and many things depend on the answer
given to it. My views are very clear in this respect. I think that we translate for our clients – call
them masters, if you prefer. This has a clear impact, because this answer permeates all actions
we take. In my view, we work to satisfy the needs of the client, which doesn’t mean that we do
whatever is asked of us, but rather that we understand what is the need(s) that the client wants
us to fulfil, thanks to an ongoing conversation with them, that we propose to them the best
solution that we design and deliver it. Since needs change with time and become different from
all needs, we have to invent and reinvent constantly, offer new products, new ways of packaging
translations, old wine in new bottles and new wine in old bottles, whatever it takes. Thus, for
example, some IOs are offering their clients multilingual subtitling of multimedia products. In
other IOs this sounds like anathema.
If this is what I think, what do others think? In my view, many excellent professionals work for
something much less material than clients. To start with, they reject the terms client or customer.
They express open animosity towards those terms, saying that “we have no clients, we have
colleagues”. And subsequently treat them as colleagues: ergo not very nicely. These
7

professionals work for an idealised concept that I translate into XXX language (replace XXX
with the language of the professional). Nothing short of perfection is acceptable. Applying
differential treatment to different kinds of documents is impossible, because “we can’t translate
worse than normal”. The result is a factory – modern-day translation is an industrial process –
producing a single product, high-quality human translation.
6

We are special

IOs tend to have the firm conviction that they are special and totally different to other similar
IOs. This can be seen in the attitude of translators, who tend to think that one can only become
proficient in the work done for the IO after long years of working with the same kind of
documents, being revised by masters, called revisers, who underwent the same years of long
and tedious training as themselves, just 20 years before. Somehow, when I look at this, the
image of my conscription days comes to my mind: ignorant chaps that nine months ago were
terrorised by other ignorant chaps were now terrorising the new recruits arriving at the barracks
and who were waiting to terrorise new people nine months down the road.
This attitude already is not conducive to easy acceptance of translation memory technology, a
kind of democratising gismo where knowledge is buried in corpora and re-used by the first chap
on the scene. But this also has an impact on other technologies. While some large IOs possibly
have more reasons to go their own way in developing fully-tailored technological solutions,
smaller organisations would fare better from not trying to reinvent the wheel all the time.
This year Ford and Volkswagen announced that they’d build commercial vans and pickup
trucks together in new partnership. They had already partnered in 1991 to produce a multipurposed vehicle called Volkswagen Sharan, Seat Alhambra and Ford Galaxy, according to the
final seller of the vehicle. This is just an example of how for-profit companies in strong
competition among themselves can partner in joint ventures when convenient. This is not to
mention the International Space Station with all competitors sharing expensive infrastructure
while each one follows their own goals.
It took several years of political (and budgetary) pressure by the powers-that-be in the European
Union for all its institutions to effectively share their homegrown language applications. But
workflow (or document processing) systems clearly fall outside the scope of collaboration due
to confidentiality reasons. While I understand such reasons, I consider that more could be done
to use commercial components (platforms) or to develop common components. Such
components can then be customised to each member’s needs and circumstances.
Just to avoid placing all the blame on the translation departments, I need to say that this special
syndrome also extends to IT departments on which the translation ones depend very often,
especially in SMIOs (small and medium international organisations).
If you think of the why of such attitudes, you’ll easily come back to what we have already said
before. Accepting that an already developed solution, or one which has been agreed upon by
several parties, might not do 100% of what we expect from the system is not easy. If you have
the money to do it yourself and, moreover, you can’t compromise total excellence, we have the
situations we describe here. And this when reality checks tell us that users, when faced with a
solution which can’t do what they want it to do, have little difficulty in twisting the system and
using it to their advantage, to the despair of the developers, who see their work of art misused
for unacceptable purposes.

8
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The cloud

Cloud computing has revolutionised computing in the 21st century. Since the release of
Elastic Compute Cloud by Amazon in 2006, the rise of the cloud (no pun intended) has been
unstoppable, especially in the 2010s (Amazon moved all retail operations to its cloud in 2010!).
The advantages of this type of computation are so impressive and the costs of data centres so
high, that a limited number of companies dominate the landscape of massive computing. From
small to big corporations, almost everybody moves to the cloud, because of the better prices,
highly-increased security, elasticity, services, etc. Even the public sector tends to move to the
cloud and abandon the costly private data centres.
Unfortunately, many IOs are not fully tapping into the possibilities offered by the cloud,
generally for reasons I consider to be sound. While a number of people disregard the cloud
based on considerations of data ownership and protection, the main issue that others find is that
the platforms that can really offer a service up to standards are tightly controlled by their
respective governments in legal terms, by which I mean according to the laws of the respective
countries.
This situation is impairing the functioning of IOs, preventing them from reaping the advantages
of this technology. But solutions are not obvious, other than creating a strong public-sector
cloud (for the EU or in Switzerland for the other IOs).
8

Conclusion

International organisations are generally known for their high-quality translation services
that bring certainty to their members and help guarantee that the communities for which they
work can operate in a safe environment. These translation services are generally role models
when we look at the best texts humans can produce, especially when we think of legal texts.
But they are not consistently efficient or innovative, and in fact, the contrary holds true on many
occasions. We have tried to identify some reasons why this happens. They might be partially
or totally wrong. There might be many other reasons I have never thought of, or that I didn’t
dare share with an open audience. But we can summarise most of the reasons in just one that
can take many forms: lack of ambition, conservatism, the “we are the champions” syndrome,
and lack of a sense of urgency. Each one should analyse their particular situation and reflect
about the cost of not doing what is needed or doing it in an incorrect way. Inaction is rarely the
answer. Picking the right battles is a good approach, but avoiding them will only bring certain
misery.
We still haven't answered the question asked in the title. Can we in IOs do better? I think that,
by now, the answer is obvious: Of course, we can. And we should. As the saying goes, the
largest room in the world is the room for improvement. The good news is that many people are
aware of this and are willing to fill this room.
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Terminology: Towards a Systematic Integration of
Semantics and Metadata
Denis Dechandon
Anikó Gerencsér

Maria Recort Ruiz

Publications Office of the European Union
denis.dechandon@publications.europa.eu
aniko.gerencser@publications.europa.eu

International Labour Office
recortruiz@ilo.org

Abstract
Knowledge sharing is one of the greatest challenges in businesses, public administrations and international
organisations. Sharing large quantities of data to be easily used by IT applications and systems is essential
to improve working methods, increase productivity, craft policy and implement decisions at institutional
level.
This paper presents the first stage of a collaborative project undertaken between the Publications Office
of the European Union (OP) and the International Labour Office (ILO) to align and map some of their
terminology assets and controlled vocabularies (EuroVoc and the ILO thesaurus, taxonomy and ‘gig’
economy glossary). The project’s objectives are to improve the quality of selected vocabularies, improve
data accessibility, implement linked data and mappings and enrich terminology assets in order to move to
a systematic use of semantics all through the authoring-translating-publishing chain and to support the
building of knowledge graphs and the use of artificial intelligence at a later stage.

1.

Introduction

Activities of businesses and public administrations increasingly depend upon internet data
reused by IT applications and systems able to read and regurgitate semantic content, the
ultimate purpose being to maximise the reuse of data for better decision- and policymaking.
While the semantic web, or web 3.0, allows anyone to say something about any topic, this
“something” being combined and combinable with data from other sources, the main purpose
of semantics1 is to lead to knowledge extraction from enormous sets of raw data in various
formats. This facilitates faster and more cost-effective access to meaningful and accurate data,
to analyse it and convert it into knowledge. In this framework and further to the enabling of the
communication between computers and the implementation of process automations, controlled
vocabularies find a new rationale: supporting the disambiguation of content and improving and
easing the larger implementation of technologies, such as automated tagging or machine
translation.
In this landscape, new technologies and standards (e.g. RDF, RDFa, RDFS, OWL, SKOS,
SPARQL) help inter alia infer, relate, interpret, and classify the implicit meanings of digital
contents, and ensure the information’s availability that citizens, decision-makers, linguists,
researchers, etc. need. Furthermore, it relies on a shared understanding, that this information
should be discovered and retrieved, even split in pieces between computers and servers. Thus,

1

applied languages expressing interrelations of data in machine-readable format.
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the objective is to get the right data to the expected place and allow intelligent applications to
read and reuse the unstructured content created in the web 1.0, 2.0 and even 3.0, because of the
standards and formats used, and missing or “wild” metadata.
Improving computer work, developing systems supporting trusted interactions over the web of
data, enhancing and implementing “controlled vocabularies” created by documentalists,
taxonomists, information scientists, etc. and the links between them and terminology assets
developed by another professional community are some of the numerous topics we propose to
address through a concrete collaborative project around the EuroVoc thesaurus, maintained by
OP, and the ILO thesaurus, taxonomy and “gig” glossary. Hence, we will focus on:
 Already existing interweaving of terminology assets and controlled vocabularies,
 Various results and advantages of implementing technologies and standards mentioned
above, associated with assets used by linguists and knowledge and information
management professionals,
 Current achievements,
 Further steps to fit into the paradigm of the web 3.0,
to create assets maintained and used by linguists benefiting from an increased return on
investment and to come to systematic use of semantics leading notably to redefine linguists’
tools.
2.

Controlled vocabularies
A. “Controlled” vocabularies?

International organisations, EU institutions and bodies, their respective Member States and
their stakeholders, create, maintain, manage and implement various kinds of controlled
vocabularies, like glossaries, classifications, taxonomies and thesauri.
Mostly used by different professional communities:
 Glossaries, dictionaries, traditional language thesauri and terminology databases are
among the tools used when translating, interpreting or getting the basic meaning of a
word, a term or a concept,
 Authority lists, classifications, ontologies, taxonomies and thesauri containing
standardised linguistic contents (labels associated to identifiers) and keywords used by
information specialists, knowledge managers, data scientists, etc. for:
o Indexing /structuring contents,
o Enhancing information discoverability on websites,
o Exploiting data thanks to various technologies,
 Sets of technical metadata used by IT and semantic technology specialists in IT
applications and for machine-to-machine communication.
Considering vocabularies and their respective purposes, we have the following taxonomy of
knowledge organisation systems (KOS)2:

2

Source: Zeng, Marcia. (2008). Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS). Knowledge Organization. 35. 160182. 10.5771/0943-7444-2008-2-3-160
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Some might be considered as terminology assets used by linguists but all are KOS including
“all types mentioned above, plus categorization schemes, classiﬁcation schemes, dictionaries,
gazetteers, glossaries, ontologies, semantic networks, subject heading schemes, and
terminologies”3.
Recently, sophisticated KOS appeared, knowledge graphs:
 “Knowledge graphs can be considered ontologies and more. [...] “A knowledge graph
acquires and integrates information into an ontology and applies a reasoner to derive new
knowledge.””4.
All KOS contribute to semantic, technical and terminological interoperability. Additionally,
ontologies and data modelling, both required by the semantic web, strongly relate to future
applications of knowledge management or artificial intelligence.
B. Making controlled vocabularies multilingual
The more accessing information tends to be global, the more KOS are made multilingual and
support the provision of an extended access to contents available on the web (access to
information is provided, whatever the language of each user, if the considered multilingual KOS
covers it).
3.

Tools and standards to create and maintain vocabularies
A. Terminology and controlled vocabularies

Terminology or controlled vocabulary management are two interrelated fields with different
backgrounds and objectives complementing each other as regards knowledge sharing.
There is no single definition for terminology management or controlled vocabulary
management. Terminology can be defined as “science studying the structure, formation,
development, usage and management of terminologies in various subject fields” (ISO 1087-1)
and its application as a “set of designations belonging to one special language” (ISO 1087-1).
Terminology management involves planning and defining terminology processes,
implementing computer aided terminology tools and regular updating of terminology assets. It
deals with the capturing, processing, updating and preparation of terminological data.5
3

https://www.hedden-information.com/taxonomies-as-knowledge-organization-systems/
https://www.hedden-information.com/knowledge-graphs-and-ontologies/
5
Hendrik J. Kockaert, Frieda Steurs. Handbook of Terminology. Terminology tools. Frieda Steurs, Ken de
Wachter, Evy de Malsche. John Benjamins Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 2015.
4
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While terminologies are more oriented for translation purposes (they include e.g. nouns and
phrases including verbs or adjectives, part of speech, use, definitions), taxonomies and thesauri
are mostly used for indexing, tagging or classifying purposes and constructed on a hierarchical
basis establishing relationships between terms and concepts (they interrelate terms and
information retrieval).
Data, metadata, technologies and standards will remain. KOS implemented in this new
landscape will evolve. Improving, interlinking and using them will further give structure and
meaning to the vast amount of unstructured data available in the cloud.
B. Standards
1. Terminology ISO standards
ISO standards provide “rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or for their results,
aimed at achieving the optimum degree of order in a given context”6. The European
Parliament’s Terminology Coordination Unit of the Directorate-General for Translation
collected numerous relevant standards for this field7.
2. Standards for controlled vocabularies8
The ISO 25964 standard, “Information and documentation - Thesauri and interoperability
with other vocabularies” comprises:
 Part 1 (ISO 25964-1:2011): Thesauri for information retrieval, which “covers the
development and maintenance of thesauri, both monolingual and multilingual, including
formats and protocols for data exchange”,
 Part 2 (ISO 25964-2:2013): Interoperability with other vocabularies, which “covers
interoperability between different thesauri and with other types of structured vocabulary
[...] not previously covered in any International Standard”.
Additionally, standards defined by the W3C9 are of utmost importance.
C. Data modelling
Most EU institutions and bodies dedicate efforts to creating ontologies or knowledge graphs
and implementing data modelling as required for the semantic web, considering knowledge
management and artificial intelligence.
Data models may have various meanings, depending on the chosen approach, on professionals
working on them or on their objectives and purposes (models for business information, solution
data, and physical data)10.
4.

Building bridges between controlled vocabularies

Interoperability is enabling at least two “systems or components to exchange information
and to use the information that has been exchanged”11.

6

https://www.iso.org/deliverables-all.html
https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:704:ed-3:v1:en
8
https://www.niso.org/standards-committees/iso-25964, https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:25964:-1:ed1:v1:en, https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:25964:-2:ed-1:v1:en
9
https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/
10
https://www.dataversity.net/state-art-data-modeling/#
11
ISO 25964-1:2011 standard
7
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A. Aligning controlled vocabularies and mapping concepts
Mappings aim to show relationships between concepts in different vocabularies. Including
mappings to other vocabularies into controlled vocabularies supports interoperability12. This is
valid for all vocabulary types, regardless of how concepts are represented:

After mapping, improved KOS enhance the retrieval of content from the web.
As the semantic web is rapidly expanding, more and more KOS are made available and aligned
to each other worldwide. This brings an expanding number of mappings between concept
representations, as described in the ISO 29654-2:2013 standard, and a growing volume of
linked (open) data.
However, mapping concepts implies dealing with some challenges:
 Identifying KOS worth being aligned,
 Having all KOS in processable formats by IT tools or human beings,
 Identifying technologies to use,
 Defining the mapping direction,
 Identifying elements to be mapped, depending on knowledge management systems,
 Setting mapping types to be defined, introduced and implemented,
 Making validated all suggested mappings by both taxonomists/information and
knowledge management specialists in charge of selected KOS,
 Defining which KOS language versions should be aligned to each other,
 Ensuring mapping precision, as retrieving pre-indexed content is at stake,
 Having multilingual mappings checked by linguists and by taxonomists/information and
knowledge management specialists,
 Defining and applying a governance (content and technical evolutions, ownership,
responsibilities, roles, concept representations (lexicalisations for human beings and
URIs for computers) among others).
Quite often, only a concepts subset included in a KOS are mapped with another one’s concepts.
A further step would envisage merging these KOS and/or considering one as an extension of
the other.
B. Merging KOS
Different KOS compatible in structure, purpose and scope are easier to merge. However, to
ensure integrating them coherently, the merging shall be handled with discipline, caring of
eliminating duplicates, replacing terms, refining concepts, definitions or scope notes. In fine,
the merged KOS will be enriched and consolidated, enhancing interoperability. This also
applies when incorporating valuable discontinued KOS into another actively maintained KOS.

12

ISO 25964-2:2013 standard
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If mapping activity requires precision, merging does not, since a new KOS will be produced.
Before merging KOS, some questions should be answered:
 Are both KOS on the same subject?
 Can the target dataset integrate the whole source one? If not, which part can be
incorporated? Would the left-out part become an extension of the target dataset?
 For merged but not top concept, which relationships are needed between it and the
existing concepts in the enriched KOS?
After mapping concepts and merging KOS, remaining concepts can be considered as
extensions of the improved KOS.
C. Defining extensions
Aligned with various other KOS, the EuroVoc thesaurus contains mappings defined as exact
(skos:exactMatch) or inexact (skos:closeMatch).
Further matches can be considered, like broad (skos:broadMatch) and narrow
(skos:narrowMatch) matches.
In a given domain, matches can be defined between concepts in KOS of different granularities.
D. Pushing over the edge
1. EuroVoc and IATE (InterActive Terminology for Europe), the EU’s
terminological database
As IATE uses EUROVOC as its domain classification system, there is neither mapping nor
merging. It rather supports the disambiguation of concepts.

A controlled use of EuroVoc descriptors in IATE would turn the database into a wonderful
source of concepts and lexicalisations.
2. EuroVoc and LYNX (Legal Knowledge Graph for Multilingual
Compliance Services)
The LYNX project aims to provide more effective ways of accessing huge amounts of digital
regulatory compliance documents in the legal domain. After extracting the terms from the legal
corpora and creating language resources from the results, the extracted data will be transformed
into machine-readable formats and linked to additional legal resources such as EuroVoc,
BabelNet or DBPedia13. The project foresees to create an ecosystem of smart cloud services
based on a legal knowledge graph integrating and linking heterogeneous compliance data
sources.

13

Patricia Martín-Chozas, Víctor Rodríguez-Doncel:Towards a Linked Open Data Cloud of Language
Resources in the Legal Domain. Law via the Internet Conference, Florence, 11-12 October 2018.
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5.

Four practical examples (EU-EuroVoc vs ILO-Thesaurus, Taxonomy, Glossary)

The European Commission, as all EU institutions and bodies creates, maintains, manages
and implements various kinds of controlled vocabularies, like classifications, taxonomies and
thesauri, which are mostly:
 Standardised labels and keywords used for content indexing or enhancing information
discoverability on websites,
 Technical metadata sets used in IT applications.
International organisations within the United Nations system have different terminology
and controlled vocabularies and taxonomy databases. The ILO manages three main databases:
ILOTERM, the ILO Thesaurus and the ILO Taxonomy.
A. Working with some different assets created for various purposes
1. The Publications Office of the European Union
OP mainly publishes European Union institutions' publications (Decision 2009/496/EC,
Euratom). Its core activities include producing and disseminating legal and general publications
in paper or electronic formats like the daily Official Journal of the European Union in 23 (24
with Irish) official EU languages, ensuring long-term preservation of content produced by
EU institutions and bodies and managing several websites providing digital access to
information and data from the EU or offering specific services, tools and manuals.
a) EuroVoc, a multilingual, multidisciplinary
covering the activities of the EU

thesaurus

Among those tools, EuroVoc, a multidisciplinary thesaurus originally aggregated for
processing EU institutions' documentary information, covers fields sufficiently wide-ranging
for both Community and national points of view, emphasising parliamentary activities.
EuroVoc is used outside the EU institutions, particularly by national and regional parliaments.
The thesaurus aims to provide a coherent indexing tool to manage efficiently documentary
resources and execute documentary searches using KOS.
Containing terms in 24 EU languages, plus 3 EU accession candidate countries’ languages
(Macedonian, Albanese and Serbian), it currently counts 21 domains and 127 microthesauri.
OP maintenance team continuously adapts it considering developments in EU institutions’
fields of activity, changes in its language arrangements and collecting and examining the
proposals submitted by users through a form available on the EU Vocabularies website.
A governance and a maintenance system were established to deal with those matters.
b) Implementation of the Simple Knowledge Organisation
System (SKOS)
The EuroVoc maintenance was migrated from Excel to VocBench2 with its 4.4 release,
enabling the use of semantic web technologies to reflect W3C recommendations and latest
trends in thesaurus standards.
The latest VocBench3 offers a powerful editing environment with facilities for OWL
ontologies, SKOS/SKOS-XL thesauri, OntoLex lexicons and any sort of RDF dataset
management. Aiming to set new standards for flexibility, openness and expressive power, this
RDF modelling platform is free and open source. OP manages its further development.
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OP uses VocBench3 to maintain numerous controlled vocabularies and shares it increasingly
with other institutions and organisations.
EuroVoc resources are modelled as direct extensions of the SKOS and SKOS-XL (SKOS
eXtension for Labels (appendix B)) classes and properties. Some Dublin Core properties were
reused.
2. The International Labour Organization
Founded in 1919, the Organization became the first specialized agency of the United Nations
(UN) in 1946. It has a unique tripartite structure within the United Nations system bringing
together governments, employers and workers to set labour standards, develop policies and
devise programmes promoting decent work for all women and men.
Based in Geneva (Switzerland), ILO is the permanent secretariat of the International Labour
Organization.
a) A terminology asset: The “gig” economy glossary
ILOTERM, public multilingual terminology database of ILO, contains more than 24,000 entries
and 100,000 terms in seven official working languages of the Office. Most are related to labour
issues, human rights and other UN related fields. Managed and regularly updated in close
collaboration with technical experts by the Official Meetings, Documentation and Relations
Department, ILOTERM is also used by linguists.
The “gig” economy glossary was prepared in the framework of research about non-standard
forms of employment. This relatively new field required important work amounts from ILO’s
language specialists and technical experts.
The final glossary is available in Excel for internal use, while some of terms were included in
ILOTERM. Often updated as this field constantly evolves, it is used by editors, translators,
revisers, formatting operators and experts, and external users through ILOTERM.
b) ILO Taxonomy and Thesaurus
The ILO Taxonomy and Thesaurus provide (online) a list for web content subject tagging within
the ILO.
Reflecting the ILO work programme, the taxonomy structure comprises 400 labour-related
terms arranged around 25 subject groups and is used by ILO to describe their webpags content
or search the ILO website.
The ILO Thesaurus compiles more than 4,000 concepts around the working world in English,
French and Spanish, and grouped under 19 subject categories or facets related to labour issues.
The ILO Taxonomy and Thesaurus are currently managed through Multites, although a new
system (implementation: end of 2019) will accept formats as SKOS, SKOS-XL, RDF, OWL,
etc. facilitating knowledge sharing within and outside the Organization.
Used by ILO staff, the ILO Taxonomy and Thesaurus are open to the general public, including
technical experts, lawyers, academics or researchers.
B. Proposed project and methodology
To allow accessing more content, KOS should be increasingly interrelated.
KOS as terminology assets refer to terms and unique concepts. This is e.g. illustrated in the ISO
25964-2:2011 standard as a “unit of thought” and in the IATE Handbook as follows:
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Additionally, both kinds of vocabularies include synonyms to disambiguate concepts and
relationships between terms, a very common practice for KOS (equivalence / hierarchical /
associative relationships) but less in terminology assets.
Understanding this, our project focuses first on identifying mappings between concepts / terms
/ category labels of each of the vocabularies presented above.
Compared to EuroVoc, the very specialised ILO vocabularies present a higher level of
granularity. A quite high number of mappings and various content enrichments of each
vocabulary are expected to lead to an improved interoperability.
Furthermore, remembering the use of EuroVoc descriptors in IATE, semantic web technologies
could help turn traditional terminology assets into linked (open) data contributing to structure
some huge bulk of unstructured data available on the web and to implement new features in
tools used (or soon to be) by translators.
1. An initial project in two phases
 Phase 1, automatic (lexical) alignment to align:
o All ILO vocabularies with EuroVoc, used as a “hub”, as described in the ISO
25964-2:2013 standard (under 6.4).

As such, EuroVoc is used to search in contents indexed with any of the ILO
vocabularies; the alignment with a terminology asset is meant to assess
consistency and sustainability of use of the contained terms and of the concepts
and category labels the other two ILO vocabularies include,
o Both ILO vocabularies with each other, even if they differ in scope, language
and structure; direct mappings must be defined between concepts / terms /
category labels of each vocabulary and those of each other vocabulary, as
described in the ISO 25964-2:2013 standard:
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Aligning with a terminology asset has the same purpose as above.
 Phase 2, automatic (semantic) alignment (same vocabularies).
Additional benefits:
 Streamlining efforts to ensure:
o Consistency,
o Understanding inside and between organisations,
 Enriching vocabulary content (see above §IV.B.),
 Inserting mappings,
 Structuring terminology asset(s),
 Implementing these enriched vocabularies and mappings (improving websites search
features).
Expected deliverables:
 One or multiple alignment files (in SKOS or EDOAL formats),
 One or multiple files containing evaluation samples,
 A report describing preliminary dataset assessment, designed process and parameters,
output alignment files and a final reference point.
All following stages but “g. Alignment design” are valid for both phases of the project.
2. Preliminary assessment
Upon receiving the selected KOS, their initial state is assessed and documented to define
whether they are suitable input for the alignment software. Attention is given to both technical
and content quality, available languages, presence of duplicates, encoding, estimated preprocessing operations and other aspects. Intended operations and expected final outcomes are
listed.
3. Pre-processing
OP's technical team will convert the format of all vocabularies provided by ILO. Input datasets
are cleaned up, normalised and transformed to be suitable for automatic alignment.
4. Alignment design
Predefined parameters:
 Main inputs: a pair of datasets or in case of batch alignments many-to-one or one-to-many
(don’t do many to many),
 Main outputs (in SKOS or EDOAL formats),
 Exact matches only based on perfect equality operator (expected one output) OR
 Close matches based on a designed comparison operator (expected multiple outputs, one
per degree of confidence: high, medium, low),
 Comparison operator(s) design (encoded in SILK workbench as a Linking Task).
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Alignment comparison operators are of linguistic nature (concepts, language, word, spacing,
sequencing, capitalisation, script, encoding, transliteration and others must be considered).
Designing the alignment procedure, all relevant factors from the systematisation presented
below are considered.

Figure 2: Aspects of ontology integration.
5. Alignment output assessment
The technical team manually assesses the output. All KOS managers will then contribute to the
final complete checking and validation of suggested mappings.
6. Final assessment of the exercise
Achieved results are globally evaluated, while the output suitability for publication on the
EU Vocabularies website is assessed. The description is supported by statistics generated by
extending the code of the RDF fingerprinter software to cover the lexicalisation fingerprinting.
Information needed:






Number of input resources in each dataset and of detected pairs,
Confidence per dataset and pair,
Lexicalisation coverage per language in each dataset,
Relevant dataset fingerprint (covering target lexical resources),
Number (and percentage) of concept representations included in each mapped source and
target dataset.
Further to initial assessments, the report describes operations processed as expected and faced
issues. KOS contents are reassessed enlightened by automatic processing results emphasising
the lexicalisation and structure qualities, completeness, consistency, etc.
Expected recommendations should focus on:
 Improving KOS,
 Enhancing and automating mapping process,
 Increasing alignment pair numbers and their confidence,
 Interpreting output,
 Further processing steps on the output (automations?),
 Other KOS relevant to this project.
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C. Additional tools used
We use(d) the following tools for pre-processing, maintaining, identifying and validating
mappings:
 SILK workbench
 VocBench3 (see above §IV.A.1.d.)
 KNIME solutions
 LinkedPipes ETL
 SKOS Play from Sparna
 OpenRefine
 Customised Python scripts and homemade tools.
D. Results
1. Vocabularies considered
EuroVoc

ILO “gig”
glossary

ILO
Taxonomy

ILO
Thesaurus

4.9.1

(06/2019)

(06/2019)

(06/2019)

All EU official
languages

EN, ES, FR

EN, ES, FR

EN, ES, FR

RDF/XML

Excel

XML

HTML

-

RDF/XML

RDF/XML

RDF/XML

Model / Lexicalisation model

SKOS /
SKOSXL

SKOS /
SKOSXL

SKOS /
SKOSXL

SKOS /
SKOSXL

Axioms / Number of Triples

3,904,783

716

3,787

6,137

Logical axiom count

1,309,331

111

474

4,833

Version

Available languages

Received presentation format

Presentation format converted into

2. Baseline observations
The original Excel file (glossary) has many imprecise entries impacting the final SKOS version.
For instance:
 part-time work / employment (synonym included in label instead of prefLabel/altLabel),
 work-on-demand / on-demand work (two terms for the same concept should be divided
in two labels, one defined as preferred),
 contrat permanent (à préférer) | contrat à durée indéterminée (à éviter) (prefLabel vs
altLabel?),
 “micro jobbing” (unnecessary quotation marks),
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 Capitalisation is inconsistent throughout the original file, especially in Spanish, however
with no alignment impact.
3. Results of the process
Eurovoc

ILO Taxonomy

ILO Thesaurus

ILO Glossary - Equality

X

X

X

ILO Taxonomy - Equality

X

-

X

ILO Thesaurus - Equality

X

-

-

ILO Glossary - Jaccard

-

X

-

4. Preliminary assessment
a) Characterising the input data
ILO files were converted into RDF/XML. All contain labels in English, French and Spanish.
Only the issues mentioned above (see §V.D.b.) could be identified.
Each ILO vocabulary contains one scheme (3 for the thesaurus) covering the complete list of
concepts.
All vocabularies were validated in both Prestige and VocBench and no major flaw able to
impede the alignment process was identified.
AltLabels are associated to less than a third of concepts in ILO vocabularies with more Spanish
ones in the Glossary and none used in the Taxonomy. This inconsistent altLabels coverage
makes those irrelevant for alignment.
Even if numerous, ILO Thesaurus scope notes were evaluated as irrelevant for the alignment.
b) Detected issues
In the thesaurus, the use of lower/upper case characters is inconsistent which can be overcome
through the standard alignment process with Silk.
In the glossary, several inconsistencies were observed as detailed below:
 The prefLabels are mostly present in all 3 languages but not always,
 The details level presented in each language version can widely vary:
o The use of notes is not usual here (several prefLabels contain notes),
o Some labels are too detailed for some concepts.
As such inconsistencies might alter the alignment process, it was decided to align all available
languages in parallel to counteract this effect as much as possible.
5. Review of the work performed
The files transformed by the OP were imported into the triple store without additional preprocessing.
a) Aligning ILO vocabularies with EuroVoc
Silk Workbench was used for the alignment with following configuration:
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 Paths to source and target set to skos:prefLabel
 Transformation: Lower case
 Comparator: Equality
 Link type to skos:exactMatch
Equality matching for all ILO vocabularies:
ILO glossary

ILO taxonomy

ILO thesaurus

Number of source entities

7,243

7,243

7,243

Number of target entities

110

473

4,830

Number of links

7

202

2,067

Valid links

7*

201*

2,030*

*All links have been manually validated as correct (except for deviations induced by
concept label definition inconsistencies either in ILO or EuroVoc).
b) Alignments between ILO vocabularies
The exercise aimed to establish to which extent ILO vocabularies share concepts.
The same Silk Workbench approach was used for alignment.
Equality matching for all ILO controlled vocabularies:
Source

Target

Source entities

Target entities

Links

Valid links

ILO thesaurus

ILO glossary

4,830

110

9

9

ILO thesaurus

ILO taxonomy

4,830

473

523

523

ILO taxonomy

ILO glossary

473

110

5

5

*All links have been manually validated as correct (except for deviations induced by
concept label definition inconsistencies).
** To ensure alignment's full coverage, the links targeting both broad and narrow concepts
having the same labels have been preserved as valid.
Hence, we can conclude the following:
 The taxonomy is well integrated in the thesaurus,
 The glossary is less directly integrated, mainly because the concept of “gig” economy is
quite new and constantly evolving (concepts and terms are voluntarily left aside until an
official decision).
To identify the reason behind the distance between the Glossary and the Thesaurus an
alternative exercise was performed using a token-based approach, the Jaccard algorithm:
Source

Target

Source entities

Target entities

Links

Valid links

ILO thesaurus

ILO glossary

4,830

110

204

16

The results show an increase of more than 50% of generated links.
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6. Preliminary conclusions and possible further steps at this stage
Considering the issues identified (see above):
 Some corrections can be handled, in particular for the ILO Glossary,
 After assessing actual use of both ILO Thesaurus and Glossary, some terms of the
Glossary could be added in the Thesaurus.
Validating manually the alignment of EuroVoc with the ILO Thesaurus allowed to evaluate
EuroVoc in a different context. Some issues were reported to the team managing EuroVoc,
mainly linked with label translation and possible misinterpretations of concepts during
translation process.
At this stage of Phase 1, most assumptions seem to be confirmed:
 Phase I (first part):
o Relevance of mapping EuroVoc and ILO Thesaurus concepts and with ILO
Taxonomy category labels (mapping numbers increased) and vice-versa
(making ILO Taxonomy and Thesaurus linked data after their SKOS-ification),
o Need to validate the suggested mappings by all concerned KOS managers,
o Publication of the mappings between concepts included in EuroVoc and
respectively in the ILO vocabularies,
o EuroVoc linguistic content improvement,
 Phase I (second part):
o Enhancing the ILO gig glossary, Taxonomy and Thesaurus,
o Need to:
▪ Develop internal synergies between the units managing the vocabularies,
▪ Use semantic web technologies for data modelling and the provision of
KOS,
▪ Make ILO vocabularies linked (open?) data.
6.

Broadening the picture
A. Complementing the current results

Phase 1 must be finalised (report drafting and related steps, see above).
Further improving the quality of all selected vocabularies, based on observations and results
achieved during the project Phase 1, and ahead as in IATE, the project is defined to contribute
to searching enhancements and to improve access to data (discoverability, retrieval, reuse).
Additionally, we see various ways to enlarge the initial scope.
Once Phase 1 is completed, Phase 2 will help improve all considered assets, implement linked
data and mappings, and possibly disseminate linked open data. Ultimately, it would help enrich
and better structure already used terminology assets.
ILO implementing a new tool to manage KOS might lead to define a third phase or, at least,
extend Phase 2.
Moving to linked (open) data and their implementation should foster synergies between (and
beyond) organisations and help streamline efforts and assets in both communities of
professionals. Ultimately, it would enable them to give their support towards an improved
semantic web and contribute to render available increased volumes of valuable information and
inferred data that we need as users, decision-makers, linguists, researchers, etc.
Structuring unstructured contents could be an additional phase.
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B. A bigger picture for the language professionals?
While publishers disseminate contents with identifiers (URIs, D.O.I., etc.) and insert metadata
at the document level to enhance their discoverability, OP inserts metadata at the paragraph
level14. Similarly, such insertion at sentence/segment level would support the reshaping of
linguists’ tools. Instead of assembling voluminous relational databases to store contents,
unstructured contents disseminated online would benefit from integrating metadata and
semantics, and from semantic web technologies.
The main purpose of semantics being to empower extracting knowledge from enormous sets of
raw data in various formats, it permits to gain faster and more cost-effective access to
meaningful and accurate data, to analyse it and turn it into knowledge.
Additionally, as in IATE, EuroVoc is used for disambiguation purposes in some projects about
machine translation (e.g. Terminology for Machine and Human Translation and Machine
Translation of Domain-Specific Expressions within Ontologies and Documents), and to
overcome language barriers.
IATE is currently the biggest terminology asset using metadata to structure its content15.
Streamlining efforts and using URIs16 instead of labels, would help enrich assets and improve
the overall return on investment, contributing towards a further extension of the web of data
and KOS enrichment.
Further enabling semantic and terminological interoperability, KOS and terminology assets find
some new raison d’être:
 Supporting content disambiguation to improve and ease a larger implementation of
technologies (e.g. automated tagging and machine translation),
 Benefiting from semantic web technologies (increased discoverability and reuse) and
enriching KOS.
Enhancing bridges between terminology assets and KOS, between KOS and corpora17, and
using standard formats, we can foresee in the short-term new tools assembling assets for
linguists and drafters, using semantic web technologies and reusing online contents in a click.
In short, further develop both KOS and terminologies, and interlink KOS (also with
terminology assets) would be prerequisites.
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Abstract
This article presents a platform, named ACCOLÉ, for the collaborative annotation of translation errors.
ACCOLÉ offers a range of services that allow simplified management of corpora and typologies of errors,
annotation of effective errors, collaboration during annotation, and finally different kinds of search in
corpora. ACCOLÉ allows the annotation of translation errors according to built-in error typologies, Vilar's
typology or DQF-MQM or uploaded ones, on several corpora of different texts, translated by different
Statistical or Neural Machine Translation systems, as well as processing the annotated corpora created in
order to look for typical error models and patterns, related to a specific MT system.
The collaboration feature also gives the possibility to detect any misleading interpretation of an error type
among the annotators. ACCOLÉ currently provides 15 corpora, 7 projects of 201,474 words and 18,301
annotations that we will describe. Eventually, we will implement the semi-automatic propagation of found
patterns on other corpora to enlarge the scope of linguistic studies, thus providing to the community a wide
range of error annotated bilingual parallel corpora.
* Institute of Engineering University of Grenoble-Alpes

1

State of the Art

Translation error analysis is a task that has been developed in recent years in order to
improve the machine translation (MT) systems and to qualitatively evaluate these same systems.
In addition to the field of MT, translation error analysis is used in particular to improve
translation teaching methodologies (Kübler et al, 2016). The integration of MT in translation
masters curricula brings a new questioning about the evaluation of MT systems. How do
translators feel about different MT systems (Esperança-Rodier et al., 2017)? What tools to use
for non-specialists? The answer to these questions requires a linguistic analysis of MT errors in
order to be able, firstly, to reveal the typical errors of each type of MT system, secondly, to
correlate these typical errors with the post-editing capability of the users, and thirdly to create
corpora. Performed manually, the translation error analysis is a very time-consuming task.
Research is therefore concerned with the automatic analysis of translation errors (Popović et
al., 2006). Manual or automatic, this task requires error analysis criteria, often related to the
particular characteristics of the tool used.
The work of Vilar et al. (2006), the MeLLANGE project (Castagnoli et al., 2011), Felice and
Specia (2012), Wisniewski et al. (2013a) and the work of Lommel and Melby (2018) focuses
on the definition of typologies of linguistic errors. An error typology consists of a list of errors,
categorized according to the corrective actions to be performed to improve the translation. For
example, the error type "missing word" indicates that a word of the source segment has not been
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translated in the translation hypothesis and therefore does not appear there. In order to improve
the translation hypothesis, corrective actions must be taken to translate this "missing word".
ACCOLÉ proposes these different typologies of error annotation, but also makes it possible to
propose new typologies, better adapted to the correlation of the errors of the systems to the noncorrectible errors made by the users. Other work deals with the creation of corpora of error
translations and translation error correction, such as Potet et al. (2012) and Wisniewski et al.
(2013b). Other research focuses on the creation of tools for either quality estimation such as
Quest ++ (Specia et al., 2015), or quality assessment with Kantan's MT LQR and PET (Aziz et
al., 2012). ) or the error analysis such as BLAST (Stymne, 2011), focused on the annotation,
Coreference Annotator (Tsoumari and Petasis, 2011) more parallel corpora oriented, YAWAT
(Germann, 2008) an alignment tool that allows labelling, and TranslationQ (Steurs and al.,
2015) translation and revision oriented.
It is in this last vein that we position ourselves. We want to analyse translation errors on different
corpora, in collaboration with people from various backgrounds. Since the task of analysing
errors is already tedious, we have created an online platform that can be accessed at http://ligaccole.imag.fr. In the rest of this article, we will present our platform ACCOLÉ, before
presenting the annotated corpora obtained so far.

2
2.1

ACCOLÉ, a platform to annotate translation errors
Purpose

The initial goal that guided the development of ACCOLÉ is the manual annotation of
translation errors according to linguistic criteria. The underlying idea is to be able to provide a
user with help in choosing a MT system to use, depending on the context (language and
computer skills of the user, knowledge of the domain of the source document to be translated
and the task for which s/he needs to translate the source document.) To do this, ACCOLÉ must
be able to detect which linguistic phenomena are not handled correctly by the MT system
studied. We offer on the same platform a range of services to meet the needs of analysis of
translation errors. Thus, the main features of the platform ACCOLÉ are the simplified
management of corpora, types of errors, annotators, etc.; annotation of errors; collaboration
and/or supervision during the annotation; the search for error models (type of errors at first, later
morphosyntactic patterns) in the annotations and finally corpora creation.
Since the task of analysing errors is already tedious, it is important that the people carrying it
out have a simple access to the tool as well as the corpus they wish to analyze. This is why the
platform is available online on a browser and does not require any specific set up.
The task consists in labelling translation errors by locating manually their occurrences in the
target as well as in the source sentence.
2.2

Annotation Project Management

An annotation task is described on the platform thanks to the notion of project. A project is
a couple consisting of a corpus and an error typology. Thus, as shown in Figure 1, a corpus can
be associated with several error typologies in the form of several annotation projects. The corpus
will only be loaded once on the platform.
The project leader will also provide the list of annotators and supervisors. The error typologies
are handled by the platform managers.
This notion of project allows not to duplicate corpora.
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Figure 1. Project management.
As presented in table 1, two typologies of errors i.e. Vilar et al. (2006) and DQF-MQM
(Lommel and Melby, 2018) are available on ACCOLÉ. Fifteen French-English corpora,
journalistic news, technical documents, patents, extracts from BTEC (Basic Travel Expression
Corpus) climate documents are part of the nineteen existing projects.
Projects

Error Typology

Corpus

Vilar

Citi1

Citi1-Vilar/Demonstration

Citi2

Citi2-Vilar

News 156 Moses

News 156 Moses - Vilar

News 156 Google

News 156 Google - Vilar

News 2000

News 2000 - Vilar

BTEC1-LIGMoses

BTEC1-LIGMoses - Vilar

BTEC1-LIGMoses – DQF-MQM

BTEC1-NMTLIG

BTEC1-NMTLIG - Vilar

BTEC1-NMTLIG – DQF-MQM

WIPOTranslateN

Hawaii

Brad Pitt

WIPOTranslateS

Madagascar

George Clooney

CANADA_eTranslation

Nouvelle Calédonie

Jude Law

CANADA_LegacyMT@EC New Zealand
Doc1_Fujitsu_180118
(monolingue)

Altica test 1

Doc2_Fujitsu_20180109
(monolingue)

Altica test 2

TOTAL

13

DQF-MQM

Robert

6
19
29

Table 1: Project composition
2.3

Error Typology Management

As well as permitting of upload new corpora, the platform offers the possibility to enter
other error typologies.
As illustrated in figure 2, an error type will consist of a name, a category (optional), a
subcategory (optional) and a code (keyboard shortcut that can be used when annotating).

Figure 2. Error Typology Creation.
ACCOLÉ offers Vilar and DQF-MQM typologies. We are planning to add MeLLange.
2.4

Error Annotation

Once in a project, one can visualize the source and target sentences and identify the error
manually by clicking on the source occurrence that has not been correctly translated, and on the
corresponding target error occurrence. Figure 3 shows the interface proposed to the annotator.
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Figure 3. Error Annotation Process.
The annotation is done in two steps.
The first step is to select, with the mouse, words in the source sentence, and their equivalent in
the target sentence, presenting a translation error. Single or Multiple selection can be done. The
selection of non-adjacent words is possible. One can also select a word and its position in the
translation hypothesis.
The second step is to choose the type of errors either with the help of the mouse, or with the aid
of keyboard shortcuts, to be associated with the pair of previously selected source/target words.
It is important to associate the type of errors with both the source and the target in order to
identify error models that will ultimately propagate annotations to other corpora.
2.5

A collaborative platform

To answer the inter-annotator agreement issue (Popović, 2018), ACCOLÉ offers two
mechanisms to help the annotator in her/his task: a supervisory mechanism allowing a manager
to control the progress of the task. This mechanism encourages especially the communication
between supervisor and annotator by the possibility of creating threads for a specific
source/target phrase pair (asking for clarification on an error type, pointing out an annotation
error, etc.); and a collaborative mechanism allowing annotators to communicate about a precise
source/target phrase pair among themselves. This latest mechanism is an option to be activated
in the project while creating it.
2.6

SSTC representation of errors

The platform uses a data representation based on the Structured String-Tree
Correspondences (SSTC) (Boitet and Zaharin, 1988). An error consists of a label and a set of
SNODEs (range representing the substring in the corresponding source or target phrase). For
example, in Figure 4, the error concerning "all" and "any" is described by its label Poor lexical
choice (cat. Object word, sub-cat. Sense), by its position in the source sentence (SNODE [4931

56] - substring between the 49th and 56th characters) and the target phrase (SNODE [46-48]).
The advantage of using SNODEs in this way is to avoid the use of a syntactic structure to
describe the error.

Figure 4. Annotation Representation Example.
SNODEs also permit to spot the position of a missing word in the target, as we can see in
Figure 1 with “un des” not translated, thus represented by SNODE [16-18] in the target. They
reversely permit to associate a position in the source to extra words appearing in the target.
The other advantage is that it permits to add a posteriori morphosyntactic analysis on the source
and target sentences. One or more analyses (Stanford Tagger, Xerox Incremental Parser, etc.)
can be attached using SNODE to phrases. At the end of the annotation task, its analyses will be
used to search for models of errors (morphosyntactic patterns for example). The idea is to use
errors as a pivotal representation in the search mechanism.
2.7

Looking for Errors

To study the behaviour of MT systems, morphosyntactic analyses or error types (as
illustrated in figure 5) are used to search for error models (morphosyntactic patterns for
example) within a project. The errors are therefore used as a pivotal representation in the search
mechanism. It will help looking for any consistency in the errors of MT systems.

Figure 5. Example of an error type search.
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2.8

Corpora

At the time of writing this article, ACCOLÉ proposes 2 typologies of errors (those of Vilar
et al (2006) and DQF-MQM (Lommel and Melby, 2018) as well as 15 French-English corpora
(ranging from journalistic news, technical documents, patents, French monolingual texts,
excerpts from the Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC), up to climate documents), which
led to the creation of 19 projects. These correspond to 6,817 sentences, 134,273 source words,
114,511 target words, for 23,525 annotations made by native English annotators, as shown in
table 3.

Projects

Corpora

Error
Typologies

citi1 - Vilar

citi1

Vilar

516

13218 / 11857

3265

citi2 - Vilar

citi2

Vilar

1382

24402 / 21320

5569

News 156 LIG-Moses - Vilar

News 156 Moses

Vilar

156

4648 / 3831

982

News 156 Google - Vilar

News 156 Google

Vilar

156

4648 / 3715

616

News 2000 - Vilar

News 2000

Vilar

2000

55368 / 45525

11224

BTEC1 LIG-Moses - DQF-MQM BTEC1-LIGMoses DQF-MQM

469

3445 / 3048

0

BTEC1 NMT LIG - DQF-MQM

BTEC1-NMTLIG

469

3445 / 3004

0

BTEC1 LIG-Moses - Vilar

BTEC1-LIGMoses Vilar

469

3445 / 3048

807

BTEC1 NMT LIG - Vilar

BTEC1-NMTLIG

Vilar

469

3445 / 3004

801

Démonstration

citi1

Vilar

516

13218 / 11857

0

Altica test 1

doc1_Fujitsu_1801
18 (monolingue)
Vilar

41

1104 / 0

2

Altica test 2

doc2_Fujitsu_2018
0109
(monolingue)
Vilar

26

723 / 0

0

Brad Pitt

WIPOTranslateN

DQF-MQM

9

272 / 305

11

George Clooney

WIPOTranslateS

DQF-MQM

9

272 / 302

25

Jude Law

CANADA_eTrans
lation
DQF-MQM

28

519 / 768

35

Robert

CANADA_Legacy
MT@EC
DQF-MQM

28

519 / 776

51

Hawaii

WIPOTranslateN

Vilar

9

272 / 305

13

Madagascar

WIPOTranslateS

Vilar

9

272 / 302

29

Nouvelle Calédonie

CANADA_eTrans
lation
Vilar

28

519 / 768

36

New Zealand

CANADA_Legacy
MT@EC
Vilar

28

519 / 776

59

TOTAL

13

6817

134273/114511

23525

DQF-MQM

2

Phrase
#

Word #
Annotat
(source/target) ion #

Table 2: Corpora List
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These corpora are structured according to SNODEs and are available on request in XML or
JSON format.
3

Conclusion and further work

ACCOLÉ allows the annotation of translation errors according to built-in error typologies
or uploaded ones, on several annotated corpora of different texts, translated by different
Statistical or Neural MT systems. ACCOLÉ offers 15 corpora, 19 projects consisting in
248,784 words and 23,525 annotations.
Some annotated corpora available have already been used for a linguistic comparison of the
translation quality of different MT systems (Esperança-Rodier and Becker, 2018).
A study is planned to use ACCOLÉ for the bilingual annotation of MWEs.
The error model (morphosyntactic patterns) search in the annotations, essential asset of
ACCOLÉ, will allow us in a future version, to use the models of errors in order to propagate,
thanks to neural network, the annotations of errors in a semi-automatic way on new corpora.
This will allow to build more rapidly annotated corpora and consequently assessing almost in
real-time new MT systems. We will then be able to compare the behaviour of MT systems on
different domains, thus providing to the community error-annotated bilingual parallel corpora.
We also want to improve it by allowing the association of trees of dependencies.
Further work evaluating inter-annotator agreement is still being conducted at the time of
writing this paper.
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Abstract
Translation process research has developed tools to gather and analyse empirical data, but while a variety
of measures have proved useful and reliable to measure post-edit machine translation effort (see e.g.
Vieira 2016: 42), translation processes are seldom considered when assessing the relevance of a given
machine translation post-editing scenario. Our study seeks to determine the impact of including MTPE in
the evaluation process. We selected adequacy and fluency ratings. Based on two distinct experimental
conditions, we then compared the ratings produced without performing PE and those produced
immediately after a light PE process. Inter-rater reliability was assessed for each segment in each text
(N=55) using Fleiss’ kappa for adequacy and fluency scores, and an intraclass correlation coefficient
(Vieira 2016: 52) for temporal measures. While the reliability of the measures collected without PE was
low, the measures collected in PET were for the most part homogeneous. Qualitative analyses of the
problematic segments, as evidenced by both kappa and intraclass correlation coefficients, showed strong
Spearman's correlations, whether positive or negative, between temporal measures and all the other
metrics for NMT but weakest ones for SMT. Based on these results, we discuss the advantages and risks
of NMTPE.
* Institute of Engineering University of Grenoble-Alpes

1

Introduction

Machine translation evaluation (MTE) is performed differently and with different goals in
academia and industry (Drugan 2013, in Castilho et al. 2018: 11). However, with the current
integration of neural machine translation into human translation workflows, reliable measures
of the amount of effort needed to post-edit machine translation (PEMT) outputs have become a
common goal for researchers, language service providers and machine translation vendors
(ibid., p. 29). Translation process research has developed tools to gather and analyse empirical
data, but while a variety of measures have proved useful and reliable to measure PEMT effort
(see e.g. Vieira 2016: 42), translation processes are seldom considered when assessing the
relevance of a given MTPE scenario.
Against this background, our study seeks to determine the impact of including MTPE in the
evaluation process. We selected two of the most commonly used scales for the “declarative
evaluation” of MT (Humphreys et al. 1991, in Way 2018b: 164): adequacy and fluency ratings.
Based on two distinct experimental conditions, we then compared the ratings produced without
performing PE and those produced immediately after a light PE process.
2

Methodology

Data was collected with a group of 14 trainee translators, using two different text types and
two different tools. Based on the requirements of our French curriculum in specialised
translation, we selected only translation into French, and for the sake of comparison we kept
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only one source language: English. A first series of assessments was conducted with
KantanMT’s language quality review system (LQR), which allows for a simple comparative
evaluation of two systems without post-editing the outputs. The second series was done a few
weeks later, in Post-Editing Tool (PET, Aziz et al. 2012). Each experimental condition includes
two source texts from two different domains (environmental discourse and patents). We
generated usable SMT and NMT outputs using the European Commission’s MT (eTranslation)
with environmental texts and WIPO translate with patent extracts. In both conditions, the
students were given a realistic scenario -- i.e. they performed the evaluation, with a view to
determining whether the MT output was relevant to a particular order.
2.1

Data

We selected four documents dealing with two different subjects. Two documents were
Patent extracts while the two other two were environmental texts.
Each document has been translated with Machine Translation (MT) systems trained on the
domain, thus using WIPO Translate and eTranslation respectively for Patents and
environmental texts. As those two MT systems offer a Neural version (NMT) as well as a
Statistical one (SMT), we used them both to translate our documents.
Consequently, we obtained two translation versions of the same source document, which are
one WIPO SMT translation version and one WIPO NMT version for a patent document. We
therefore got four translations for the two Patent extracts: two SMT translations and two NMT
for each text.
In the same way, we performed both NMT and SMT translations on the two environmental
texts, having thus one eTranslation SMT translation version (called “LegacyMT@EC” in the
eTranslation portal) and one eTranslation NMT version (called “cutting edge”) for each
environmental document, again resulting in four translations.
As a result, we have got 8 documents, as shown in Table 1 below.
Documents

WIPO
NMT

WIPO
SMT

eTranslate
eTranslate
NMT
SMT

Total

Patent 1

1

1

2

Patent 2

1

1

2

Environmental
discourse Text 1

1

1

2

Environmental
discourse Text 2

1

1

2

2

2

8

Total

2

2

Table 5: data.
Those documents were used in the two assessments conducted with our translator trainees. The
first assessments have been conducted using the Kantan tool in order to assess adequacy and
fluency of one patent NMT and one SMT translation and of one environmental text based on
both NMT and SMT translations.
The second assessment has been fulfilled using PET in order to post-edit translations before
assessing adequacy and fluency. For this last assessment, as required in PET (Aziz et al., 2012),
we had to mix the NMT and SMT translations in the same document so that the translator
trainees did not know which translation was the NMT one, nor the SMT one. We created from
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the NMT version translation and the SMT version translation, two mixed-version translation
documents as stated in Table 2 hereafter. To do so, we mixed the odd sentences from the NMT
version with the even sentences from the SMT version and conversely the even sentences from
the NMT version with the odd sentences from the SMT version, to create the second document.
Patent
NMT

1

WIPO

Patent
SMT

1

WIPO

Mixed Text 1

Mixed Text 2

a-L'invention
A-L'invention
a-L'invention
A-L'invention
concerne un ensemble concerne
un concerne un ensemble concerne
un
presse-frein
(1) agencement de presse presse-frein
(1) agencement de presse
comprenant :
de
frein
(1) comprenant :
de
frein
(1)
comprenant :
comprenant :
b-L'invention
B-Une presse de
B-Une presse de
b-L'invention
concerne
également frein et de pliage de frein et de pliage de concerne
également
une presse plieuse (2) pièces, en particulier pièces, en particulier une presse plieuse (2)
destinée à plier des une presse plieuse,
une presse plieuse,
destinée à plier des
pièces, en particulier
pièces, en particulier
une presse à border,
une presse à border,
c-un siège (3)
C-Un siège (3)
c-un siège (3)
C-Un siège (3)
positionné devant la positionnée devant la positionné devant la positionnée devant la
presse de frein (2) pour presse et frein pour un presse de frein (2) pour presse et frein pour un
un opérateur de ladite opérateur dudit frein, un opérateur de ladite opérateur dudit frein,
presse de frein (2),
presse (2)
presse de frein (2),
presse (2)
d-Et-un système de
D-Et un système de
D-Et un système de
d-Et-un système de
support réglable (10) support réglable (10) support réglable (10) support réglable (10)
qui supporte le siège qui supporte le siège qui supporte le siège qui supporte le siège
(3) et qui est fixé à un (3) et est fixée au (3) et est fixée au (3) et qui est fixé à un
point de fixation (9), la niveau d'un point de niveau d'un point de point de fixation (9), la
presse de frein (2) fixation (9) (2), le frein fixation (9) (2), le frein presse de frein (2)
ayant un cadre (4) qui de presse ayant un de presse ayant un ayant un cadre (4) qui
supporte un premier cadre (4) qui supporte cadre (4) qui supporte supporte un premier
porte-outil (5) et un un premier porte-outil un premier porte-outil porte-outil (5) et un
second porte-outil (6 ). (5) et un second porte- (5) et un second porte- second porte-outil (6 ).
outil (6 ).
outil (6 ).
e-Le premier porteE-Le
premier
e-Le premier porteE-Le
premier
outil (5) peut être porte-outil (5) peut être outil (5) peut être porte-outil (5) peut être
déplacé par rapport au déplacé par rapport au déplacé par rapport au déplacé par rapport au
deuxième porte-outil second support d'outil deuxième porte-outil second support d'outil
(6) pour exécuter un (6) pour effectuer un (6) pour exécuter un (6) pour effectuer un
mouvement de travail. mouvement de travail. mouvement de travail. mouvement de travail.
…

…

…

…
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Table 2: structure of mixed translation texts.
Once created, we started the series of assessments with our translator trainees as described in
the following two sections.
2.2

First series of Assessments

As far as the first experiment is concerned, translator trainees were given three texts for each
domain. The source document, patent and environmental discourse ones, its NTM version
translation and its SMT version translation. The three texts were uploaded in Kantan, as shown
in Figure 1 below, for the translator trainees to assess the adequacy and the fluency of each
translation from a rank ranging from 1 to 5, with indeed a middle point
As already mentioned in section 2.1, no post-editing was possible in Kantan’s comparison tool
(called “A-B test”). Furthermore, translator trainees did know which translation was the result
of the NMT version or of the SMT one.

Figure 1. Kantan interface.
This first series of assessments was done to familiarise translator trainees to adequacy and
fluency ranking. At the end of their course, trainees had to do the second series of assessments.
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2.3

Second Series of Assessment

Figure 2. PET interface.
As said previously in section 2.1, for these series of assessments, the NMT and SMT versions
were mixed into a new text, for the two domains, so that we would be sure the SMT and NMT
versions would not be discovered by the translator trainees.
Four documents, one source document and one mixed-version translation document for each
domain, were uploaded into PET. Before assessing the adequacy and fluency, the translator
trainees had to post-edit the proposed translations.
After the post-editing, they were asked to score the accuracy and fluency with a rank ranging
from 1 to 4, with currently no middle point, as can be seen in Figure 2.
In order to ensure the quality of the work, the translator trainees were presented this assessment
as the final exam of their curriculum, thus accounting for their credits.
3

Results

Inter-rater reliability was assessed for each segment in each text using Fleiss’ kappa for
adequacy and fluency scores, and an intra class correlation coefficient (Vieira 2016: 52) for
temporal measures. While the reliability of the measures collected without PE was low, the
measures collected in PET were for the most part homogeneous.
3.1

Inter-rater reliability

In table 3, we compare overall agreement in percentage, together with Fleiss’s Kappa. The
latter does not appear to be fully relevant to our experimental setting. Indeed, we do not think
that chance scoring is likely to happen at all in the context of a course on MT with MA students.
The first piece of evidence for their involvement is the time spent assessing (see below table 4).
Besides, the students had been trained to use adequacy and fluency scoring, and the two sessions
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considered for the present study were a training session for the final test, and the final test itself
(in which students were given a mark for the course).
Overall, adequacy ratings in PET are the most reliable from the lowest 41.11% to the highest
60% as opposed to Kantan adequacy ratings ranging from 26.84% to 39.93%, which are much
lower. Fluency ratings in PET are less reliable as they ranged from 30% to 50% (20 point
spread), but still on average higher than Kantan results – the latter ranging from 27.29% to
39.65%. It appears that our students had more trouble assessing fluency with the patent extracts.
Those results show that a post-editing task before assessing the adequacy of the translation
provides a better agreement between raters.
According to domains, the post-editing of the environmental texts before assessing adequacy
and fluency implied a better inter-rater agreement, respectively 26.84% vs. 41.11% (14 point
increase) for SMT, 28.89% vs. 60% (31 point increase) for NMT and 32.65% vs. 50% (18 point
increase) for SMT and 32.50% vs. 45.56% (13 point increase) for NMT. Nevertheless, it was
less clear-cut for the post-editing of the patents before assessing adequacy, 39.93% vs. 46.67%
(6.5 point increase) for SMT and 35.81% vs. 59.17% (23 point increase) for NMT, and fluency
with 39.65% vs. 37.5% (2 point drop) for SMT and 27.29% vs. 30% (almost 3 point increase)
for NMT. We could even notice with a loss of agreement of 2 points for the SMT version. This
result can reinforce the fact that the translator trainees had more difficulties assessing fluency
and Patents.
Concerning the different MT systems used, when comparing NMT vs. SMT, on the whole, we
obtained a better agreement on adequacy for NMT than for SMT, 35.51% vs. 39.93% (4 point
drop), 28.89% vs. 26.84% (2 point increase), 59.17% vs. 46.67% (12.5 point increase) and 60%
vs. 41.11% (19 point increase). Again, the 4-point decrease of agreement for NMT vs. SMT on
Patents shows the difficulties of student to assess Patents. Moreover, we can see that the results
are much better for the agreement on the adequacy for NMT when a post-editing had been
performed prior to quality assessment. Contrastingly, the agreement on fluency, we obtained a
better agreement for SMT than for NMT, 39.65% vs. 27.29% (12 point increase), 32.65% vs.
32.50% (equal), 37.6% vs. 30% (7 point increase), 50% vs 45.56% (4.5 point increase). We can
see that the difference among agreements as regards to fluency are less clear-cut, reinforcing
the evidence that translator trainees had more difficulties to assess fluency. Once again, we can
see that agreement is stronger when a post-editing had taken place before the quality assessment
even if it is less obvious.
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Data

%Agreement
%Agreement
%Agreement
%Agreement
(Fleiss's kappa) (Fleiss's kappa) (Fleiss's kappa) (Fleiss's kappa)
in adequacy
in adequacy
in fluency rating in fluency rating
rating of SMT rating of NMT of SMT
of NMT

Kantan Patents
(WIPO
Translate)

39.93%
(0.05)

35.81%
(0.08)

39.65%
(0.12)

27.29%
(0.06)

Kantan Climate
(eTranslation)

26.84% (0,01)

28.89%
(0.07)

32.65%
(0.06)

32.50%
(0.11)

PET Patents
(WIPO
Translate)

46.67%
(0.29)

59.17%
(0.46)

37.50%
(0.17)

30.00%
(0.07)

PET Climate
(eTranslation)

41.11%
(0.05)

60.00%
(0.14)

50.00%
(0.33)

45.56%
(0.27)

Table 3: Inter-rater Agreements
3.2

Intra class correlation (ICC) coefficients

Similarly, and even though there was more variation in temporal measures, homogeneity in
ICC coefficients was stronger in PET data.
In Kantan, we could only get the overall time spent assessing both the SMT and NMT version
translations for one source segment. We thus had to work on the duration means of assessing
SMT and NMT in PET in order to be able to compare the results.
With Kantan, we can see in table 4 that there is remarkable variation from the Patent domain
compared to the environmental domain. In contrast, PET has more homogeneous means, even
though the standard deviation is very high and that the intra class correlation (ICC) also shows
a lot of variation among raters. We can see that the post-editing time impacts the mean duration.
We can also notice that the ICC seems to increase when less time is spent on assessing.
Mean
duration
(ms) per
sentence

Standard
Deviation

ICC

Kantan Patents (WIPO
Translate)

96.20558608 82.17102284 0.185130901

Kantan Climate
(eTranslation)

249.3956044 271.804465

PET Patents (WIPO
translate)

32193.90625 31266.08828 0.094569923

PET Climate
(eTranslation

36006.725

0.048161741

45218.36249

0.05

Table 4: Intra class correlation coefficients
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We finally sought to determine what went wrong by performing qualitative analyses of the
problematic segments, as evidenced by both kappa and intra class correlation coefficients.
3.3

Qualitative Analyses

Qualitative analyses were processed using the ACCOLÉ (Brunet-Manquat and EsperançaRodier, 2018) annotation platform, as illustrated in Figure 3. Translation errors were annotated
according to DQF-MQM (Lommel and Melby, 2018) error typology and correlations between
the different metrics were calculated using Spearman's correlations.

Figure 3. ACCOLÉ Interface.
We ended with the annotations of each sentence assessed by the trainee translators, according
to the DQF-MQM typology.

Time

rs
p%
hter
rs
p%
Assessing T rs
p%
Total errors rs
p%
Accuracy E rs
p%
Fluency E
rs
p%
Adequacy
rs
p%
Fluency
rs

Time
1
0
0.6103
2.2525-7
0.4973
5.3038-5
0.3599
0.0047
0.3991
0.0016
0.2634
0.0420
-0.481
0.0001
-0.5208

Hter
1
0
0.3885
0.0021
0.2104
0.1066
0.1971
0.1311
0.0915
0.4867
-0.5693
2.0636-6
-0.6071

AssessingT
1
0
0.056
0.6707
0.1501
0.2523
0.8123
3.3627-15
-0.3785
0.0029
-0.4775

Total errors
1
0
0.9852
4.0900-46
0.8575
2.2014-18
-0.2904
0.0244
0.0237

Accuracy E
1
0
0.7833
1.3894-13
-0.2879
0.0257
0.0021

Fluency E
1
0
-0.2091
0.1088
0.1659

Adequacy
1
0
Fluency
0.4167
1
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p%

1.9916-5

2.7045-7 0.0001

0.8574

0.9873

0.2052

0.0009

0

Table 5: Spearman's correlation - NMT translation - environmental domain.
For easier understanding, we counted for each sentence, on the one hand, the number of
annotated errors corresponding to the accuracy type and on the other hand, the number of
annotated errors corresponding to the fluency type.
Table 5 shows the Spearman's correlation calculation done for each measure obtained for the
NMT translation version we had for the environmental domain.
Time is strongly correlated to HTER (rs=0.6103 with p-value=2.2525-7) as well as the assessing
time (rs=0.4973 with p-value=5.3038-5) which leads us to say that time spent is dedicated to the
post-edition. This is confirmed by the fact that HTER is correlated to the Assessing time
(rs=0.3885 with p-value=0.0021).
Furthermore, the Assessing time is highly correlated to the presence of Fluency errors
(rs=0.8123 with p-value=3.3627-15). Consequently, we can say that when there are Fluency
errors the assessing time is longer.
As regards the correlation between Adequacy and Fluency (rs=0.4167 with p-value=0.0009),
we can see that the scores given to the Adequacy of a translation have an influence on the score
given to Fluency. In the same way, looking at the correlation between Accuracy errors and
Fluency errors (rs=0.7830 with p-value=1.3894-13), we can see that there is also a link leading
us to say that the scores given to the Accuracy errors of a translation have an influence on the
score given to the Fluency errors.
Logically enough, the correlation between the Total errors and the Accuracy errors and the
Fluency Errors is really high.
It is also interesting to focus on the strong negative correlations from Adequacy and Fluency as
regards Time, Hter and Assessing Time. Those negative correlations mean that, when there is a
lot of time spent, and there are a lot of changes between the translation and the reference, then
the Adequacy and Fluency scores are much lower, and vice versa.

Time

rs
p%
hter
rs
p%
Assessing T rs
p%
Total errors rs
p%
Accuracy E rs
p%
Fluency E
rs
p%
Adequacy
rs
p%
Fluency
rs
p%

Time
1
0
0.288
0.0256
0.2568
0.0479
0.2715
0.0358
0.3698
0.0036
0.0965
0.4635
-0.2082
0.1103
-0.5046
3.9331

Hter
1
0
0.3423
0.0074
0.0841
0.5228
0.0474
0.7193
-0.0009
0.9946
-0.4452
0.0003
-0.4432
0.0004

AssessingT
1
0
0.0761
0.5634
0.186
0.1547
-0.09
0.49442
-0.4565
0.0002
-0.3071
0.0170

Total errors
1
0
0.687
1.3528-9
0.7656
1.0415-12
-0.2578
0.0467
-0.1798
0.1691

Accuracy E
1
0
0.0955
0.4681
-0.1758
0.1791
-0.1025
0.4359

Fluency E
1
0
-0.097
0.4608
-0.1553
0.2360

Adequacy
1
0
Fluency
0.4428
1
0.0004
0

Table 6: Spearman's correlation - SMT translation - environmental domain.
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Table 6 shows Spearman's correlation for measures taken for the SMT translation on the same
domain as the one for NMT.
We almost find the same correlations, nevertheless, the correlations between Time and Hter
(rs=0.3423 with p-value=0.0074) is weaker for the SMT translation opposed to NMT
translations. The lower value suggests that there is more variation and that there might be more
effort, as captured by variations in Time measurements, while Hter scores remain relatively
similar. It is also the case for the correlations as regards Hter and Adequacy as well as Fluency,
which are still strong negative correlations. As was the case for NMT, but in a smaller
proportion, when the Hter score is high, the scores for Adequacy and Fluency are low. The
lower proportion suggests that students might be less good at using Adequacy and Fluency
measures for assessing effort with SMT.
Again, and as expected, the correlations between Total errors and Accuracy errors and Fluency
errors are really strong.
Finally, for the SMT translation, the Assessing time is strongly correlated to Adequacy scores
while for the NMT translation it was correlated to Fluency Scores. This statement matches
previous NMT vs. SMT quality assessments showing that NMT translations are more fluent
than SMT outputs, while SMT translations are more adequate (see e.g. Koehn & Knowles
2017).
4

Discussion

Results showed strong correlations, whether positive or negative, between time spent postediting and all the other metrics for NMT but weakest correlations as far as SMT was concerned.
Our results thus point to much more homogeneity in post-editing NMT outputs, with more
variation in the treatment of SMT errors. The consequences of these differences for professional
post-editors include both lighter cognitive effort and improved cognitive ergonomics when
dealing with NMT. It is also worth noting that estimated effort (as expressed by Fluency and
Adequacy ratings) was on the whole more realistic with NMT outputs. However, it remains to
be seen how post-editors will address the higher risks induced by more homogeneous and fluent
NMT outputs, notably that of meaning errors going unnoticed (Forcada, 2017: 303).
Experimental designs including hidden errors and allowing for a measure of cognitive effort
would help in determining whether the necessary attention to details with NMT outputs ends up
being more demanding than the very regular, and somewhat tedious, post-editing tasks required
with SMT.
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Abstract
This paper presents an evaluation conducted with end-users of translations produced by Swiss Post’s in-house Language
Service. The aim is to assess whether end-users i) would rate post-edited MT more highly than raw MT; ii) would find
that Swiss Post’s customized NMT system produces better results than a general-purpose, off-the-shelf NMT engine
(DeepL) and, lastly, when aware of translation production metadata, iii) would be willing to pay for post-edited texts.
This latter aspect in particular was intended to help determine whether the customers would still value human
intervention or whether they would rather accept a lower quality translation and associated risks if this means they can
save on costs. Results show that the post-edited texts are preferred by the majority of the participants, even when
production metadata are revealed. The in-house customized engine seems to produce better results than DeepL, since
the end-users choose the raw output from our system more often than from DeepL.

1 Introduction
The in-house Language Service at Swiss Post translates a wide variety of internal and external
texts from and into German, French, Italian and English. After evaluating different machine
translation (MT) solutions over the past two years (Bouillon et al., 2018), Swiss Post’s
Language Service is now ready to introduce neural machine translation (NMT) into its
workflow. During the testing phase, a customized system built on OpenNMT-tf (Klein et al.,
2017) and trained with more than 2.5 million in-domain sentences1 was found to produce raw
translations that are reusable for post-editing purposes in three language directions. In this first
phase, machine translation output quality and fitness for purpose was solely evaluated by inhouse professional translators. Nevertheless, the Language Service was also interested in
determining its customers’ (end-users’) opinions on machine translation.
As emerged from internal discussions over the years, the extensive hype around neural machine
translation, due to its higher fluency in comparison with previous approaches (Wu et al., 2016;
Hassan et al., 2018; Castilho et al., 2017), has led many Swiss Post employees to turn to freely
available, generic MT systems to obtain quick raw translations. A crucial point in the use of
such systems concerns personal data and information security, as the employees are likely to
paste sensitive company information into web-based MT interfaces and are not always aware
of the risks of this practice.
Therefore, we decided to carry out a study to assess whether end-users a) would rate post-edited
MT more highly than raw MT; b) would find that Swiss Post’s customized MT system produces
better results than a generic MT engine (DeepL) and, lastly, when aware of some production
metadata, such as security and cost, c) would be willing to pay for post-edited texts. This latter
aspect could help determine whether the customers would still value human intervention or
whether they would rather accept a lower quality and associated risks if this means they can
save on costs. Our main hypotheses are that end-users will prefer post-edited versions over the
1

We used the same training data detailed in (Bouillon et al., 2018)
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raw MT output, will find that our customized system produces better results than DeepL and
will be willing to pay for a translation revised by a professional translator and produced in a
secure environment.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of
previous studies involving end-users of machine-translated texts, while Section 3 details the
methodology of our study. Findings are presented and discussed in Section 4, before concluding.
2 Previous work
There are relatively few studies available that consider the opinion of end-users of machinetranslated texts. Many organizations and language services survey their end-users and customers
about the quality of their MT output, but the results are not always shared (Bowker and Ehgoetz,
2007).
In their literature review, Bowker and Ehgoetz (2007) cite the studies conducted by Senez (1998)
at the European Commission, by Vasconcellos and Bostad (1992) at the Pan American Health
Organization and by Nuutila (1996) at Nokia. All reported that end-users (administrative staff and
employees of the company) were mostly satisfied with the raw or post-edited output, especially
due to the fact that they could receive texts that would not otherwise have been translated.
However, the authors do not provide any detail on the methodology followed.
More recent work on the topic has been carried out by Castilho (2016), Castilho and O’Brien
(2017), Screen (2019) and Van Egdom and Pluymaekers (2019). In these studies, end-users
evaluated the quality of human translations and MT output with different degrees of postediting. Nevertheless, the participants were never asked to consider additional information
about the translations before assessing the texts.
The idea of sharing production metadata, such as production method, time and cost, with endusers in a recipient MT evaluation was first introduced by Bowker and Ehgoetz (2007) and
further investigated in Bowker (2009) and Bowker and Ciro (2015).
Bowker and Ehgoetz (2007) surveyed 31 anglophone professors from the Faculty of Arts at the
University of Ottawa to determine whether they would accept English translations of lower
quality for internal texts, if these were cheaper and faster to obtain than human translations. The
source texts selected were administrative memos in French, used only internally. The
participants were presented with three versions of the same text (a human translation, a raw MT
produced with the Systran MT system (v4.0) and a lightly post-edited version) and with
information about the time and cost required to produce them. Two thirds of the respondents
preferred the post-edited version, and one third the human translations, while raw MT did not
receive any preference. The authors suggested that the acceptability rate of raw MT could be
different among groups of participants that have “less of a vested interest in language per se”
(p. 221).
This intuition proved correct in Bowker (2009), who conducted a similar study with members of
two Canadian official language minority communities. The findings show that, for gisting
purposes, lay users more often select raw or lightly post-edited MT output, whereas, when
translation is considered as a means of cultural preservation, full PE and human translation are
required. Interestingly, the main group selecting this latter option turned out to be language
professionals. Therefore, the author states that “average recipients are more open to the idea of
MT than are language professionals” (p. 148).
Adopting the framework of community-based participatory research, Bowker and Ciro (2015)
conducted a recipient evaluation with 114 Spanish-speaking newcomers at the public library in
Ottawa. The participants had to evaluate four different Spanish translations (raw MT produced by
Google Translate, fully or lightly post-edited MT, human translation) of a text extracted from the
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library’s website in English and choose the version that best met their needs. Immediately
afterwards, production metadata were provided and the participants were asked to confirm or
change their preference. The results show that on average, in the first part, human translation
and full post-editing combined were selected by 66% of the respondents, while the raw MT was
the less chosen category. Once production method, time and cost were revealed, the preference
given to human translation and full post-editing decreased to 23%, while that for raw MT grew
considerably. In the end, when considering time and cost for production, lightly post-edited
texts proved to be the most chosen ones.
In our study, we propose a similar methodology to investigate end-users’ preferences for raw
and post-edited NMT when considering production metadata (detailed in Section 3.5).
Furthermore, we indirectly compare the output produced by a general-purpose and a customized
NMT system.
3 Methodology
In order to answer our research questions, we carried out two comparative evaluations of raw
and post-edited versions of machine-translated texts extracted from Swiss Post’s manuals. The
MT systems tested were an in-house customized NMT system, namely Swiss Post NMT,
abbreviated as SPNMT, and a general-purpose, off-the-shelf NMT system, namely DeepL. The
language directions tested were German to French and German to Italian. In this section, we
will provide information on the participants, the test data, and detail the methodology of the two
evaluations.
3.1 Participants
Participants were recruited through a call for participation on the company’s intranet and by
means of convenience sampling. They were eligible to take part if they 1) were Swiss Post
employees, and 2) had French or Italian as their mother tongue. These participants actively need
translation of work instructions and manuals in their daily work and are indirect Swiss Post
Language Service customers. Thirty-nine Swiss Post employees volunteered for the study,
including 23 native French speakers, 15 native Italian speakers and one native bilingual
participant who asked to take part in both languages. Therefore, there were forty participants in
total.
In a final demographic questionnaire, the participants stated that their level of comprehension
of German was moderate or advanced. 28% of the participants reported never using MT, while
for the remaining 72%, a half reported using MT “regularly” in their daily work and a half only
“sometimes”. Participants who reported using MT commented that they do it mostly for gisting
purposes or as an aid in their daily work while writing emails in a foreign language or translating
texts (even if they do not work for the company as language experts). The systems mentioned
were DeepL and Google Translate. Many participants also commented on the fact that they
never reuse raw MT as such, as they are usually not satisfied with the results of these systems.
3.2 Test data
The test set consisted of eight texts randomly extracted from Swiss Post’s manuals, which are
used only internally at Swiss Post. The intended readership is employees in Swiss Post branches
(points of sale). Typically, the manuals describe new products or services that Swiss Post is
offering or new processes that are relevant for the point of sale. The texts ranged between 212 and
305 words each, for a total of 2130 words and 180 segments. They had been translated from
German into French and Italian using our customized NMT system (Swiss Post NMT, abbreviated
as SPNMT) and DeepL. Details on the test set are shown in Table 1 below.
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Text

1

2

3

Words 212 303 228
Segs

18

25

17

4

5

6

7

8

Total

298 305 296 292 196

2130

24

180

27

21

28

20

Table 1: Number of source words and segments in the test set.
Two in-house professional translators (one per language pair) working at the Language Service
were asked to perform a full post-edit of the raw output produced by the customized system and
DeepL. HTER scores (Snover et al., 2006) calculated on the post-edited versions and reported in
Table 2 below suggest that the post-editors made fewer corrections to the raw output produced by
the customized system than to that of DeepL. As shown in Table 2, BLEU scores (Papineni et al.,
2002) computed on the raw MT output were systematically higher for our customized system than
for DeepL, suggesting higher similarity between the output of the former and the official human
reference. Regarding the type of corrections that the post-editors made to the raw output, some
examples of sentences to evaluate are reported in Table 3. In particular, in the first example, we
note that the post-editor did not make any modifications to the raw output produced by Swiss Post
NMT, since this system suggested a much more accurate translation than the one proposed by
DeepL.
DE–FR

DE–IT

System

SPNMT DeepL

SPNMT DeepL

BLEU

41.52

28.36

37.01

23.92

HTER

15.36

26.19

20.97

31.18

Table 2: BLEU and HTER scores per system and language pair.
3.3 Test design
All the participants assessed the raw and PE versions of the eight source texts in the same order.
Four texts had been machine-translated using our customized NMT solution, while the other four
had been machine-translated using DeepL. We split the participants into two sub-groups per target
language. Participants in Group 1 assessed translations produced by Swiss Post NMT in texts
from 1 to 4, while texts from 5 to 8 came from DeepL. For participants in Group 2, the order of
the systems was reversed, as shown in Table 4. Group 1 for French had 13 subjects, and Group 2
had 11 subjects. For Italian, Group 1 and Group 2 contained 8 subjects each. This design applies
to both the first and the second evaluation.
Texts Group 1 Group 2
1-4

SPNMT

DeepL

5-8

DeepL

SPNMT

Table 4: Test design.
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3.4 First evaluation: preference based on quality
The aim of the first comparative evaluation was to assess whether the end-users found that 1)
post-editing could significantly improve raw output and that 2) the customized system could
produce a more acceptable output than DeepL.
Source (example 1)
Jedes Team verf¨ugt ¨uber eine Leitung Filiale und eine Stellvertretung.
Raw Swiss Post NMT
Chaque équipe dispose d’une direction de filiale et d’une suppléance.
PE Swiss Post NMT
Chaque équipe dispose d’une direction de filiale et d’une suppléance.
Raw DeepL
Chaque équipe est composée d’un directeur d’agence et d’un directeur adjoint.
PE DeepL
Chaque équipe est composée d’un responsable de filiale et d’un suppléant.
Source (example 2)
Die Leitung Filiale ist Ansprechperson gegen Aussen und trâgt die Gesamtverantwortung.
Raw Swiss Post NMT
La direzione filiale è la persona di contatto verso l’esterno e assume la responsabilitàgenerale.
PE Swiss Post NMT
Il responsabile Filiale è la persona di contatto verso l’esterno e assume la responsabilitàgenerale.
Raw DeepL
La direzione della filiale è il referente esterno e ha la responsabilitàgenerale.
PE DeepL
Il responsabile Filiale è il referente esterno e ha la responsabilitàgenerale.
Table 3: Examples of sentences to evaluate from the first evaluation. Each participant
received the source and a couplet of translations (raw and PE version) from the same
system, either Swiss Post NMT or DeepL.
In this evaluation, the participants compared the translations sentence by sentence
(180 segments per participant). They did not know which was the raw or the PE version,
nor if the translations originated from Swiss Post NMT or from DeepL. The participants
performed the evaluation in a questionnaire on the Limesurvey platform. The instructions,
sent via email, together with the link to the evaluation, required the participants to read the
source sentence in German, then the two translation proposals, and decide which
translation they preferred. Available options were:

 I prefer translation A
 I prefer translation B
 Both are acceptable
 Neither of them
The questionnaires were sent to the participants on 28th January 2019, together with the
instructions in their own mother tongue, namely French or Italian.
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3.5 Second evaluation: preference based on quality and production metadata
The aim of this second evaluation was to ascertain whether, when being aware of the parameters
for the production of the two versions, the end-users would still prefer the same version as the first
evaluation or would change their choices. In particular, we were interested in finding out whether
Swiss Post employees were willing to pay for post-edited translations.
This time, the participants were presented with the entire texts (source and target translations),
instead of just sentences (although in a coherent order). Differences between the raw and the PE
versions were highlighted in blue. In the same interface, we revealed information about:
- the results of the first evaluation, namely which version received more preferences on
average and was therefore considered clearly or slighly better than the other1
- the production method, namely whether the text was “revised by a professional translator”
or “ non-revised”);
- the server which hosted the MT system used, namely if this was in-house (“secure”) or
external (“not secure”, as the data would exit the company premises) and, finally;
- the price for the raw and the post-edited version. These provisional figures were established
by Language Service management for the purposes of this study and calculated per source
word. The raw versions produced by Swiss Post NMT and DeepL would cost
approximately 86% and 94% less than their PE versions, respectively. Therefore, if a PE
version would cost CHF 1, the corresponding raw version produced by the customized
system would cost CHF 0.14, while the raw version produced by DeepL would cost CHF
0.06.
The criteria mentioned were all deemed important for the end-user. In particular, the results of the
first part relate to the quality of the output, the production method reveals the human intervention
on a machine-translated text, the information about the server location raises users’ awareness
regarding the issue of data confidentiality, and the cost is often one of the main concerns in a
business scenario.
Considering these metadata, participants were asked to select the text for which they would pay.
Available options were:
 I would pay for translation A
 I would pay for translation B
 I would not pay for either of them
When choosing this latter option, participants were asked to comment on the reason why, in their
opinion, neither of the two translations was worth its price. This evaluation was carried out on the
Limesurvey platform three weeks after the first one. The participants received via email detailed
instructions on how to perform the task.
4 Results and discussion
In this section, we will present and discuss the results obtained in the two comparative
evaluations described in Section 3.

1

We decided to present the results of the first part in terms of slight or clear preference for one of the two
translations. In case of a tie (``both are acceptable"), we would have looked at the second most chosen category.
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4.1 Results of the first evaluation
The results of the first evaluation, represented in Figure 1 below, show an overall higher preference
for the post-edited version over the raw one, for both MT systems in question. However, while for
DeepL there is a clear preference for the post-edited output over the raw one (56% and 13%,
respectively), results for our customized system show that, most of the time, the raw and post-edited
segments are considered equally acceptable (44% of the judgements), with PE being the second most
chosen category (34%) and raw output collecting around 10% of the preferences. These tendencies
are the same for both language pairs, as detailed in Figures 2 and 3. These results confirm the HTER
and BLEU scores mentioned in Section 3.2: the post-editors had to make fewer corrections to the raw
output produced by the customized system, as this was already more similar to the human reference
translation, compared to DeepL.

Figure 1:
preferences for Swiss Post NMT and DeepL in the first evaluation.

Overall

An Inter-Rater Reliability (IRR) analysis was performed using Light's Kappa coefficient (Light,
1971) to assess consistency among nominal ratings provided by the participants in each group, per
target language. The results, interpreted according to Landis and Koch (1977), show moderate
agreement for the French-speaking participants (k = 0.44 and k = 0.49 for group 1 and group 2,
respectively) and fair agreement for the Italian-speaking participants k = 0.33 and k = 0.38 for
group 1 and group 2, respectively).
These results are perhaps not surprising, since it is well known that customized systems outperform
generic systems (Koehn and Knowles, 2017; Khayrallah et al.2018), but they shed light on
interesting aspects. For instance, the overall amount of sentences in the categories “raw” and
“none” is quite high and deserves attention. As the goal of post-editing is to improve the raw output
while correcting any errors, it could be argued that, overall, in more than 11% of the cases, the
post-editing made the translation worse (raw better) and in 12% of the cases, PE was not effective
enough (neither of the translations is preferred). When analyzing these sentences in greater depth,
we see that they contained punctuation issues or small typos, as shown in the examples below:
SOURCE - Hinweis: TWINT-Voucher d¨urfen nicht [...]
RAW - Remarque: les bons TWINT ne doivent pas [...] PE Remarque: les bons TWINT ne doivent pas [...]
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SOURCE - Mit der Bildung von Teamorganisationen [...]
RAW - Con la creazione di organizzazioni del team [...] PE con la formazione di organizzazioni [...]
Furthermore, the fact that evaluators rated one sentence at a time could have led to
misinterpretations, as in the example below, where the correction rightly made by the post-editors
to the paragraph title was not perceived as an improvement:
SOURCE - TWINT-Voucher stornieren
RAW - Annuler le bon TWINT
PE - Annuler un bon TWINT

Figure 2: Detail of preferences for Swiss Post NMT in the first evaluation, per target language
(German as source language).

Figure 3: Detail of preferences for DeepL in the first evaluation, per target language (German as
source language).
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4.2 Results of the second evaluation
In the second test, the participants were asked to make a choice between the raw and post-edited
version, or to state that they would not choose either of them. Once metadata related to production
method, the results of the first test, server and cost are revealed, the post-edited version is still the
most chosen version for both Swiss Post NMT and DeepL (79% and 88%, respectively). Detailed
results for language pairs and systems are shown in Figures 5 and 6 below.
Interestingly, we notice an overall increase in the percentage of preferences to the raw output of
the customized system (15%), a decrease for the same category in the case of DeepL (around 7%),
as well as an overall decrease for the “none” category. The difference observed could be due to
the fact that this time the participants made a choice regarding the whole text and not only
individual segments. However, while in the first evaluation we wanted to gather more fine-grained
results about the quality of the output, the purpose of the second evaluation was to focus on the
impact of metadata and to let the participants make a judgement on the translated text in its entirety.
For the same reason, in comparison to the first evaluation, we have eliminated one category (“both
are acceptable”) and forced the participants to express their choice to pay for one of the two
versions or neither of them.
Since we did not separate the metadata, we cannot establish if the choice is due to a specific
criterion or to a combination of some of them. Nevertheless, as stated previously, all the production
metadata can be considered relevant to the end-users. The price, in particular, seems to play a
prominent role. In fact, when looking at the reasons why the participants selected the option “I
would not pay for either of them”, the comments reveal that the evaluators often recognize that the
post-edited version is slightly better than the raw one, but some improvements could still be made.
For the customized system in particular, since many raw segments were acceptable and therefore
have not been modified, some participants clearly stated that the price difference between the raw
and post-edited versions was too large and did not reflect the difference in quality.

Figure 4: Overall preferences for Swiss Post NMT and DeepL in the second evaluation.
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Figure 5: Detail of preferences for Swiss Post NMT in the second evaluation, per target language
(German as source language).
Out of a total of 320 judgements collected2 in the second evaluation, in 70 cases (around 22% of
the times) the participants change their preferences between the first and the second evaluation.
Details of these changes are shown in Figure 7 below.
For texts translated with DeepL, there is a higher number of changes (7) from the categories
“PE” or “raw” to the category “none”, compared to the changes in the same direction for texts
translated with Swiss Post NMT (5). Conversely, changes from the categories “raw” or “none” to
the category “PE” occur more often for Swiss Post NMT (18) than for DeepL (8).

Figure 6: Detail of preferences for DeepL in the second evaluation, per target language (German
as source language).
The highest number of changes overall (23) can be found for texts translated with Swiss Post NMT
and confirms the results mentioned in Section 4.2: when assessing texts coming from the in-house

2

40 participants, 8 texts to assess.
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customized system, participants are more likely to accept raw output instead of the post-edited
output or none. Only one participant changed his preferences systematically, always choosing the
raw version over the post-edited one, and regardless of the NMT system, clearly showing that the
price had a major impact on his choices.

Figure 7: Number of times a participant changed his preference between the first and the second
evaluation, per system.
5 Conclusion and future work
In this study, we have reported on the results of two comparative evaluations carried out to
investigate Swiss Post employees' preferences regarding raw and post-edited MT from an inhouse, customized engine (Swiss Post NMT) and a general-purpose, off-the-shelf MT system
(DeepL). We first asked the end-users to express their preference based on the quality of the output,
then verified whether they would change these preferences when aware of some production
metadata for the two translations.
Despite a rather small sample of participants (n=40), our findings show that post-edited texts are
preferred by the majority of evaluators, even when production metadata such as server security
and price are revealed. The end-users do perceive a difference in quality between the output of our
in-house customized system and that of DeepL, since in the first evaluation the post-edited and
raw versions produced by the former are judged equally acceptable more often. In the second
evaluation, participants change their preferences more often for Swiss Post NMT, choosing to pay
for the raw version over the post-edited one. This could be due to the fact that, in the case of the
customized system, the price difference between the two versions is not reflected in the quality
difference, as emerged from some participants' comments. Although only a minority of
participants expressed this view, the question of how to establish the price of post-edited machine
translation in a Language Service remains one that should be carefully considered.
This initial study was subject to a number of limitations: first, we tested only one text type, namely
Swiss Post's internal manuals, and two language pairs. It is likely that, for other text types, the rate
of preferred raw output could be different. Second, we provided only a full post-edited version of
the raw output, however, it would be interesting to repeat the study with different degrees of postediting and more than one post-edited version. Furthermore, it was not possible to evaluate the
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impact of a specific production parameter, as these were all presented together, and we did not
include other metadata that could be useful for the end-user's decision, such as the production time.
Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study conducted in a real business setting
and investigating end-users' preferences for raw or post-edited NMT output after disclosing
production metadata. The results of the study indicate that the quality of the output of a customized
trained NMT system is higher compared to a generic non-trained system in the given business
scenario. Also, it seems that end-users have more confidence in a customized trained system that
addresses data security and are therefore more willing to accept raw MT output compared to the
untrained system.
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Abstract
The introduction of technology into translation curricula is a complex task in terms of translation competences
and their acquisition. Computer tools and MT directly affect trainee translators. This study investigates the
impact of technology on students on a Master's in Specialised Translation and Language Industries at
Université Paris Diderot. We present the results of a teaching project “Website translation into English” which
places strong emphasis on hands-on applications of MT. The aim of the project is to provide students with a
semi-professional work experience in which they face real-life website translation problems. Students are
expected to translate and revise webpages from French into English using a professional platform
SystranLINKS. The first results of our study show that a more equipped translator’s workstation results in
assisted but also disrupted translation practice, and requires additional learning/teaching time. Intensive
practice of MT raises students’ awareness of the importance of a revision workflow, and gives students a
broader understanding of translation quality.

1

Introduction

In this contribution, we describe the impact of Machine Translation (MT) on a Masters course
on webpage translation. Our claim is that MT has two principal forms of impact on our students
(and on ourselves, as translator trainers, as well as on the wider community). The first is ‘disrupted
practice’, that is to say the initial challenge encountered by students in the context of what is – for
many – a completely new learning experience. The second impact involves not only the
development of ‘survival strategies’ when faced with a highly complex project simulation, but also
more profoundly a qualitative change in attitudes among all participants, not only towards
technology (the translation platform, neural MT output, corpora and other resources) but also our
conception of the translation process itself. We characterise this emerging view of the translation
project as a ‘qualitative translation/revision workflow’.
This paper has six sections: 1) the web translation project and pedagogical workflow, 2) the
specificities of webpage translation, 3) the tools used for website translation, 4) the role of neural
MT in the project, 5) the impact of MT-enhanced technologies on the translation process, and 6)
the role of metalanguage in students’ reporting forms.
In the final sections of this paper, we suggest that an efficient and perhaps relatively underexploited
means of examining the impact of technology on translation trainees is to analyse the
metalanguage that our students actually use. As mentioned below, we use a ‘Reporting Form’ to
assess our students’ participation and progress on the course. Here, we use a hybrid approach to
explore these texts (corpus analysis, textometrics, but also critical discourse analysis). The analysis
of student reporting forms provides us with data on the representations that students form about
the project: the students’ professional worldview comes across in the metalanguage they use (terms
about language, technical terms relating to the project workflow etc.), but also in the choices they
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make regarding examples and in longer stretches of text in which they justify their evaluation of
the course itself.
2

The Website Translation Project

In this section we set out the context for Masters-level university course entitled Traduction
de site web vers l’anglais (‘Website translation towards English’) for which we use the acronym
TSA. TSA is a 30 hour-long course which is itself part of a 2nd year programme known as M2
ILTS (Industrie de la langue et traduction spécialisée, ‘Specialised Translation and Language
Industry’), based at the Université de Paris, France3. M2 ILTS includes practical modules on
technical translation in various specialised domains, translation tools, project management, as well
more theoretical courses on terminology, corpus linguistics, etc. The particularity of M2 ILTS is
that students must find an alternating work-study placement (one week in a company, the next at
the university), a feature which exposes them to different translation tools and environments in the
workplace, as well as intensive tuition at university.
The aim of the TSA course is to provide a simulated environment in which teams of students work
on a single website translation project. Typically, this involves translation from French into
English of webpages taken from a French university or other institution (an average of 1-2 pages
per student, given that there are approximately 30-35 participants). Over the years we have worked
on websites such as the Institut de physique du globe de Paris (IPGP): http://www.ipgp.fr. We
generally only select pages on the website that have sufficient content: texts are at least 200 words
long, and the genres involved range from scientific reports (descriptions of geological instruments,
volcanic activity reports, etc.) to administrative and procedural announcements (job adverts,
instructions for PhD enrolment, calls for research seminars, etc.). As discussed below, each
individual student has one or more roles:
 Project Manager (responsible for communication between the teachers, translation team and
website owners)
 Translator (responsible for translation/post-editing of a particular page or pages, one half of
the Translator/Reviser pair)
 Reviser (responsible for post-editing/revision of a particular webpage, the other half of a
Translator/Reviser pair)
 Auditor (responsible for an audit of the website and for dividing the website into manageable
tasks)
 Contract writer (responsible for drawing up an agreement with the website owners or
‘clients’)
 Terminologist (responsible for drawing up a glossary of recurring terms, menu items, etc.)
 Task manager (responsible for managing tasks on the translation platform).
This division of labour is set out at the beginning of the course, and provides a tangible framework
into which each student can see where she/he fits in the overall project.
While we are aware of many other simulated translation projects at this level (O'Brien, 2002;
Blagodarna, 2018; Guerberof et al., 2019), we believe that TSA presents a unique set of challenges:
3

For more information: http://www.eila.univ-paris-diderot.fr/formations-pro/index (Coordinators: Geneviève
Bordet and Nicolas Froeliger).
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a) Transversality. The course is intended to be ‘transversal’ (i.e. to cover a wide variety of
specific competencies that are taught as separate modules elsewhere on the ILTS programme). A
key feature of transversality is that students are expected to become familiar with semi-automated
translation and to undertake a process of ‘transcreative intervention’ (a critical approach to MT, a
feature that we examine below). Most if not all of the modules in M2 ILTS cover the skills
identified by the EMT Competence Framework (2017). The TSA course places particular
emphasis on the skills set out below [the emphasis in bold is ours]):
 “[Competency No.] 4 Acquire, develop and use thematic and domain-specific knowledge
relevant to translation needs (mastering […] presentation standards, terminology and
phraseology, specialised sources etc.)”
 “10 Analyse and justify their translation solutions and choices, using the appropriate
metalanguage and applying appropriate theoretical approaches”
 “11 Check, review and/or revise their own work and that of others according to standard
or work-specific quality objectives”
 “18 Master the basics of MT and its impact on the translation process”
 “19 Assess the relevance of MT systems in a translation workflow and implement the
appropriate MT system where relevant”
 “23 Work in a team, including, where appropriate, in virtual, multicultural and multilingual
environments, using current communication technologies”
 “29 Clarify the requirements, objectives and purposes of the client, recipients of the
language service and other stakeholders and offer the appropriate services to meet those
requirements.”
We discuss how each of these skills fit into the TSA project in later sections.
b) Web tectonics. The translation of web content requires flexibility and sensitivity to many
different genres. We therefore expect our students to acknowledge that a website is usually made
up of more than one register, and this typically involves sometimes quite distinctive strategies. For
example, a translation solution adopted on a presentational page for casual visitors (‘Who are we?’)
may not be the same as for a page aimed at members of the institution (‘Jobs and Vacancies’), etc.
In addition, some parts of the website are more or less permanent (‘Legal Information’) whereas
other pages are more ephemeral (‘Workshops and Events’). A particularity of the IPGP website is
that pages on volcanic activity are constantly updated, a fact that reflects the constant activity of
volcanos and the on-going work of IPGP observatories. Thus, ironically, the content of the IPGP
website mirrors the conceptual world of the Earth Sciences: it is constantly shifting, a feature that
is often overlooked when clients or translators talk about ‘the translation product’ or ‘final
delivery’.
c) Non-linear task management. The translation platform SYSTRANLinks we use for the
course can constantly update the target text (TT) according to changes made in the source text
(ST). The upshot is that translators have both an opportunity (there is less need to constantly review
correspondences between ST and TT) and a constraint (the translation of many parts of the website
can never be considered definitive). This raises a further issue to do with project management:
since the website translation project is never completely finished, there is a constant need for
feedback and dialogue between the translation team and the website owners/managers. Thus,
although the TSA course has a natural academic cycle (with the students submitting their reporting
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forms towards the end), the project itself is usually far from finished. This means that the Project
Managers are usually not realistically involved in delivery or ‘after sales service’. This is clearly
one of the pedagogical aspects of the TSA course which deviates considerably from professional
practice.
d) Process-oriented assessment. The evaluation of the TSA course is performed quite
differently to the way this is managed traditionally in the French system (which usually focuses
on the quality of the end-product, i.e. ‘product-oriented assessment’). We argue that a productbased approach would be unrealistic for our purposes. The main explanation for this is that the
TSA course is not about language proficiency alone. Furthermore, the students do not receive
comparable pages to translate/revise, so ultimately the final quality of their translation work is just
one of many factors we wish to assess. After some experimentation (student exposés, etc.) we have
settled on the ‘Reporting Form’ as an ideal way of assessing students (see Appendix A). This
presents several advantages. First, it obliges students to report on the basic facts about their
assigned task (the volume of the ST and TT in words/signs, number of edits, revision cycles,
typology and distribution of linguistic problems encountered, etc.). We find that such basic data
are often overlooked by trainee translators unless they are specifically prompted. Another
advantage is that the Reporting Form gives students an open forum so that they demonstrate
explicit knowledge about certain features of the project workflow, as well as commenting in an
open-ended way on aspects of the project that they found challenging. We acknowledge that the
Reporting Form is not a ‘protocol’ (examples of more formal studies which use self-reporting
forms of this type can be found in Piecychna, 2016). However, we claim that it is still interesting
to see how our students express their understanding of the metalanguage of the translation process
in the various ways in which the forms have been completed. We discuss this in further detail in
section 6, below.
3

The Website Translation Platform SYSTRANLinks/Features

SYSTRANLinks is a multilingual translation platform that offers website translation and
localisation features. In addition to on-demand Machine Translation with custom settings (MT
engine configuration table), its Content Management System (CMS) also provides the tools to edit
and manage all translated content collaboratively (from a centralised base) using a flexible review
and publication workflow. When a new project is launched, the platform creates a copy of a
specific website (which can be automatically updated according to changes made online).4 Project
members (having different roles5 and access privileges) can view all pages of the website within a
structured menu tree. The status of each page indicates whether the page has been crawled, or is
in the ‘to be crawled’ list. It is possible to quickly retrieve all ‘sentences’ (or text segments) of any
crawled page with corresponding MT translations, search particular sentences through filters, edit
any translated sentence or select a set of sentences and create a translation ‘Task’ with it (for both
‘post-editing’ and ‘full review’: to ‘edit’, ‘validate’ or ‘reject’ any text segment). It is also possible
to retrieve all non-textual elements parsed by the system (such as images, files, or external links).
They can be changed in translated versions of the website using specific search and replace
features.
Translation workflow with ‘Tasks’ management enables ‘on-the-fly’ translation and validation,
directly from the ‘sentences’ list or from the website. Edited and reviewed sentences have a
visibility status to track changes in the system. A sentence is visible on a translated website only
4

Once a website translation has been fully translated, revised and fine-tuned, there are several ways to make it
accessible to visitors using one of the “URLs navigation scenarios”:
http://support.systran.net/systranlinks/tutorials/website-settings/#translationsettings
5
As mentioned above, the specific structure of the web translation project is framed by the assignment of different
roles with corresponding access privileges on the translation platform.
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when it is published (i.e. when an editor / reviser changes its status from ‘validated’ to ‘published’).
Whatever its validation status, this setting lets contributors control publishing progress in
accordance with project management guidelines. Moreover, a revision history tool (tracing) gives
an idea of how many revisions of a given text segment have been made: it gives users a way to
make changes that are easy to spot and to review.
Along with this translation workflow, the platform has three features that we consider essential
for professional website translation. First, it provides a specific ‘context’ view called ‘Browse &
Edit’ mode that allows translators to edit any target text segment having access to the source page
context and its translation. Second, all repeated text segments coming from different webpages
(titles, tooltips, menu items, etc.) are automatically tracked in the ‘Sentences’ table to make
relevant choices that create a coherent website translation. Third, translations can be enhanced and
customised to a specific domain and project settings:
 With Specialised Neural MT engine: we use a connection with SYSTRAN Pure Neural
Server (PNS) API account6
 With Translation Memory (TM): any sentence that has been reviewed/translated once will
be identified and a TM can be uploaded or downloaded at any stage of the project
 With User Dictionary (UD): project terminology and glossary can be defined through
Dictionary Manager: we use PNS UD for neural MT.
4

The Role of Neural MT in the Project

Our website translation course covers many specific competencies that are taught as separate
modules, seminars or conferences on the M2 ILTS programme. As part of this intense training
programme, students are expected to become familiar with recent advances in MT technologies
and to develop a constructive-critical approach to the changing translator’s workplace and its
technologies. The partnership project between University of Paris and Systran allows our students
to benefit from the latest MT technologies developed by Systran, such as neural MT specialisation
with custom resources.
As mentioned above, prior to receiving human review or translations, SYSTRANKLinks can
provide automated translations for a given website. If the default setting is set to ‘Machine
Translation’, it becomes possible to set up an MT provider for a specific language pair (such as
French into English). In our case, the translation platform is interconnected with a neural MT
engine offered by PNS. This technical solution gives us an opportunity to adapt each website
translation project to a new context of communication (or a new domain) using custom resources
(standard dictionaries, user dictionaries, translation memories, language models). This adaptation
is one of the core features of Systran technologies and services.7 It provides an opportunity for our
students to practise linguistic resource management, terminology management and corpus tools in
computer-aided translation.
5

The Impact of MT Technologies on The Translation Process

Along with competencies that enhance project management and technological skills, such as
customised MT, we focus on the impact that the latest translation technologies have on translation
6

See the official product website: http://www.systransoft.com/systran/translation-technology/pure-neuralmachine-translation. An open source neural machine translation system OpenNMT developed by the Harvard NLP
group and Systran is also available online: http://opennmt.net
7
For more information: http://www.systransoft.com/download/white-papers/systran-white-paper-PNMT-122016_2.pdf
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practice, translation quality and revision workflow. In this approach, using MT technologies and
custom resources is essential to demonstrate how ‘a paper & pencil paradigm’ (as though the
translation is done on a blank sheet of paper) is replaced by quality revision of post-edited machine
translation. The following example shows how a single segment has been edited and revised by
one of our students (edits are in bold; the student’s comments are in italics):
 SOURCE TEXT FR (see Figure 1): Malgré la magnitude du séisme meurtrier du 12 janvier
2010, le contexte sismotectonique et les failles actives dans la zone épicentrale étaient encore
mal connus. Followed by details: ‘Le sud de l’île d’Haïti est traversé d’est en ouest par…’8
 Machine Translation EN1: ‘Despite the magnitude of the deadly earthquake of 12 January
2010, the seismotectonic context and active faults in the epicentral zone were still poorly
understood.’
 Post-edited EN2: ‘Despite the magnitude of the deadly earthquake of 12 January 2010, its
seismotectonic environment and the active faults in the epicentral zone were poorly
understood until now.’ – better but key info still not to the fore.
 Revision EN2: Better to turn sentence round and start with ‘Until recently…’ so we insist
on the fact there’s a new development.
 Revision EN3: BUT we can make a more radical change. Rather than just switching
sentence on its head we can switch whole text on its head. We wait until paragraph 3 to get
the key information, which is that two authors have published a new study (in December
2015) which sheds light on this earthquake and exactly what happened. So, the ideal solution
would be: ‘A new study has been published that helps to explain the deadly earthquake
of 12 January 2010. Until recently the seismotectonics and active faults in the epicentral
zone of this upheaval were poorly understood.’ Structure but not just of the first sentence
(as we first thought) but of the first three paragraphs. So, this is a question of context and
structure (syntax). Readers are passing through. Put key information first. I compared the
IPGP page with the ‘Latest News’ section of the CNRS site. Key info always comes first,
often using present perfect, as in radio news bulletins – insists on the immediacy of the news
item…
This example shows that our trainee translators are aware of how information is not in free
distribution across the webpage: as with traditional genres, the titles and introductory sections of
webpages are not framed in the same way as other parts of the text, indeed they can have their own
‘grammar’. The translator/reviser’s comments also show how students ultimately become key
decision-makers in the translation output, as they learn to understand the key cultural, institutional
and lexico-grammatical features of website discourse.
As mentioned by the Directorate-General for Translation (2013), website language involves: high
visibility, varieties of discourse and text types, short text paragraphs, clear wording, presence of
keywords for search engines, hyperlinks, labels and navigation menus (self-service), always
updated (never-ending process). Our students are expected to rely on computer-aided translation
tools to address these issues.

8

See: http://www.ipgp.fr/fr/contexte-sismotectonique-sud-dhaiti-un-nouveau-modele-seisme-de-magnitudemw70-12-janvier-2010
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One particular problem encountered by our students involves the fact that SYSTRANLinks both
breaks up the text to translate into segments and makes an exact copy of the text that can be
navigated using the ‘Browse and Edit’ mode. This is crucial to understanding why the overall
structure of translated texts becomes extremely rigid. A generated bi-text is a table of translation
correspondences that can be further edited or validated in the translation/revision workflow. As
shown above, MT-enhanced translation can be followed by several revision cycles bringing major
syntactic and structural changes to the translated text.

Figure 1: Example of a source text webpage from the IPGP translation project
In MT-enhanced computer-aided translation, TM management software divides texts into
segments and uses the metadata each of these segments to trace back to a specific edit, change in
status (‘edited’, ‘validated’, ‘rejected’), date and time (Moorkens, 2013). This allows a
translator/reviser to create translation tasks using specific sets of text segments, create and manage
view filters, leverage segments that may contain specific terminology or phraseology, etc. The
segment table is also an excellent tool to manage software interoperability using formats such as
TMX (Translation Memory eXchange). However, this structural rigidity and lack of support for
dynamic XML/HTML content may result in inappropriate translated text output being suggested
in the TM segment table.
To work around this issue, a textual revision can either be implemented ‘on the fly’ (as in the
suggested example of student revision) or by using one of the most interesting features of
SYSTRANLinks: ‘Rules’. A ‘Rule’ can affect all webpages or a given target language page.
However, to enter a rule, the system user needs to master the format that the rules system
understands9. It is then possible to edit the content of the ‘Rules’ pane, click ‘Update’ to tell the
system to analyse and process it. However, this process is complex and time-consuming and it can
be implemented only for some webpage elements which can be “found” or “selected” using CSS
selectors10. Besides, it is hard to trace these changes using revision history as the generated text
element displayed on the translated webpage is no longer registered in the bi-text segment table.

9
10

See: http://support.systran.net/systranlinks/tutorials/manage-content/working-with-rules-in-systranlinks/
https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css_selectors.asp
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We have noticed that these more or less ergonomic aspects of computer interfaces for translated
text revision challenge students’ perceptions of MT-enhanced CAT technology. Students
progressively learn to navigate from the segment table and to the context view (‘Browse & Edit’).
However, multiple translation windows and over-segmentation result in a more assisted but also
disrupted translation/revision practice, blurring comprehension processes, contextual
interpretation of meaning, text coherence and communicative purpose.
6

The role of metalanguage in students’ reporting forms

Here we explore the basic features of the Reporting Form by looking at data provided by
students working on different website translation projects during the academic years 2017-18,
2018-19.
As can be seen in Appendix A, the first half of the form asks students to provide factual information
about themselves (fields 1-2) and their assigned tasks (fields 3-7). This includes details on the
genre/register of the source text, the style guide used, the number of pages assigned, the volume
of words in the source text, the number of revision cycles and the number of revisions made. The
second half of the form requires more subjective information, including examples of linguistic
issues encountered (field 10), references to outside sources (field 11), the students’ assessment of
the project workflow (field 12), their feedback on SYSTRANLinks features (field 13), and on the
role of tools used for corpus creation and analysis in computer-aided translation (field 14).
Regarding ‘genre/register’, the aim here is to ensure that all students acknowledge that the text
they have been working on represents a specific variety rather than ‘the general language’ (a
debatable concept, as discussed in Gledhill and Kübler, 2015). Of the students who do provide
clear responses, we obtain a range of metalanguage labels, including register terms relating to a
general type of discourse (‘public understanding of science’, ‘academic’ language,
‘administrative’ register) or judgements about level of formality (‘formal’, ‘mostly formal’, etc).
Despite problems in classification for some students, this range of comments suggests that most
students have a sufficiently clear approach to this type of classification.
Over all projects, students reported an average task size of approximately 177 segments (each
segment corresponding either to a title, a website link, or a whole sentence) with an average task
volume of 1500 words (this may involve one or several pages).11
Regarding ‘revision cycles’, the students reported an average of 3.2 cycles across multiple projects.
A complete revision cycle should include: a) the generation of a machine translation and postediting of all the task segments by the Translator, b) the revision of the same segments by the
Reviser, and c) the validation of the same segments by the Editor (i.e. the teacher). Although the
notion of ‘revision cycle’ seems clear to us (the teachers), it was not always that clear for a minority
of students.
Regarding ‘revision edits’, the students reported an average of 70 edits per task. These figures are
approximate. While many edits involve typos and single-character corrections which in theory
count as just one edit, others involve large-scale changes in syntax or even the re-ordering of
information above the level of the sentence (as seen above). In an attempt to simplify matters, in
2018-19 we suggested that students should just count the number of segments in which an edit had
been made.
Field 10 of the Reporting Form requires students to cite four ‘Key Examples of Translation Issues’.
Students are also asked to associate each example with a linguistic ‘stratum’ (using M.A.K.
11

These figures are provided by SYSTRANLinks. To obtain more reliable and comparable data about word counts,
lexical density, etc., we intend to ask students to analyse the main body of their assigned text using external
textometric tools.
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Halliday’s terminology). The highest category ‘Context of situation’ includes issues relating to
editorial policy, such as ‘Do not Translate’ i.e. re-introduction of an original French segment, as
the following example:
 FR: Les Crédits d’Impôt Recherche (CIR)
 EN1: The Tax credits Searches (CIR)
 EN2: Les Crédits d’Impôt Recherche (CIR) (Research Tax Credits)
Although our students are often able to find examples involving ‘Context of situation’, they are
less certain about ‘Discourse-semantics’ and ‘Lexico-grammatical structure’. Thus, while most
students are comfortable with identifying simple lexical problems, as soon as an edit extends
beyond the syntactic rank of ‘group’ they often have difficulties. In many ways this is
understandable, because many examples involve both categories at the same time:
 FR: Le 8 juillet 1976 à 8h55, les premières manifestations de surface apparaissent.
 EN1: On July 8th, 1976 at 8:55, the first demonstrations of surface appear.
 EN2: On 8 July 1976 at 8.55 a.m, the first demonstrations of surface appeared.
 EN3: On 8 July 1976 at 8.55 a.m, the first surface manifestations appeared.
This example also allows us to mention the lowest stratum (‘Phono-graphic substance’), which
involves among other issues the harmonisation of date and time formats in order to conform to the
DGT English Style Guide12. Almost all students were able to identify problems at this level. We
note that many of these errors are essentially trivial, but also hard to predict (unless a custom
training set is used for MT specialisation)13.
We now examine the link between linguistic analysis and the second half of the reporting form
dealing with “Project workflow issues”, “SYSTRANLinks” issues and “corpus creation and
analysis tools”. At this point, it is interesting to examine our students’ metalanguage not as
individual lexical choices, but as elements of more extended patterns of expression. A first step in
this approach is to treat the students’ reporting forms as a corpus. Using textometric analysis tools,
such as iTrameur14 (Fleury and Zimina, 2014), it is possible to identify statistically salient
examples of commonly shared lexical items: non characteristic elements of 0.0 specificity (Lebart
et al., 1998). This gives the following items in decreasing order of frequency: ‘main’ (‘issue’,
‘problem’, ‘tool’, etc.), ‘search’, ‘information’, ‘meaning’, ‘collocations’. For each of these
items, it is then possible to analyse their habitual contexts using collocations and concordancing:

12

Available online: https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/styleguide_english_dgt_en.pdf
Neural MT engine training and tuning are part of our future pedagogical challenges to prepare students for the
evolving market. For example: https://translate.systran.net/translationTools/text
14
The size of the corpus (composed of 40 entirely completed reporting forms) was measured online by iTrameur
(http://www.tal.univ-paris3.fr/trameur/iTrameur): 38593 occurrences / 5824 words.
13
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Figure 2: Collocations of ‘search’ taken from student reporting forms
For example, the word ‘search’ (as can be seen in Figure 2) is used either as a part of a technical
noun (‘search + bar, engine’, ‘concordance + search’) or as a verb introduced by various words
relating to ‘use’ (‘it was very useful to’, ‘allows users to’, ‘I + use/used the <N> + to + search...’,
‘the <N> was/were + used + to + search...’).
We suggest that such patterns of expression demonstrate that our students have internalised a very
regular pattern of analysis which can be summarised by the formula: <using (a tool) to search
(examples of language)>. Interestingly, this pattern of analysis is not only encouraged on the TSA
course, but is explicitly taught throughout the M2 ILTS programme (in courses on corpus
linguistics, phraseology, terminology, etc.).
The goal-oriented patterns of wording that can be observed around a word such as ‘search’ can be
contrasted with the semi-technical use of a word such as ‘meaning’ (see Figure 3), which is often
used in contexts where the students are evaluating how the MT was generated (examples 2, 3, 5,
6, 8, 9), or explaining their own translation/revision choices (examples 1, 4, 7, 11). In many cases,
the term is used in close proximity to an explicit evaluation of the translation of a segment as a
whole (‘devoid of all meaning’, ‘true meaning of the sentence’, ‘ambiguous meaning’, ‘good
translation’, ‘perfect segmentation’ ‘unnatural word order’, etc.). Thus, as an item of
metalanguage, ‘meaning’ often turns up as a marker of explicit personal evaluation of
translation/revision quality:
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Figure 3: Concordance of ‘meaning’ taken from student reporting forms
Thus far we have seen examples of lexical patterns of expression. The results of Correspondence
Analysis (Lebart et al., 1998) of a partitioned corpus of student records (reporting forms) suggest
that grammatical items are also involved in regular phraseology, and they often characterise
distinctive ‘respondents’ profiles’. To demonstrate this we look at two salient items ‘I’ and ‘This’
that are characteristic elements of typical student profiles. The pronoun ‘I’ is involved in two
patterns of expression in which students express vagueness or uncertainty (I + modal adverb of
uncertainty, or negative polarity):
 I mostly agreed with the changes made by...
 I am not familiar with the tools
In the alternative pattern (the majority of cases) students express much clearer learning
outcomes as ‘I could + (cognitive process)’; in which they either positively appraise translation
workflow, or express an ability to appraise linguistic terminology:
 I realized I could get a more accurate translation.
 ...once I had the topic in mind, I could focus more on style during the...
 I could recognize the collocate "plane" which...
As Bordet (2018) has shown, the item ‘this’ is a key feature of formal academic writing, in which
the author moves away from personal standpoint (as with ‘I’) towards a more sophisticated type
of impersonal discourse. Our analyses suggest that students with advanced analytical skills use
‘This’ in exactly this way. In one pattern ‘This’ is a full pronoun introducing an explicit evaluation
about the workflow or translation decision process:
 This helped with my translation choice.
 This was useful for verifying terms…
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 This will help other translators in the future.
In the second pattern, ‘This’ is a determiner relating a tool (or a process) to a positive learning
outcome:
 This tool gives us a broad view of...
 This corpus allowed me to prove that the...
 This feature allowed us to search the whole...
Such examples show that in a representative corpus of texts it usually possible to find regular
patterns of expression that are symptomatic of a particular type of discourse or ‘register’. We
suggest that many aspects of this discourse can be characterised as ‘trainee academic writing’, and
that our students have assimilated characteristic elements of phraseology from various sources on
the M2 ILTS course, including, of course, ourselves (their teachers). We would not wish to assess
students’ learning outcomes purely on the basis of their rhetorical skills. However, we take these
results to suggest that those students who are able to express analytical skills have internalised at
least some of the methodologies which the TSA course aims to transmit.
7

Conclusion

In this paper we have argued that the TSA course challenges its students by establishing
‘disrupted practice’ in each of these four areas: a) Transversality – an attempt to cover a wide
variety of training outcomes as defined by EMT, b) Web-tectonics – an attempt to build a
translation training model within a permanently shifting multimodal context, c) Non-linear Task
Management – an attempt to manage a complex pedagogical workflow using a professional
translation platform, and d) Process-oriented Assessment – an attempt to disrupt students’
expectations by shifting their focus from a product-based ‘paper and pencil’ model to a qualitative
self-assessment of the translation/revision workflow.
In addition, we have argued here that a crucial way in which we can identify learning outcomes is
to explore the metalanguage of our students in their reporting forms. One surprising observation
is that when students encounter difficulties with technology, this comes across in the very way
they express themselves (vague expression, first-person narrative). On the basis of this, we may in
the future be able to help these students to develop more constructive learning paradigms, perhaps
conceptualising MT as a ‘useful tool to explore language’ (to paraphrase one of the recurrent
patterns to be found in the corpus).
Finally, it is important to discuss the key notions of ‘editing’ and ‘revision’ within a ‘qualitative
translation/revision workflow’. We have seen that the revision process is facilitated by
SYSTRANLinks as it generates a permanent editorial ‘history’ of changes made to each segment.
However, this mechanism is not designed for teaching purposes, and does not produce any data
which can be stored outside the system. In addition, although our students also follow courses on
post-editing and revision elsewhere on the M2 ILTS programme, they generally see edits primarily
as ‘errors’ and unless prompted they intuitively delete any ‘initial’ (non-revised) versions or MT
that they might have generated. We suggest that this is because some students still see revision as
a weakness rather than a strength, and in their reporting forms they often revert to the first person
to report changes (‘I mostly agreed with the changes made...’). This goes against the general
philosophy of the course: TSA is a collaborative translation project, and revision should thus be
the responsibility of the whole team.
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Abstract
Evaluating the performance of an MT system with new content - that is, MT performance prediction - is one
of the most challenging aspects of MT, mainly because lack of reference translations does not allow using
automatic metrics. Additionally, human evaluation can be expensive and time-consuming. As an LSP, at
CPSL we deal with hundreds of translation requests daily and must choose the most appropriate workflow
for our customers in a timely manner. That’s why we needed a fast, reliable and cost-effective solution
allowing us to find out if a given MT system is suitable for specific content. After trying different methods
and tools, we chose the solution provided by ContentQuo, a translation quality management platform, based
on the widely accepted Adequacy-Fluency methodology for MT evaluation. In our presentation we will
introduce you to the challenges of MT quality evaluation and how we address them with ContentQuo.

1

Introduction

With over 50 years providing multilingual solutions to customers from around the globe, CPSL
receives hundreds of translation requests on a daily basis. They may vary not only in terms of
language combination but also of volume, deadlines, subject matter, expected quality levels and
many more aspects. Quotation requests can be received and addressed both by dedicated Key
Account Managers (KAMs) and Project Managers (PMs). The evaluation of the files received
(DTP time, word count and other aspects to be considered) is done at the Technical and Evaluations
Department (DTE) and shared with the KAM and the PM, who then produce a quotation.
Sending the quotation within the day is part of our standard practice. The aim is not only to stay
competitive but also to provide our customers with accurate and timely information allowing them
to take decisions.
In some cases, the KAM or the PM can consider machine translation as an option, either because
the customer’s budget is limited, because the deadline is very tight, because the user only needs
the translation for assimilation (for understanding) or for several other reasons. Scope, time and
cost are indeed considered the main drivers in the adoption of machine translation —they are also
part of the “iron triangle” in project management (Muzii, 2016).
In such situations PMs and KAMs are encouraged to request what we call an “MT test” to the
Machine Translation Specialist (MTS). The aim of this test is to determine if the raw MT of a
given system is suitable as is or for a full or light post-editing (PE) of the file or files to be quoted;
thus, if we can offer MT or MTPE to a customer in a given quotation.
In order to do this, the MTS must first assess a priori if the contents to be translated seem suitable
for MT. For instance, texts which require transcreation are generally not considered for MT,
whereas user manuals and in general texts written in a plain style, with a consistent use of
terminology and without spelling or grammar errors are good candidates.
In the described scenario, there is no time or enough specific corpora to train and test a customized
MT system. Therefore, based on the contents to be translated, the MTS must check which of the
MT systems available could produce acceptable results, extract a sample and pre-translate it with
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said system —actually in some MT tests the sample is pre-translated with more than one MT
system for comparison.
2

Specific challenges

The difficulties which we encounter when evaluating MT in such circumstances are multiple.
To start with, we cannot use automated metrics such as edit distance or BLEU. They compare the
raw MT output with a reference translation. However, in cases such as the ones described, when a
particular content type has never been translated before, there is no reference translation to
compare with.
Second, and most importantly, we face time constraints. Normally the results are required in a very
short timeframe, i.e. in the next 2-3 hours, because PMs and KAMs need to analyse the results and
produce and send the quotation to the customer within the day. Finding the proper evaluator can
be especially challenging for language combinations which cannot be covered by our inhouse
Linguistic Leads, so sometimes it takes more time than expected to find someone immediately
available for a 1-2 hours evaluation1. Cost constraints are also limiting of the ways in which this
assessment is done. In the quotation phase, a Language Services Provider (LSP) does not know
for certain if they would win the project or if their quotation will be rejected for any reason, so
costs should be kept at a minimum. According to several industry-standard practices, such as the
TAUS recommendations on evaluation and MT post-editing, samples should contain at least 200
segments and be evaluated by more than one person. However, these recommendations are not
affordable in a real scenario. Finding a balance between cost and reliable results is key: we decided
that our samples should be around 1500 words and unfortunately there is only time and budget for
one evaluation.
Human evaluation, therefore, emerges as the only feasible option, but it has its own flaws, mainly
the fact that it is subjective. In an academic setting this issue would be sorted out using several
human evaluators. Unfortunately, as mentioned, time and cost limitations do not allow for this in
our scenario. Furthermore, some evaluators report difficulties when annotating errors or evaluating
MT, as well as lack of the proper tools and guidance to do such a job.
Finally, since samples need to be representative enough to allow for a meaningful evaluation,
sampling can become an arduous task, especially when there are lots of files or source files come
in a non-editable format.
3

Evaluation strategies

We have already mentioned that, for our purpose, we need to rely on the human evaluation of
a representative sample of the contents. While it seems obvious that the sample should be sent in
bilingual format (source and target need to be checked in order to be able to detect all types of
errors, especially mistranslations), there are many different ways and tools for collecting the
evaluator’s feedback. Below we describe the strategies that were considered or adopted at CPSL
before we tried ContentQuo, with their qualities and flaws according to our particular needs.
Quality Estimation (MTQE) is a feature offered by Memsource, one of the CAT tools we most
use at CPSL, which calculates percentage quality scores automatically right after pre-translation
and before any post-editing is done. It improves post-editing efficiency because it allows posteditors to focus on the segments showing worst quality scores. It is a feature that has proven very
useful when the MTS already knows which MT engine should be used and the objective is to
1 It is outside the scope of this paper to discuss about the profile of the evaluators but it’s worth mentioning that
at CPSL we send MT tests to our most experienced post-editors, who are people used to work with machine
translation and, therefore, do not have prejudices towards this technology
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improve productivity, but not for the purpose of “MT tests”: most part of the times there are hardly
segments in the high quality categories and the rest fall into the “no score” category (i.e. postediting is definitely required), which doesn’t contribute to deciding about the suitability of a given
system for a particular contents. It is anyway a feature to be further explored in the future.
Productivity tests are useful if there is a value to compare with. However, in “MT tests” most of
the times we are required to evaluate an MT system for a type of content that has never been
translated before. This means that the post-editing speed by itself will not tell us anything about
how suitable a system is. It is also one of the less cost- and time-effective solutions.
Error annotation is a strategy in which the evaluator must report errors (if not all, then at least
the most significative and frequent ones) and classify them according to a list of (usually) predefined categories: spelling, mistranslation, punctuation, grammar, style, etc.2 Whereas it certainly
offers valuable fine-grained information which the MTS can rely on to improve a given MT
system, it is of no use at this point, in which we only need to know if a system is suitable or not. It
is very time-consuming, and the resulting report does not allow for grasping an overall view of
feasibility. At CPSL we began using error annotation in MT tests; however, we soon realized that
this was not the correct approach: a list of mistakes alone is not enough to draw any conclusions
about whether the output is suitable or not for post-editing.
Overall error scoring (also known as document-level holistic evaluation) is similar to error
annotation but, in this case, the evaluator is simply required to assign an overall score to each
category from a worst-best scale, based on the whole sample. Whereas it takes less time than the
error annotation and the resulting report is easy to understand, the evaluators reported to the MTS
that it was very difficult for them to come up with an overall score for each category by simply
reading the pre-translated sample; thus, they tended to choose neutral midpoints which were of no
use for the MTS.
It has already been mentioned that the raw MT output is always sent in a bilingual file; either an
.xliff file processed in a CAT tool, or in a bilingual table, to allow the evaluator to look for
mistranslations. The format in which the MT evaluators are required to compile their feedback is
also relevant. They must receive the sample and the evaluation grid in a way which is clear and
easy to understand and use. As commented, there is no time to learn how to use complex
applications or copying and pasting from one file to another.

2

Our list of categories is based on the MQM and TAUS DQF recommendations. Automatic error classification
tools such as HJerson have not been considered so far.
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Figure 1: Template sent to evaluators to provide feedback on MT quality
When we moved from error annotation to overall error scoring, we designed the error categories
and scoring grid in the same format file as the one we use for error annotation, a spreadsheet which
we called ‘Preliminary MT feedback report’. It was self-explanatory and easy to fill in and
understand by the MTS, although it required copy-pasting from the sample to add examples.
To prevent file hassle, at a later stage we changed the format from a spreadsheet to an online form
using Google Forms, which was shared with evaluators as a link in an email. The whole structure
was the same but more questions (such as ‘Is the raw MT output suitable for post-editing?’) and
fields for comments were added. The MT evaluators reported that they preferred online forms to
spreadsheets because they allowed them to complete the task faster.
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Figure 2: Online form sent to evaluators to provide feedback on MT quality
However, as soon as we started rolling MT massively into our company and MT tests were
required almost daily, we realized that these online forms were falling behind with our needs.
Google Forms did not allow for filtering the evaluations or obtaining any kind of meaningful
statistics. Therefore, it was impossible to draw general conclusions about which system or systems
were best at what type of contents, or if a given system had already been tried with a content type.
The results of the evaluations were kept online and stored as a PDF in a folder, and almost forgotten
after that.
It was the right moment to move to a centralized system which would allow us to filter all this
valuable information, to monitor all our MT tests and to offer an agile platform to our
evaluators.
4

Moving to ContentQuo

ContentQuo is a Translation Quality Management platform used by Global Top-10 Language
Service Providers as well as commercial and government translation departments to reduce their
linguistic quality risk, improve vendor performance, and boost the quality of Machine Translation
output at scale with a data-driven approach. Their solution makes it easy to define, measure,
analyse, and improve linguistic quality for both HT and MT alike —whatever the required quality
measurement approach and/or translation technology stack is being used.
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At CPSL we already had a ContentQuo licence which was being successfully used by the
Production team (i.e. PMs and Linguistic Leads) to run regular quality checks on human translation
in particular language combinations or content types, especially those with high quality
requirements. It was being used to assess not only the quality of the texts per se but also the
performance of translators and reviewers. It soon proved to be an excellent tool to track quality
over time.
ContentQuo allows for choosing amongst an array of content profiles such as MQM or TAUS
DQF, and even design your own. When they introduced support for segment rating quality
measurement approach (such as Adequacy-Fluency) specifically designed for MT evaluation, we
decided to be part of the first companies to try it. After testing it for two months, we decided to
move to ContentQuo for all MT tests.
These are the features that we most value at CPSL:
4.1

Holistic Adequacy-Fluency profile

This quality profile is specifically designed to measure the quality when there is no time for error
annotation. It combines a holistic profile with the Adequacy-Fluency approach recommended by
TAUS, which consists of a human linguist evaluating each segment according to these two
criteria.
Adequacy corresponds to “How much of the meaning expressed in the gold-standard translation
or the source is also expressed in the target translation?”. Evaluators are requested to rate, on a 4point scale, how much of the meaning is represented in the translation:
 Everything
 Most
 Little
 None
Whereas fluency refers to: “To what extent is a target side translation grammatically well
informed, without spelling errors and experienced as using natural/intuitive language by a native
speaker?” In this case, evaluators must rate on a 4-point scale the extent to which the translation
is well-formed grammatically, contains correct spellings, adheres to common use of terms, titles
and names, is intuitively acceptable and can be sensibly interpreted by a native speaker:
 Flawless
 Good
 Dis-fluent
 Incomprehensible”
This profile comes with these built-in values, but they can be customized.
The setup only takes a few seconds. The PM, LL or MTS, who have previously created ino the
platform the profile of the MT systems and evaluators, must simply upload the bilingual sample,
already pre-translated with the MT system chosen, to the ContentQuo, select the quality profile
(Holistic Adequacy-Fluency in this case), the language combination, the kind of segments to be
taken into account (e.g. ignoring full translation memory matches) and assign the translator (in our
case, the MT system) and the reviewer (the evaluator). ContentQuo can even select a random
sample from the file or files automatically if needed, which is very convenient when the quotation
involves multiple files or long documents.
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Figure 3: Defining the sampling and TM match settings of an evaluation in ContentQuo.
ContentQuo can be integrated with 3rd party automatic QA tools (like Xbench or QA Distiller)
which allow for checking terminology consistency, spelling and many more potential issues. Such
automatic checks can be of help to the MT evaluators when scoring segments.
Once everything has been setup, the requester can add specific instructions for the task and, by
clicking the Start button, the evaluation is triggered, and an automated email is sent to the
evaluator. The requester doesn’t have to send anything else, other than the purchase order for the
time invested in the evaluation.
4.2

Interface like a CAT tool

Everything is carried out online. Evaluators can read the MT output in their browser (source
and target segment by segment), score segments one by one and (optionally) correct the errors,
which will be conveniently displayed as tracked changes with no further action required.
Scoring is as simple as clicking the corresponding bullet. To understand the meaning of bullets, as
well as the aspects covered by adequacy and fluency respectively, a pop-up message appears when
placing the mouse over them. Finally, there is a field in which evaluators can add their comments.

Figure 4: Segment by segment evaluation in ContentQuo.
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4.3

Presentation of results

The MTS receives an email whenever the evaluation task has been completed with a link to
the online results, based on the scores given to all segments, and they are displayed in a scorecard
which can also be downloaded in spreadsheet format. The scoring thresholds we use at CPSL are
as follows (as there is no industry-standard so far), and these can be customized as needed:
 1.0-2.0 = Poor
 2.0-3.0 = Fair
 3.0-3.5 = Satisfactory
 3.5-4.0 = Good
The scorecard in Excel format is shared with the post-editors if the quotation is approved, because
it contains important information about the performance of the MT system. It is also accessible for
them online.

Figures 5 and 6: scorecard with the evaluation results.
4.4

Analytics

Finally, all MT test results can be checked online at any time and filtered by language
combination, MT system, evaluator and group (we are currently using the “Group” field to indicate
the customer’s name).
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5

Conclusion

Post-editing of machine translation is an option which is worth exploring in several situations.
Machine translation evaluation without a reference is only possible with human evaluation and
needs to be done as quickly as possible, and in a cost-effective manner. Therefore, it is paramount
to provide the evaluators with a system with which they can easily review the sample in bilingual
format and work with a meaningful scoring system —all while reducing the manual effort and
increasing the speed of delivering translation quotations that directly drives the company’s
business.
The feedback from our evaluators about using ContentQuo for MT tests was excellent from the
beginning. They highlighted the ease of use, the user-friendly interface and most importantly the
fact that, somehow, being able to score segments one by one made them feel like their evaluations
were more reliable. As a member of our team puts it, “it’s like adding quantitative data to
qualitative feedback”.
ContentQuo is so far the platform that best adapts to our needs at CPSL when it comes to MT tests.
The MTS gets a quick overview of the suitability of a given MT system and, if needed, can still
request a fine-grained evaluation on the same platform. Evaluators feel confident when submitting
their scores, and consequently PMs and KAMs can trust the results and offer workflows tailored
to the customers’ needs.
As there is no perfect solution, there are currently a few improvements which we would like to see
implemented soon, such as adding a time-control feature allowing for productivity tests,
integration with more TMS and a specific field for subject matter (which would allow us to filter
evaluations by this aspect as well). The last two features are already being considered and will be
implemented in the upcoming months.
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Abstract
Computer-assisted translation (CAT) software offers tools for the translators to ease their tasks, and gain time as well as
comfort. However, despite the growing need for Sign Language content, there has been no effort to equip Sign Language
translation with CAT software. The problem we address here is the specification of such software. Sign Languages are
visual and iconic, with grammar and discourse organisation, but also no written form. This is problematic when it comes
to CAT, for it relies on editable written structures and the fact that the concatenation of the translated segments will result
in the translation of the concatenated source segments (we call it the linearity assumption). In this paper, we explain that
Sign Language cannot follow those rules. We address those differences by means of new adapted modules which would
be more flexible, and by considering new tools based on professionals’ feedback towards their actual practice as well as
the problems they encounter during the translation process. We will detail those results along with the presentation of
how we envisage a sign language concordancer, and its database.

1 Introduction
In our computer-assisted society, translation is no exception. For the past decades, computerassisted translation (CAT) software has contributed to ease the translators’ job. It allows them to
work faster and increase their productivity, and also their comfort. The big innovation resides not
only in providing tools such as glossaries or dictionaries, but an entire integrated working
environment, including the translation memory (TM) which allows to build on previous work and
share resources, hence the gain of time. Translation professionals are not the only ones to benefit
from CAT. It has permitted to make more documents and information accessible to a broader
audience. In 2006, the United Nations adopted the Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (CRPD). The Convention entered into force in 2008, providing a framework to extend
the rights of people with disabilities, including the right to full access to information and
communications. However, deaf people are often deprived of this right due to the lack of
communications in Sign Language (SL).
Since CRPD, the need for translated SL content kept growing, whether concerning public services,
broadcasting, public transportation... or any real-time information. In France, the number of
professional SL translators is very low. Only one translator is registered to the AFILS (French Sign
Language translators and interpreters association), against a total of 144 interpreters. Despite the
high needs for translated content, and the scarcity of professional translators, none of the CAT
software currently on the market can support SL. We wish to suggest that as well as their vocal
language counterparts, SL translators could benefit from such software equipment. Not only would
they improve their working conditions, but allowing to create more SL content would also be a
step forward towards SL accessibility. The problem we address here is the specification of such
software: what should a CAT program offer for SL, and what should its interface look like?
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2 Sign Language Translation
SLs are natural oral languages using the visual-manual modality to convey meaning through
manual articulations, body gestures, facial expressions, etc. Contrary to audio-vocal languages
which are linearly constrained (pitch and volume can vary but only one sound can be produced at
a time), SLs express multiple information at a time. They also make heavy use of persistent spatial
references which can be reused when needed throughout the discourse. Here is an example of a
French text from our data, which we have in its translated form in French Sign Language (LSF):
L’État de Sao Paulo a vécu une deuxième vague d’attaques du crime organisécontre la
police, avec un bilan de 52 morts dont 35 policiers en deux jours et la multiplication des
mutineries dans les prisons, a-t-on appris dimanche de source officielle.
In English: The State of Sao Paulo experienced a second wave of organized crime, with
attacks against the police resulting in 52 deaths including 35 police officers in two days,
and the multiplication of mutinies in prisons, as reported on Sunday by official sources.
Relevant screenshots of the LSF translation are given in fig.1, in chronological order of the
utterance. Here is the global meaning of what is signed as translation: in Sao Paulo which is located
around here in Brazil, criminals already assaulted police forces, and now official sources tell us
that it happened again. They announce the number of victims, and the growing mutinies in prisons.

Figure 1: Sign Language example screenshots
In the LSF translation, we have 3 different versions from 3 different signers, signer 1 and 2 set up
the two groups involved in the events: the police on the right (1,6), and criminals on the left (2,7).
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Then they sign the action: the shooting, which is oriented from the criminals toward the police
forces (3,8). More is signed afterwards on the topic of the announcement made by the official
sources. But when she comes back to the shooting topic to inform there has been a second attack
(4,9), she does not set up the groups a second time. Rather, she uses the previous spatial references
(5,10), still active and semantically relevant in her signing space. This illustrates the heavy part
played by the 3d signing space in SL, from which ensue other specificities detailed below.
SLs are also iconic languages, meaning that the signs are inspired by reality (what linguists call
depicting shapes, Cuxac Sallandre). To some extent, they are sometimes constrained by reality,
especially when it comes to locations.
In our example, we can observe two strategies used by the translators. The first one consists in
spelling the proper name and produce a generic localization. The second one, used in frames 11 to
18 in fig.1, is about showing where it is. We can observe that both of them first locate Brazil, with
the lexical sign for the country. In a second time, they identify a more precise portion of this
country, the state of São Paulo, which they locate on the east coast of Brazil (on the left of the
screen, whereas the first translator generically located it on the right). This illustrates the need for
encyclopedic resources.
Even if some systems exist to describe SL in graphic forms (such as SignWriting, or HamNoSys),
they do not allow to treat more than isolated signs, and are not widely used by the deaf community.
SL does not have a formal written form as there is for English or French. Videos are currently the
best way to keep traces of SL, but they are not as easily editable or searchable as text is. Contrary
to text-to-text translation where the translation is built incrementally, the text-to-sign translation is
prepared, then filmed in one shot.
Also, an important part of SL translation is the ordering of the various discourse components. In
SL, the context of an event is always signed first and the event action second, which generally
forces to set up the scene before signing anything happening in it. A typical order observed for
news items such as the example above is: date, place, characters, object, action. In our example,
place is the first information to be signed, but it is also the first information given in the source
text. However, the “reported by official sources” part, which is the last information given in the
source text, can be found near the beginning in the signed translation. This illustrates the work
done on the order to translate to SL.
We can also observe that signers 1 and 2 seem to be adding context: it is the “first attack” part.
Nothing in the source text states about the first attack, it only states about the second one, that
implies the existence of a first one. But to make it clearer, those two translators set-up the entire
context and scene as described below the figures. This is the way they chose to translate “nouvelle
vague”, or in English, “a second wave”. Like their spoken language counterparts, SL translators
are subject to deliberate decision making, and need to access resources to find which way to
translate suits best the given situation.
3

State of the art

3.1 Sign Language
Although rather recent, some studies are interested in SL translation, but only for full
automation, focusing on capturing SL or generating it. The first one is about sign recognition and
SL translation based on sensory gloves. Bukhari et al. (2016) proposed a sign-to-speech translation
system for Android phones, based on the use of their one sensory glove. Apart from being an
invasive and constraining system to use, it only focuses on the manual articulators without taking
facial expressions into account. Also, the system has been trained with only 20 signs, thus focusing
on lexical items. Sensory gloves systems work best with finger spelling recognition, but cannot be
identified as translation systems because SL does not come down to spelling.
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Text-to-sign translation studies are often paired with avatar technologies issues, as in Halawani’s
Arabic SL Translation system for mobile devices study. It combines a text input, for which
corresponding signs are then animated by an avatar, based on a database of motion captured signs.
Even if the avatar technology is getting better, such text-to-sign translation systems still focus on
lexical elements, with a strict grammar and barely no iconic output.
SL resources being rare resources, Barberis et al. (2010) and Bertoldi et al. (2010) both proposed
works based on Italian Sign Language. The first one is about MT for Italian Sign Language, from
text to animated avatar. They mention statistical translators such as MOSES which they trained
for SL. The second work is about the creation of a parallel corpus between Italian and Italian Sign
Language, within the ATLAS project. This corpus is meant to train a virtual interpreter rendered
as an animated signer.
Yet, we did not find any mention of SL CAT software where the human user is involved. MT
could be used in CAT, but we would like to focus on the entire translation environment rather on
just the MT output. Our aim is to equip professional translators with suitable tools for their tasks.
Let us look at what text-to-text CAT is made of.
3.2 Text-to-text CAT
Text-to-text CAT software is now more what we call Translation Environment Tools (TEnT).
They are integrated suites of tools, and serve as a workstation for the translator. The previously
mentioned tools can differ from one TEnT to another, but they also do include (and work around)
a TM (Bowker Fisher).
TM is the great innovation brought by CAT software. First commercialized in the ‘90s, it has been
broadly used since then. The translator is equipped with a database of all prior translations, which
he can look up either to find a perfect match and insert it in its translation, which can be automated,
or just to inspire new translations (which we can call concordancer look up). It has transformed
the translator’s job, in terms of productivity, cost and consistency of the translation output
(Lagoudaki, 2006; O’Hagan, 2009). TM skills are now an entire part of the translation industry.
Koehn (2009) investigated a sentence-completion prediction system to assist human translators.
The evaluation is based on user activity data, such as keystroke, deletions, cursor movements and
timing. He found out that in most cases, CAT software does benefit the user. Translators do work
faster, and achieve better translation quality using the offered assistance (quality is judged by target
language experts). Only 2 out of the 10 translators he tested did not improve with the computer
assistance he provided (post-editing machine translation, prediction, and options to select from a
translation table). Even if the literature CAT evaluating benefits is short, the positive insights
expressed by the professional, paired with those results seem to support the idea that CAT software
does make the human translator more efficient.
4 Observations
As observed in practice as well as stated by the scarce studies cited above, CAT software relies
on three key language or interface features. The first one is the use of text thus the need for a
written form. Intended for text-to-text translation, the input data to translate is in written form.
Whether the translator does so ab nihilo or using the integrated tools, he uses text. Likewise, the
tools provide assistance in written form: glossaries, terminology assistants, and the TM gives
access to written-only content. Each action thus implies keyboard editing: writing translation,
modifications, or searching with the tools.
The second is what we called the “principle of linearity”. CAT software automatically processes
the source text in smaller units, the size of which can be parametrised. Paired with each smaller
unit, which we call source segments, is an empty corresponding target segment. It is the translator’s
job to fill in those target segments with the proper translation. The source text is segmented, but the
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order is not changed and cannot be changed in the integrated environment. It assumes that the
concatenation of the translated segments leads to the translation of the concatenated source segments,
in the same order. In our example, the original order is modified in all of the three translations. We
demonstrated in a previous work (KaczmarekFilhol, 2019) that this is not true when it comes to SL.
We filmed SL translators at work, and labelled their translation process into tasks. One of those tasks
was segmenting and ordering the source text. We also observed that the translated result always
presented information in an order different from the source one. Not only was it the only systematic
task out of eight, but also the most time consuming (about a third of the process’ total duration).
The third is the importance of the TM. It stores alignments (i.e. each source segment paired with
the associated translated segment) and allows their reuse later. If the program matches a previously
stored source segment, then the TM suggests the target segment as a possible translation. The
translator is free to accept, decline, or accept with modifications. TM is also usually a collaborative
tool, meaning it can be shared with colleagues, among a translation department, and even be
provided by the clients. Generally speaking, it is a way to bring more consistency between the
translations either in time or between the persons working on a same project, therefore gaining
consistency. The alignments are automatically produced and stored along the process of
translation.
5 Limits
Based on the previous sections, we saw that the two basics of CAT software interface are the
written form requirement and the principle of linearity. These specificities make it difficult to reuse
CAT interface in a straightforward manner. The entire interface has to be redesigned to overcome
those two obstacles. It implies to think about a way to work around the lack of written form, as
well as a way to display the target without constraining the order. Videos are not easily editable,
so that only adapting the software to support videos will not be enough.
In addition, we talked about the importance of TM and the assistance it provides in the translation
process. In SL, the target content in its final version takes the form of videos, which are not
queryable. Storing short fragments of videos to edit them together is nonsense: the signers are not
the same. The TM therefore cannot be reused in the same way it exists for text-to-text translation.
However, as it is the main concept of CAT software, we should find a way to provide the same
kind of assistance for SL. Such a tool should support video, store previous translations in the form
of multiple alignments with various spans, and present the alignments.
Finally, encyclopedic content is necessary for SL translators to produce a higher quality
translation. Encyclopedic content here includes maps, pictures, biographies or general knowledge.
Current software does provide some assistance for lexical search (glossaries, terminology tools)
yet nothing for any encyclopedic content. Hence, SL CAT software should be able to support with
a larger range of searches, proposing more knowledge-search friendly tools.
The next paragraphs discuss each of the features in turn.
6 Interface solutions
6.1 No assumed linearity
Based on our observations, we have shown the non-application of the principle of linearity in
SL. Plus, organizing is a task that uses time as we observed and filmed. Therefore, we should assist
it. We first suggest that the SL CAT software should not automatically segment the source text.
Instead, the translator can generate empty blocks, which are freely movable. The user is free to
generate as many blocks as he wants to, create links between them or not, and organize them in
any way he wants. As shown in the figure below, the blocks can work either vertically or
horizontally. Each column depends on the previous one, but each line is independent from the
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others. The blocks 2a’ and 2a” can be switched without impacting the others. However, switching
the blocks 2a and 2b would result in moving 2a’ and 2a” a line under as well. It is a hierarchical
structure.

Figure 2: An example of blocks interface
6.2 No written form
To deal with the lack of written form, there should be no constraint on what kind of content
the translator can fill the blocks with. For example, text notes if the user is comfortable with
writing, input from keyboard or selected from the source text. Pictures and maps could be uploaded
either from files on the computer or directly from the web. Drawings could be either uploaded or
generated in the software using provided tool. Also, videos have to be supported, either uploaded
as well or directly filmed with a video tool included.
Each block is seen as a thinking space, where the user can keep ideas about his translation in any
form he wants. Those five propositions come from both observed common practices and needs
expressed by the professionals we work with.
These blocks are not parts of the final translation, but serve more like a detailed outline. When
done with his preparation, the user has to produce a video to deliver the translation. The blocks
can be used as a prompter while the translator is filming himself for the final product.
7 Tools
7.1 Translation Memory
An alignment is a pair composed of two text segments, where one is the translation of the other.
In our particular case, one of those segments has to be a portion of a video, identified using
appropriate time tags.
Our suggestion here is to adapt a concordancer to SL to serve as a TM. Concordancers provide,
upon query, examples of expressions translated in context. It relies on a database filled with
alignments which in our case can be previous translations. In text-to-text translation, the
alignments are created and stored automatically along the process. With SL, it requires the
translator’s direct involvement to create them manually. Once the user has filmed the final
translation, he can associate selected segments of the source text with its SL translation, by
marking the corresponding time tags from the video. Such alignments are stored as a database
which is built by the users themselves. The entire source text is paired with the final translation
video to create at least one alignment per translation. If the expression queried has been aligned,
the concordancer answers with the smallest span found. If it has not been aligned but still
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previously translated, the concordancer answers with the video of the entire source text that
contains the query. If it has never been translated before, the concordancer cannot answer the
query.
We needed a small database to start our testing with the concordancer, but aligned SL resources
are rare, so we chose to build one ourselves. We used a French–LSF parallel corpus of forty short
news texts, each translated in SL by three professional translators, and filmed, resulting in 120
videos of an average 30-second duration. We manually aligned segments of various spans. The
source text was processed using the Brat software, from which we extracted data as so:

Figure 3: An example data from Brat
Each source text is given an identification code, and the segments are identified using the number
of their first letter and their length.
The videos were processed using the Elan software. Each translated segment was identified
between the corresponding time tags using the annotation feature. We extracted data as so:

Figure 4: An example data from Elan
Each video is given an identification code, and the segments are identified with the time at which
they start and their duration.
The user’s query can be directly input from the keyboard, or a selected portion of the text he is
working on. The expression is then compared to the source texts in the database, and upon match
found, the results are expressed as follows: TxtID Starting position Length VidID Starting time
Duration Opt.Tag1 Opt.Tag2
TxtID is the identification code of the text, starting position is the position of the first letter of the
segment in the source text. VidID is the identification code for the video, starting time is the time
tag corresponding to the beginning of the segment’s translation and Tag 1 2 are specific
information about the alignment. This information is added by the user who aligns, and should be
characteristics to serve as search filter. For example, it could be the name of the aligner, the name
of the signer, the topic of the translation, its duration etc. At the moment, we have not implemented
query filters yet, but we plan to so that the results brought could be better suited to the user’s
expectations.
The matching results are displayed as they would be in a text-to-text bilingual concordancer,
except that it includes videos. It could be displayed like the following:
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Figure 5: An example of display for the concordancer
7.2 Encyclopedic assistance
To provide the right encyclopedic assistance, we organized a brainstorming session with
interpreters during a previous study (Kaczmarek-Filhol 2019). They were asked about their
everyday practices, and to express their insights concerning their jobs. We ended up with a list of
expressed needs and common problems encountered, which we did compare with the observations
made in the filmed translation sessions. We identified 5 types of search. Two of them are already
treated by text-to-text Cat software: lexical search, and definition look-up.
From our SL perspective, lexical search will mean soliciting various resources in order to find the
adequate sign for concepts, including place names or proper names. Definition look-up will mean
searching for definitions of source words or concepts which are not clear to the translator’s mind.
It also may help to find a way of signing it if no sign is known or found.
The other 3 types of search identified are, as shown earlier in this paper, more specific to SL. It
concerns map search which means, when required to depict relative geographical locations or to
sign a place when no specific sign is known or found, translators search for maps and plans. In a
similar way, we identified picture search: to identify protagonists cited in the source text or to find
a suitable periphrasis. Also to describe things that needs to be, or to assign a pertinent temporary
sign to someone or something for the duration of the translation. And last
but not least, encyclopedic look up for context, which is observed when the source text
refers to previous events or links between people that are unknown to the translators, they
collect background about it.
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Back to our example: Looking up if Sao Paulo has a defined sign would be lexical search, as well
as searching a sign for mutiny. Looking up where Sao Paulo is however, is considered map search.
If “organized crime” is not a clear notion for the translator, he may need to search for a definition.
He may also need to learn more about the implied first attack to spatially organize his way of
signing. These tasks can easily be assisted with Natural Language Processing features. Dealing
with named entities such as proper names or locations, they can be detected in the source text.
Those highlighted entities could then serve as an input into the encyclopedic search tool. Currently,
translators do those search tasks using diverse website, opened in multiple tabs in a single web
browser. To gain in comfort and readability, a first step would be to aggregate the results from all
these searches in a single window within the software, or in different windows regarding the type
of search.
8 Evaluation
A first prototype following the suggestions made above is currently under development. At the
moment, it includes a global interface based on the blocks interface as well as a first try of SL
concordancer. It will be available online for professionals to test. As it must be based on their
needs and insights, we plan on an iterative process with the users to converge on the most adequate
features and interface.
To evaluate our work, and how it benefits the users, we will measure four variables. The first one
is obviously time, for the software should shorten the time spent on one translation. The second
one will be comfort, as it is shown for text-to-text translators, does it affect SL translation the same
way? The third variable will be confidence. Do they feel more confident about their translations
when assisted by the software? And the last will be consistency, either between the multiple
translations of a same translator, or in a group of translators.

9 Conclusion
This being the first work concerning CAT for SL, we hope to draw interest to the particular
case of SL translation. Even if some SLs are legally recognized as official languages in their
respective countries, most of them still have no status at all. Encouraging and easing SL translation
is a first step to make SL more visible, and hopefully enhance accessibility on a more global scale.
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New Audiences in EU Terminology
Rodolfo Maslias
Head of the Terminology Coordination (TermCoord)
DG TRAD - European Parliament, Luxembourg
Abstract
A short presentation followed by live surfing in the public websites termcoord.eu, YourTerm.org and in the
(password protected) EU interinstitutional terminology portal EurTerm, focusing on the terminology
management in the European Parliament, the cooperation between EU Institutions at central (EurTerm) and
at language levels (wikis), the collaboration with the interpreters in the EU for terminology, the
interoperability of the new version of IATE, the efforts of TermCoord for a new terminologist profile in the
recruiting procedures in the EU Institutions, the connection of the EU and other terminology resources (like
the EP’s GlossaryLinks) with the NMT and the post editing and quality control software, terminology projects
with Universities with and for IATE, Master courses on terminology at the Universities of Luxembourg (36
hours), Savoie-Mont Blanc (21 hours) and Orientale Napoli (11 hours) and occasionally in many Universities
(Vigo, Germersheim, ISIT Paris a.o.) and the new approach of “plain terminology” projects, adapted to
communication needs and addressed to the civil society with the programme “Terminology without Borders”
in several fields and in collaboration with specialised EU Agencies and International Organisations and with
specialised departments of Universities in several European countries.

The Terminology Coordination Unit of the European Parliament (TermCoord) has brought in
its 10 years of functioning a new communicative and collaborative approach in the terminology
management and cooperation in the European Institutions. The main task being the internal
terminology management, TermCoord has settled a network of over 100 translatorsterminologists to cover the terminology needs in the 24 EU languages providing proactive services,
tools of communication and collaboration (TermSafe to store and discuss terminology research
results, connection of IATE with the CAT tools, assurance of the linguistic quality of titles in all
languages with a special workflow etc.).
As regards the EU interinstitutional communication and cooperation, TermCoord launched in
2013 a terminology portal in Confluence, a very efficient communicative and collaborative
platform to enable synergies between the central coordination services of the 10 Institutions
participating in the terminology management around IATE but also with its 24 language wikis, the
discussion of terminology between the translators and terminologists of all Institutions. A specific
collaboration scheme in terminology with the interpreters has been developed in the EP as from
last year. As a follow-up to the European Terminology Summit (EAFT) hosted by the European
Parliament in Luxembourg in 2016, TermCoord has created in collaboration with several
terminology professors and organisations a specific terminologist profile to be adopted in the
recruiting procedures for the EU Institutions (EPSO). After the successful efforts to insert all
needed terminology features in the CAT tools and to connect IATE and all other terminology
resources with the EU Translation Memory (Euramis), the new challenge for the terminology
managers is now to find the ways to ensure terminological consistency with the use of neural
machine translation.
Therefore, TermCoord has launched an intense cooperation with computational linguists
specialising in the field of artificial intelligence and participates actively in conferences, seminars
and workshops (JIAMCATT 2019, OPOCE, NMT workshop in Malaga a.o.). The results of this
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networking make a special section of the website termcoord.eu. The interoperability of the new
version of IATE launched in December 2018 permits its connection through API’s and
webservices with several EU-internal tools and platforms (like CODICT, the EP’s database
containing titles or EURlex for automatic referencing) as well as with external tools like the
programme Termer (automatically connecting any term of any document with IATE but also any
database one wishes to connect). The participants of the Conference TC41 will have the possibility
to attend a surfing in the portal EurTerm and its language wikis (accessible only to EU officials)
to see how translators and terminologists of all Institutions and all languages collaborate together
to feed IATE.
Regarding the external networking, TermCoord has a very wide collaboration with Universities
enabling professors to work with their students on terminology projects with the rules of IATE
(Handbook) creating or completing entries and having their projects published on the unique EU
terminology website termcoord.eu. Our academic activity consists also of post-graduate courses
and master curations on European terminology in several Universities, since terminology and its
relations with technology and communication are getting an increasingly important role in the
rapidly changing translation industry. Our website termcoord.eu offers to the students the
possibility to publish their theses and papers related to terminology, contains active links to
language departments of Universities including terminology in their programmes and provides
precious material like downloadable terminology ebooks and PPT presentations from
TermCoord’s academic seminars and workshops. Finally, the speaker will present “Terminology
without Borders” (the website YourTerm.org), five terminology projects with several Universities
on topics of a high interest for the civil society (Medicine, Women’s Rights, Culture, Fisheries and
Education) run in close cooperation with EU Agencies and UN and other International
Organisations and their experts in the respective field that aims to cover, also through a web-based
application, more “plain” terminology needs of specific groups of professionals or volunteers who
need to address and communicate efficiently with less specialised audiences.
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Terminology Extraction as a Tool for MT Output Assessment
and Improvement
Jean-François Richard
President, Terminotix
Montréal, Qc, Canada
jfrichard@terminotix.com
Abstract
The present paper proposes the use of a Terminology Recall Index (TRI) calculated on retaining nominal
groups’ frequencies and stemming info only. Though this paper proposes to demonstrate the utility of a
TRI calculation between a human translated document and neural machine translated document, it also
attempts to demonstrate that a broader use of the TRI calculation has many other surprising applications
inside a linguistic service's translation workflow.

1

Introduction

Most often, metrics currently used for evaluating the percentage of similarity between two
documents in the same language are based on various types of edit distance algorithms. The edit
distance calculation represents the effort required to make two documents identical. The
bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU) score is also based on an edit distance algorithm. This
paper will first demonstrate, from a linguistic point of view and as explained in Section 2, why
this metric is problematic.
It will then propose a more accurate metric with which linguists35 can evaluate the edit distance
between two target versions of a given document using semantic term extraction algorithms:
the terminology recall index (TRI). It will also propose that an automated TRI report be
generated automatically as part of the translation workflow process.
This paper will cover in detail the TRI applications identified to date that could be integrated
into a translation workflow with the primary goal of automating the terminology quality
assurance (QA) process while improving productivity.
In conclusion, the paper will describe the currently identified limitations of this approach and
explore possible avenues for research and development in order to remedy these limitations.
2

Context and assumptions

During the translation phase36, searching tasks take between 30 and 40 percent of linguists’
time37, as explained under Subsection Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. The terms that
linguists search for are mainly noun groups, and the terminology databases maintained
internally by language services are also mainly composed of noun groups, as explained under
Subsection 3.2.
35

Linguists are employees in language services departments. Their roles include translator, post-editor, editor,
reviser, coordinator, proof-reader, and terminologist.
36
A translation request can go through different processes, such as pretranslation, post-editing, editing,
proofreading, bilingual revision, typesetting, desktop publishing, bitext creation, etc. Requesters submit their
requests either via a translation workflow platform or by email.
37
Depending on the nature and complexity of the content, searching time can be as much as 50% and as little as
almost nothing.
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3

More than one day per week spent searching

For quality and consistency purposes, linguists often search for terms in many different
sources. Depending on his or her role, a linguist may use the following sources:
 Glossaries and dictionaries, for finding definitions, synonyms, etymology, etc.
 Internal and/or online terminology databases, for finding specific terms for a specific
domain or client
 Bitext search engines, for finding terms and their translations in context
 Translation memories, for finding bilingual concordances of a term
 Full-text search engines, to see how a term is used in the original language
 Full-text search engines, for finding previously translated documents or reference
materials
In all these cases (excepting that of the final bullet point38), the part of speech most often
searched for is the noun group. It is also the most time-consuming part of speech to process.
Although other parts of speech are also searched for, they do not take up as much time as noun
groups. With the exception of idiomatic expressions39, other parts of speech are not challenging
for linguists.
In some language services40 departments, if a search garners a satisfactory result, linguists will
update the internal terminology database (TB), whether upon instruction or of their own
initiative.
3.1

Noun groups in terminology databases

Most internal language services departments in organisations maintain an internal TB. This
database mainly comprises records for noun groups. The same linguists who search within this
TB also create and maintain term records, as described above under Subsection Erreur !
Source du renvoi introuvable..
3.2

A more accurate metric

Based on these observations, as covered under Subsections Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable. and 3.1 above, and as the BLEU score treats all parts of speech equally, whether
low-weight semantic entities (articles, conjunctions, prepositions, etc.) or high-weight semantic
expressions (noun groups, etc.), it is safe to assume that a more accurate metric based on noun
groups only would be useful to linguists.
4

Term extraction for noun groups

This section describes how a semantic term extraction engine, required for calculating TRI,
has been developed by combining existing term extraction algorithms with existing part-ofspeech-tagger algorithms.

38

The reference searching task is usually done by coordinators and does not require any linguistic skills.
Expressions such as “he’s out to lunch,” “the proof is in the pudding,” and “I don’t have a dog in that fight,”
which are challenging for machine translation engines.
40
Not all language services departments maintain or even use a centralized TB. This is especially true for small
departments. Often, linguists search for the same terms over and over, increasing overall time spent searching.
Sometimes, terminology is maintained in a Word or Excel document.
39
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4.1

Existing term extraction engines

Most existing term extraction engines are based on a statistical model, using lists of “stop
words” for noise reduction. Term extraction engines are somewhat useful for identifying
patterns of co-occurring words41, sorted by frequency. However, besides some basic stop word
noise reduction algorithms, statistical term extraction remains “noisy” and cannot generate high
quality noun group extractions. Some term extraction tools42 provide user interfaces to manually
remove noise entries.
4.2

Existing tagger engines

Existing taggers43 are able, among other things, to a) Identify parts of speech and modifiers
for each word in a given sentence; b) to build a sentence grammar tree44. Since taggers are more
language sensitive, supported languages are more limited than for term extractors. Though
grammatical information is usually well extracted, it does not provide clearly extracted, useful
to linguists, “noun groups”.
4.3

Integrating taggers into term extractors

By “plugging” the multiple word phrase outputs, generated by a regular statistical term
extraction, into a tagger engine, a “semantic term extraction” engine can be developed and
integrated. This first and fast statistical pass helps in reducing basic stop word noise and to
retain multiple words only. During the second pass, a tagger is used for identifying part of
speech patterns enabling to mark an extracted phrase as a potential noun group.
5

Proposed TRI formula

This section presents a proposed formula for calculating TRI against many sources like MT
output, internal database, source document, human translation. First, we calculate a
Terminology Frequency Sum Index (TFSI) by summing each frequency for each noun groups
extracted in a given document d:
TFI( ) =

( )

Where F is the frequency of an item at position k in a list of n extracted noun groups. The
following table gives an example of a TFI calculation:

41

For basic disambiguation purposes, only multiple word phrases are retained. Lemmatized single words are highly
subject to polysemy.
42
SDL MultiTerm Extract, SynchroTerm, CrossMining, MultiTrans Term Extractor, etc.
43
Spacy, TreeTagger.
44
Generative grammar theory by Noam Chomsky.
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Noun groups

Frequencies

états financiers

15

anomalie significative

11

associé responsable

6

règle de déontologie

5

société de services

3

modalité d’application

3

opinion avec réserve

2

seuil de signification

2

cabinet membre

2

TFSI(d)

49

Table 6: Example of a TFSI calculation from a human translated document
In order to calculate a TRI between two documents of the same language, we calculate a TFSI
for the first document (d) and a TFSI for the second document (d1). Suppose we want to get the
TRI against the TFSI(d) obtained in Table 1:
Noun groups

Frequencies

états financiers

14

anomalie significative

10

partenaire responsable

6

règle de déontologie

5

entreprise de services

3

modalité d’application

3

opinion avec réserve

2

seuil de signification

2

bureau membre

2

TFSI(d1)

47

Table 2: Example of a TFSI calculation from a machine translation document
We then build a list of noun groups present in d crosschecked with d1 by using the following
TRI global formula:
TRI(d, d’) = ∀F(d), F(d1) ∈ (TFI(d) ∩ TFI(d1)): (

Min(F( ), F′( ) ) / (Max(TFSI(d), TSFI(d’)) * 100

By using the data from Table 1 and Table 2, we calculate that the Terminology Recall Index
between d and d’ is 73%:
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TFI(d) ∩ TFI(d1)

F(k)

F’(k)

Min(F(k),F’(k)

états financiers

15

14

14

anomalie significative

11

10

10

règle de déontologie

5

5

5

modalité d’application

3

3

3

opinion avec réserve

2

2

2

seuil de signification

2

2

2

TFSI(d, d’)

49

47

36

TRI(d, d’)

73%
(36 / 49 * 100)

Table 3: Example of a TRI calculation between d and d’

6

TRI applications
This section lists possible TRI integrations and their respective applications.

6.1

TRI integration with MT

Here are some examples of integrating TRI with MT engines: 1) Calculate the TRI between
a human translation and a machine translation of the same document, allowing linguists to
obtain a general TRI and identify which noun groups were and were not properly translated by
the MT engine. 2) Use the TRI for analysis purposes when running bench tests, or when
comparing MT engines. 2) Employ the TRI to identify which MT engine should be used for a
given source document by sending only the most frequent noun groups to the MT engines and
cross-checking the output against an internal terminology database, or against the terms
extracted from the human translation.
6.2

TRI integration with source documents

Here are some examples of TRI applications for documents prior to translation: 1) Calculate
the TRI by cross-checking against existing terminology in order to identify which terms are and
are not present in the internal terminology database. The list of known terms present both in the
document and the term database is called a “job glossary” extraction, while the list of unknown
terms in the same document is called a “unilingual term candidate” extraction.
6.3

TRI integration with target documents

Generating a TRI that compares the final target document with internal terminology, or with
a job glossary initially generated from the source document, can provide linguists with the
following: 1) A list of terms present but not properly translated; 2) A list of terms not present at
all; 3) A TRI for automatic workflow notifications, or for automatically feeding a database of
term candidates. Linguists in charge of terminology could take a few moments to review the
weekly TRI reports, which would become a tool for monitoring the quality of terminology.
7

Limitations

The two limitations for deploying TRI are as follows: 1) Since the TRI retains noun groups
of two or more words only, for co-occurrence semantic reasons, it is less useful in subject matter
fields in which single-word noun groups are more frequent; 2) The list of available taggers for
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languages other than English, French and German are more difficult to find and/or integrate into
code.
8

Future developments in terminology automation

Apart from the two limitations mentioned in Section 7 above, for which remedies should be
achievable in the very near future, bilingual noun group extraction and/or translation spotting
could be integrated by automatically identifying suggestions for the unilingual term candidates
TRI list, which would be generated upon the initial receipt of a document for translation. This
list of bilingual term candidates could also be automatically added to a terminology database
with the same name. Then, a quick review and validation/rejection task could be performed on
a weekly basis.
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Pilot Study on Medical Translations in Lay Language: Post-Editing by
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Abstract

Despite the rich history of research into medical translation, there is a notable lack of empirical studies on the best
workflow for this task, especially in a modern translation setting involving post-editing of machine translation. This pilot
study was conducted in preparation for a large translation project of medical guidelines for laypeople from Dutch into
French. It is meant to shed light on how medical post-editing is best handled. How do medical specialists (doctors) versus
language specialists (translators) perform on this task? How can their respective strengths lead to the highest quality
translation? To gain more insight into these questions, errors in the machine translation output of medical guidelines were
annotated and labelled. Based on these annotations, the product of doctors' and translators' post-editing could be analysed
and classified into necessary changes (mistakes that were correctly solved), under-revisions (mistakes that were not
corrected during post-editing), over-revisions (new errors introduced during post-editing) and hyper-revisions
(preferential changes made by the post-editor). The results of this small-scale research illustrate the complexity of the
task and reveal some surprising findings (e.g., doctors sometimes struggle with domain-specific terminology, and
translators appear to be less efficient because they introduce many hyper-revisions).

1 Introduction
Medical translation has long been a subject of discussion in translation research.
Nevertheless, whether medical translation is best performed by medical practitioners or by
translators is a question that has received only limited attention, with a notable lack of empirical
research (Jensen and Zethsen, 2012). Even less is known about this task in a modern translation
setting, with easily accessible domain-specific information online and machine translation
(MT).
In this paper, we present a pilot study that investigates the optimal strategy for the translation
(post-editing) of medical texts intended for lay people. It is meant to shed light on how medical
post-editing is best handled. How do medical specialists (doctors) versus language specialists
(translators) perform on this task? How can their respective strengths lead to the highest quality
translation? The research was conducted for, and in close cooperation with, the company
iscientia (https://www.iscientia.com), to help them reach an informed decision prior to
accepting a large translation project involving the Dutch into French translation of patientoriented medical guidelines.
2 Background and Aim
There is an increasing trend to tailor health communication so as to make it patient-centred,
which should contribute to patient empowerment (Holmstrôm and Rôing, 2010; Vâsquez et al.,
2017); other researchers, however, have also voiced criticism of the trend (Cornwall and Brock,
2005; Hansen and Zethsen, 2018; Salmon and Hall, 2004). If patients are to profit from access
to medical information, a first prerequisite is understandable lay language. This will require the
challenging task of intralingual translation between more technical originals and lay versions
(Zethsen, 2018).
The Dutch-language medical guidelines that constituted the source texts in the present
experiment (https://www.gezondheidenwetenschap.be/richtlijnen) are an example of such an
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intralingual translation effort. They are patient-oriented medical guidelines based on technical
ones that can be consulted in French and Dutch on the Belgian ebpracticenet website
(https://www.ebpnet.be) and that are themselves in large part translations of the DUODECIM
evidence-based medical guidelines (https://www.duodecim.fi/english/products/ebmg). A plan
to have the Dutch-language patient-oriented guidelines translated into French raised the
question whether machine translation could be used to speed up the process. As post-editing of
the raw results would obviously be needed, a further question was whether this task had better
be entrusted to translators or whether French-speaking doctors with a good passive knowledge
of Dutch were better placed to do the job.
Research in this area is fairly limited. Jensen and Zethsen (2012) investigated medical translation
by either pharmacists or translators, focusing on the suitability of the final product for laypersons
by analysing nominalisations and neo-classical terms. In this study, the differences between the
two groups were surprisingly small. However, the overall quality of the translations is not
discussed. Older research by O’Neill (1998) discusses how “medically knowledgeable linguists”
versus “linguistically knowledgeable medical professionals” tackle medical translation,
concluding that both types of professionals are capable, but that a combination of both is ideal.
The discussion focuses on the respective strengths and weaknesses of translators and medical
professionals: the former may have trouble with the specialised medical terminology, while the
latter may have weak writing skills. In other research (Davies, 1998), it was found that medical
professionals focus most on terminology and assign less importance to syntax and grammar.
However, the context of medical translation has changed significantly since 1998. It is now much
easier to find up-to-date and high-quality terminology online (for those who know how to look
for it) and neural machine translation quality (for some language pairs) has vastly improved.
Therefore, both translators and medical professionals now have tools available to help them
overcome their respective disadvantages.
In an attempt to make an informed decision about the best workflow for the translation of the
medical guidelines for iscientia, this pilot study is meant to provide some first insights in how
the task is handled by translators versus medical professionals and to see if their skills are
complementary. Therefore, the provisional decision was made to go for a double post-editing +
revision process involving translators as well as doctors. Moreover, the pilot study was
considered a testing ground for practical guidelines, so that any potential errors or difficulties
could be identified before tackling the larger assignment. Considering the limited size of this
pilot study, and taking into account findings from previous research which emphasise that
translation (and post-editing) strategies are highly personal (Daems and Macken, 2019), the
results need to be carefully interpreted to avoid overgeneralisation. Nonetheless, the current
study reveals some interesting trends and yields inspiration for further research.
3 Experimental Setup
For this pilot study four Dutch source documents were selected of varying length (569-1849
source words). The experiment involved two translators (T1 and T2) and two French-speaking
doctors with knowledge of Dutch (D1 and D2). T1 is a native French speaker who was raised
bilingually with Dutch as a second language. She has no degree in translation but several years
of translation experience, though none in the medical domain. T2 is also a native French speaker
who has a master’s degree in translation with a specialisation in medical and scientific
translation. She has almost 20 years’ experience as a translator, of which over 10 years in the
medical domain. However, she does not usually translate from Dutch. Neither translator had
any previous experience post-editing. D1 is a French-speaking family doctor with a fair
knowledge of Dutch, acquired at school. She had no previous experience with translation or
post-editing. Her contact with other languages is limited to reading English medical texts and
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occasional consultations in English or Dutch. D2 is a young family doctor in the Brussels area
who is at ease with French, Dutch and English; she had no prior experience with translation or
post-editing.
Google Translate (neural) was used for the initial translation. A two-step approach was adopted,
with the translators and the doctors first post-editing the raw MT output and subsequently
revising the target texts as post-edited by their colleagues. The translators performed post-editing
within their familiar CAT-tool (SDL Trados Studio) using a translation memory and a termbase
offering suggestions for patient-friendly terms. The doctors performed post-editing in a bilingual
Word-document and had access to the termbase in a simple excel format. Revision was
performed in bilingual Word by translators and doctors alike. The tasks were distributed as
displayed in Table 1 over the two workflows: Workflow I (TD) consists of post-editing by a
translator and revision by a doctor and Workflow II (DT) is the opposite, i.e. post-editing by a
doctor and revision by a translator. Thus, all participants (T1-2 & D1-2) looked at all four texts
(A to D), allowing comparisons of (1) the two workflows for the same text, (2) the two workflows
for the same participants, (3) the product of post-editing/revision of the same text by the same
participants.
Translators and doctors were given exactly the same instructions. They were told that their work
had to result in a French version that was ready for publication. The instructions also said that
correction work was to focus on content as well as on form. They were instructed to take patientorientedness into account, so that the target text, like the source text, would be understandable
to laypeople. Both parties were provided with the same list of typical content-related mistakes
to look out for, as well as a list of possible formal mistakes.
All machine translation output was also independently annotated by the authors, assisted by a
Dutch-speaking medical doctor with a good knowledge of French. A master translationwas made
in which all annotated errors were solved with the least possible amount of edits.The machine
translation error taxonomy as described by Tezcan, Hoste and Macken (2017) was used to divide
errors into 11 different categories (see Table 2) to facilitate a fair and detailed evaluation. It was
expected at the outset that the doctors would be better at solving content-related issues, while the
translators were likely to have better expertise in correcting language and formatting errors. In
addition to this error annotation, the amount of editing that took place was measured by means
of Translation Edit Rate (TER), which takes into account all insertions, deletions, and
substitutions of single words as well as shifts of word sequences. Combining all the information
(error codes, master translation and TER scores), allowed us to identify necessary changes
(annotated errors that were solved), underrevisions (annotated errors that were not solved),
overrevisions (new errors that were introduced), and hyperrevisions (all edits that were not
deemed necessary to solve annotated errors) (Rigouts Terryn et al., 2017). Any potential
overrevisions made during the post-editing phase were counted as errors to be solved in the
revision phase.
Workflow I (TD)
Workflow II (DT)
text post-editing revision post-editing revision
A
T1
D1
T2
D2
B
T2
D
T1
D1
C
T1
D1
2
T2
D
T2
D2
D
T1
2
Table 1: Overview of methodology for four texts (A-D) with Workflow I (post-editing by
translator, revision by doctor) and Workflow II (post-editing by doctor, revision by translator)
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Style & Fluency Errors
ADD additions
DEL

deletions

INC

inconsistencies

GRM grammatical errors

Mistranslation Errors
MTP
MTT
MTC
MTW
MTG

partial translation
terminological error
translation contradicts source text
word sense error

Table 2: Error codes; see also (Tezcan et al., 2017)

Figure 1: Pie chart of all error types in the MT output; mistranslations have a reddish-brown
shade, style & fluency errors are a shade of blue
4 Analysis
4.1 Quality of MT
Overall, the quality of the MT output was satisfactory, though it varied per text. There were
many segments in which no errors were found at all: 44%, 44%, 35% and 26% of all segments
in texts A, B, C, and D respectively. As mentioned, a master translation was made in which all
of these errors were corrected with the least possible amount of editing. The TER score of the
master translations, compared to the original MT output, was similar for all texts, ranging from
11.846 (A) to 15.738 (D). In total, 202 errors were annotated in the four texts and these errors
range over all error types. As can be seen in the pie chart (see Figure 1), there are more
mistranslation errors (61%) than style & fluency errors (39%). Looking at the individual error
types, mistranslations related to terminology (MTT), style errors (STL) and general
mistranslations (MTG) are most common; this is the case for all four texts. Two error types
appear only once in the entire MT output: additions (ADD) and mistranslations that are
contradictions (MTC). In conclusion, the MT output is of decent quality and, in most cases, the
translations are understandable, even when they are not 100% correct.
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Figure 2: Number of errors in the original MT output, in the end product of the DT workflow,
and in the end product of TD workflow
4.2 Comparing Procedures
When comparing the two workflows (DT versus TD), the first thing that stands out, is that
the end product is very comparable. As shown in figure 2, the number of errors is slightly lower
in the DT workflow, i.e. when doctors perform post-editing first, followed by a revision step by
translators. In the end product of the DT workflow, 60 of the 202 original errors remain, versus
72 in the TD workflow. The distribution between the two groups of error types remains more
or less stable. In the original MT output, 39% of all errors are style & fluency errors, versus
30% in the end product of the DT workflow and 35% in the TD workflow. Differences between
individual error types are marginal, with no especially noteworthy exceptions.
TER scores do reveal more differences between the two workflows, with higher edit rates for
the TD workflow than for the DT workflow (TER scores of 155 and 127 respectively). This
means that the DT workflow not only resulted in the translation with the least errors, but was
also more efficient (with fewer edits), than the TD workflow. Another expected, yet still
interesting, finding when comparing TER scores for the different workflows, is that most of the
edits occur in the first, post-editing, step and fewer edits are made during the second, revision,
step. As shown in Figure 3, all participants have higher TER scores when post-editing than
when revising. The combined total TER score of the post-editing phase is 218, versus 118 in
the revision step. This difference is easily explained by the fact that the original MT contains
many more errors than the already post-edited texts, and so, requires fewer edits. Another
explanation could be, that participants are more likely to change a machine-generated text, than
a text which has already been edited by another person.
The conclusions from the TER scores are also reflected in the number of annotated errors. Figure
4 shows how many errors remain in the MT, after post-editing, and after revision. The green
lines show the total number of errors, the orange lines are only the mistranslation errors, and the
blue lines are the style & fluency errors. Solid lines represent the TD workflow, while
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Figure 3: TER scores per person and per phase (post-editing or revision)
interrupted lines indicate the DT workflow. In the first step (MT), both workflows start off identical,
with the same input. After post-editing, the total number of errors is still almost identical, with 112
remaining errors in the DT workflow and 13 remaining errors in the TD workflow. However, there
is a slight difference in the types of errors: the doctors solved more mistranslation errors, the
translators more style & fluency errors. In the final step, revision, fewer errors are solved. In the
DT workflow, translators reduced the number of errors by 30, and in the TD workflow, doctors
only brought down the errors by 17. This shows how the second step has much less impact, and
how the main difference between the two workflows only occurs during this final step. Perhaps
doctors are overly trusting of the first corrections of the translators, and too hesitant to make
additional changes. Looking back at the TER scores in Figure 3 in more detail, there is a slight
difference between doctors and translators that seems to support this theory, namely that,
proportionally, doctors make fewer edits in the post-editing phase than translators. 36%-38% of the
translators’ TER scores originates during the post-editing step, compared to only 24%-34% of the
doctors’ TER scores.
While the error types already provide some idea of the kinds of errors that can be expected, they do
not suffice when trying to measure the severity of the errors, which is why it is important to trace
some of the most severe errors individually. The MT output only contains a few errors that make a
translation completely unintelligible, such as translating “nails” with the French equivalent for the
tool (“clou”), rather than the body part (“ongle”), or saying a swelling will increase instead of
decrease. Such errors were mostly caught in both workflows. However, it was found that other serious
errors in the final translations, errors which were very obvious or completely changed the meaning of
the text, still remained after both workflows. For instance, in the final product of the DT workflow, a
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translator changes the doctor’s post-edited translation “que pouvez-vous faire vous-même” into “que
pouvez-vous faire vous faire”, incorrectly repeating two of the words.

Figure 4: Number of errors after each step (MT, post-editing and revision), split per workflow and
per error type
In the TD workflow, a serious grammatical error was introduced when the doctor wrote “la cuvette
dans lequel”, which should be “la cuvette dans laquelle”. Also in the TD workflow, the source text
mentions that pain will occur gradually during exercise and get worse faster in case of sudden
exercise. The translation states that pain occurs gradually during exercise and gets worse as the
exercise continues, but it does not mention the “sudden exercise” that is crucial in this case. This
mistake is introduced by the translator and not corrected by the doctor. In another, admittedly more
debatable example, the source text advises the use of nail polish in the case of cosmetic irritation,
presumably referring to nails affected by discolouring or other aesthetically unattractive damage.
While the formulation is somewhat doubtful, there is no actual error and the MT solution ”irritation
esthétique” is fairly acceptable. In the TD workflow, the MT output is not changed. In the DT
workflow, the doctor changes it to recommending nail polish in the case of irritation by cosmetics,
which makes little sense, as nail polish is itself a type of cosmetic. This is not corrected by the
translator.
In conclusion, the DT workflow resulted in fewer errors in the final product, while at the same
time being more efficient with a lower total TER score. However, the difference is not very
pronounced, especially considering the substantial interpersonal differences, and the fact that the
end products still contain serious errors in both workflows. The fact that new errors (overrevisions) are regularly introduced while post-editing and revising, may be a consequence of the
participants’ inexperience working with an existing translation, rather than translating from
scratch.
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Figure 5: Percentage of over- and under-revisions, compared to number of errors the target text
contained in the previous step
4.3 Comparing Doctors and Translators
Aside from the difference between workflows, the interpersonal differences, especially those
between doctors and translators, were considered as well. The most obvious difference, which
could already be seen in Figure 3, is that translators make many more edits than doctors. This is
reflected in the combined total TER scores of both groups, namely 103 for the doctors, versus 233
for the translators. Even though the difference in TER scores is already striking, these scores do
not even reflect the edit behaviour of translators strictly enough yet. The ‘track changes’ function
showed that translators often completely delete the MT output and start to translate from scratch,
even when their own translation then ends up being identical to the original MT. This would not
show up in the TER scores, but it is nonetheless an important indication of the translators’
inefficiency. It illustrates the translators’ inexperience with post-editing, especially since, towards
the end of texts, they are less likely to simply delete and rewrite the MT, as if, by then, the
translators started to notice that the MT was not that bad. Both translators were very similar in this
respect, as shown also by their almost identical TER scores in Figure 3. In the same Figure, it can
be seen that the differences between the doctors are a bit more pronounced (D2 edits less).
A ranking based on error types shows inconclusive results for the question whether translators or
doctors perform best. T2 performs best, followed by D1, T1, and finally D2. T2 solved 72% of the
errors, D2 only 47%. However, T2 did make more over-revisions than D2. T1 solved 61% of all
errors (similar to D1), but made 38 over-revisions, so T1 just made a lot of revisions, which were
sometimes correct, but also often wrong.
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Figure 5 shows how many over- and under-revisions were made by translators and doctors, relative
to the number of errors present in the previous version of the text. Regarding error type groups, the
translators fixed more style & fluency errors than the doctors. Out of all errors fixed by the translators,
47% (T2) and 51%(T1) are style & fluency errors, versus only 26% (D1) and 39% (D2) for the
doctors. This might be explained by the fact that translators are more focused on the language and the
text as a whole, and doctors might spot content-errors more easily, though further research is required
to test this hypothesis. A similar pattern can be seen in the over-revisions: translators make relatively
more mistranslation errors, doctors relatively more style & fluency errors. Overall, it appears that
translators are more likely to edit a text than doctors. This results in more necessary changes and fewer
remaining errors but, at the same time, leads to more over-revisions. Doctors are more likely to underrevise and have fewer over-revisions.
One of the hypotheses about the difference between doctors and translators for medical post-editing,
was that the doctors’ medical expertise would help them spot mistranslations. This seems already to
be partially confirmed by the fact that they solve relatively more mistranslations than translators. It is
also reflected in the numbers for the individual error codes, e.g. doctors solve more terminology
(MTT) errors than translators (50% vs. 36%). For instance, one of the source texts contained an error,
using “mond- en klauwzeer” (hoof-and-mouth-disease) as a synonym for “hand-voet-mondziekte”
(hand, foot, and mouth disease), even though the former is only used for animals and the latter for
humans. The MT, of course, translated the error without correcting it. In the DT workflow, the doctor
spotted the error and removed the wrong synonym in the post-editing phase, but, in the revision phase,
the translator re-introduced the error. This is a powerful example of how their medical expertise grants
doctors an advantage over translators. It may even be a warning against blindly choosing the DT
workflow, even though it resulted in fewest errors. However, there is also a surprising example of
how even doctors do not always have sufficient expertise. It concerns the translation of “(...) 69
chromosomen in plaats van de normale 46 chromosomen”, which translates into English as “(...) 69
chromosomes instead of the usual 46 chromosomes”. In the post-editing phase, T1 makes the serious
error of reversing digits, talking about 96 chromosomes instead of 69. D1 revised this translation and
was expected to easily catch this error. While D1 did indeed spot the mistake, she changed it to 92
instead of the original 69. She mentioned this in her communication, stating that she did not know
where the number 69 in the original came from and that she assumed 92 was meant, since that made
sense as 46+46. However, 69 does make sense as 46+(46/2) and a quick online search proved that 69
chromosomes is indeed possible and what is meant in this context. This goes to show that, with a
domain as large and specialised as medicine, even supposed domain-experts will not have knowledge
of all aspects of the domain and cannot rely on their expertise alone, but will need appropriate research
skills.
4.4 Patient-friendly Translations
While patient-friendliness of the translations was part of this pilot study, it was not the main
focus of the research, in part because it is extremely difficult to measure objectively. Currently,
the analysis of this aspect is only anecdotal, with examples of both translators and doctors using
more specialised terminology in the target text than had been used in the source text. For instance,
“fietsproef” (bicycle test) in the context of coronary artery disease, is originally translated as “test
de cyclisme”, but then D2 revises this to “test sur cycloergomètre”, which is not wrong, but
noticeably less understandable to laypeople. Translators make similar decisions, e.g., in the same
text, T1 changes “maladies des artères coronaires” (literally: “disease of the coronary arteries”)
into “coronaropathies”.
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4.5 Notes on the Process and Practical Guidelines
Apart from the more theoretical findings of this pilot study, the experiment was also meant as
a learning process to improve the practical aspects. For instance, it may be worth stressing patientfriendliness more and providing some examples in the guidelines, to encourage participants to pay
more attention to this aspect. The main conclusions in this regard concern mechanical errors. These
were not taken into account for any of the previous experiments, but were plentiful in all target
texts. All texts contain tags, e.g. <1> and </1>, which are not always processed well by the MT.
Participants did not receive specific instructions regarding these tags. This resulted in many tagrelated errors, ranging from inconsistent placement around terms including or excluding the article,
to more serious errors such as the removal of tags. For future tasks, a better strategy would be to
completely remove tags from the source text before running the MT, and to either have very clear
instructions for tag placement in the guidelines, or, perhaps even better, a separate step to manually
place all tags. Other mechanical errors regard spacing (mostly double spaces), punctuation (not
using the correct French punctuation, which is different from the Dutch one), and capitalisation (at
the beginning of sentences, but also for the layout of a title). Some of these errors originated in the
MT output, but they were also regularly introduced by the participants. Since it was discovered
that the source text can be ambiguous, not well written, or sometimes even wrong, participants
may benefit from instructions to contact the client in such cases and to make sure the target text is
clear(er). These practical considerations all need to be taken into account in future research.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
The goal of this project is to research workflows for the translation of medical texts in a modern
translation setting. The motivation behind this was the start of a large translation project of medical
guidelines for lay people by the company iscientia, using machine translation output as a start.
Research on this subject is fairly limited and empirical studies are scarce. The main research
question raised was: is post-editing of medical texts best performed by translators, by doctors or
by a combination of both and, if so, in which order? The hypothesis was that translators and doctors
have different, likely complementary strengths, suggesting that a 2-step approach would be ideal,
with a first round of post-editing by one type of professional, followed by a second round of
revision by the other type of professional. The best order would need to be determined. The
ongoing pilot study presented in this paper is a first attempt at researching these questions but,
most of all, to figure out the best way of finding the answers. In this small-scale study, we work
with four medical translations (Dutch to French), two doctors who understand Dutch and are native
French-speakers and two experienced translators. We test two workflows: post-editing by a doctor,
revision by a translator and vice versa.
While errors remained in both workflows, there were indications that the doctor-translator workflow
might result in slightly better final target text. However, this difference is only noticeable at the
revision step, since, after a single round of post-editing, translators and doctors performed almost
identically, the only difference being the types of errors they solved most. Taking into account both
the post-editing and revision steps, the translators in this study were able to correct more errors than
the doctors, but at the cost of many unnecessary edits and more over-revisions as well. This is due at
least in part to the translators’ mistrust of the MT, which was made very clear when they regularly
deleted the original MT output completely, to then rewrite the exact same translation. Hypotheses
formulated about the expected behaviour of the different groups could only partially be confirmed.
The intuition was that doctors would be better at solving mistranslations relating to the specialised
medical content thanks to their expertise, while translators were expected to be more attentive to style
& fluency. The counts of the error types solved by both groups was in line with the hypothesis: doctors
did solve relatively more mistranslation errors, and translators more style & fluency errors. However,
there were also surprising examples where doctors made serious mistakes regarding the medical
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content and translators made badly-written translations. The patient-friendliness of the translations was
difficult to assess, though the current experiments suggest that both groups struggle with this.
The main contributions of this pilot study are the lessons learnt for future, more elaborate research.
First and foremost, even though this pilot study provided interesting findings and inspiration for
further research, more participants of each group need to be tested to be able to draw well-founded
conclusions. Second, the participants need to be screened more carefully. The two most important
factors that need to be taken into account in this respect are experience with post-editing and
experience with medical translation. It is suspected that both factors have a major impact on the
results, especially for the translators. Translators without experience in post-editing clearly
mistrusted the machine translation output and all participants were prone to making mechanical
mistakes due to the editing of an existing text. Experience with medical translation could provide
the significant advantage of trained research skills for domain-specific content and terminology.
Further lessons learnt concern the evaluation. The machine error translation taxonomy (Tezcan et
al., 2017) has proven useful as a starting point for a maximally objective evaluation. Splitting the
error types into two main groups allowed a nuanced evaluation when some of the individual error
types were too infrequent to use. Since issues relating to patient-friendliness, such as readability
and idiom are very difficult to assess, future research could focus on a limited number of items,
which should be annotated in the machine translation output beforehand.
In conclusion, this pilot study was a first start towards trying to answer an issue that could help
organisations such as iscientia make a more informed decision about a workflow for their
translation project. The issues raised during this project provide valuable inspiration and lessons
for larger-scale research on this topic.
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Abstract
Despite the advances in machine translation (MT) made with neural models, adaptation of such systems for
specialist domains is challenging. The problem is heightened for low-resource languages. Additionally, the
computational resources and expertise needed to train neural models present barriers for smaller translation
companies and freelancers, for whom paid but affordable customization services might present a viable
solution. One such service, Google Cloud AutoML, is here compared to domain adaptation of neural MT
systems trained from scratch using OpenNMT, an open-source MT toolkit. The from-scratch systems are
trained on a larger out-of-domain and a smaller in-domain dataset comprised of medical texts. The same indomain data are used to customize Google Translate. System performance is compared using automatic and
human evaluation. The resources, skills, costs and time necessary to set up the examined systems are
discussed.

7.

Introduction

Despite the considerable advances in machine translation (MT) achieved with neural models,
adaptation of such systems for specialist domains remains a challenge (Luong and Manning, 2015;
Koehn and Knowles, 2017; Chu et al., 2017). This is particularly true of low-resource languages,
which lack high-quality training data both out of and in domain. The computational resources,
expertise and time needed to train neural machine translation (NMT) models may present barriers
to entry for smaller translation companies and freelancers. For them, paid but relatively low-cost
services, offering pre-trained systems that can be used off the shelf or customized with no
programming skills, might present a viable solution.
This study aims to test the performance of such systems, offered by Google, and compare them to
own NMT systems built from scratch. The systems are trained for the low-resource EnglishCroatian (EN-HR) language pair and adapted for the medical domain using a small in-domain
dataset. While we have no insight into Google’s training methods, we tried out several well-known
domain adaptation methods to train our models.
The performance of the general and domain-adapted systems obtained by the two approaches is
tested using automatic and human evaluation. The results are discussed with regard to the
resources, skills, costs and time needed for setting up either type of system.
8.

Previous research on domain adaptation

With the growing demand for high-quality domain-adapted MT (Koehn and Knowles, 2017),
this topic has attracted significant attention among researchers. Various approaches have been
proposed, aimed at adapting the data, the model architecture or the translation process to attain
better performance on domain-specific texts (see Chu and Wang, 2018 for a more comprehensive
overview of recent methods).
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Among the most popular approaches is fine-tuning (Luong and Manning, 2015; Sennrich et al.,
2016a; Servan et al., 2016; Freitag and Al-Onaizan, 2016). It involves training a general-purpose
model on out-of-domain parallel data, usually available in larger quantities, and then tuning it on
a smaller in-domain corpus. However, fine-tuning on a small dataset quickly leads to overfitting,
meaning that the system performance drastically deteriorates on data that differ from the in-domain
training dataset. To avoid this, some approaches use a combination of the in-domain and out-ofdomain data, where the ratio (Chu et al., 2017) or the weight of in-domain data (Wang et al.,
2017b) is increased in training. This way the system “attends” more to the desired data, but their
effect is moderated. Following Jean et al. (2015), another approach is to combine the generalpurpose and the fine-tuned model in translation (Freitag and Al-Onaizan, 2016).
Domain adaptation is frequently framed as a multi-domain problem, where systems are tuned to
perform better for different domains. Here tags can be appended at sentence or word level (Kobus
et al., 2017) to give the system additional meta-information, prompting it to produce translations
with domain-appropriate vocabulary and style. There have also been attempts to identify sentences
in the out-of-domain data that are similar to the in-domain. This involves assigning scores to
sentences based on similarity of sentence embeddings (Wang et al., 2017a), that is, the model’s
internal representations of the data, or on sentence perplexity (Axelrod et al., 2011), that is, the
estimation of complexity of an out-of-domain sentence according to the language model trained
on the in-domain data.
In-domain data can also be boosted by creating synthetic parallel corpora (Sennrich et al., 2016a).
This is done by automatically back-translating the monolingual in-domain data available in the
target language. As using data with poor source-side quality does not seem to hurt MT
performance, this is a viable option where parallel data are scarce. Recently, Imankulova et al.
(2019) proposed addressing both problems by leveraging out-of-domain data and a pivoting
language to train systems that are then fine-tuned to produce domain-adapted translations in a lowresource setting. Finally, as terminology plays a prominent role in domain adaptation, some
approaches utilize bilingual terminological glossaries. They involve word replacements (Arčan et
al., 2017, Hashimoto et al., 2016), or can be extended to identifying and fixating the translations
of larger pieces of text retrieved from translation memories (Silva, 2019).
Despite abundant research on domain adaptation, few studies provide human feedback on the
proposed methods. Two exceptions are Etchegoyhen et al. (2018) and Castilho et al. (2019), who
perform an extensive human evaluation of MT systems adapted to different domains for various
languages. Both studies involve direct ranking and scale-based subjective evaluations of
translations on different criteria (e.g. adequacy and fluency) to estimate system quality.
9.

Datasets

To simulate a realistic situation at translation companies, we used the data they are likely to
have at their disposal. The in-domain dataset can be constructed from in-house translation
memories and term bases for the domains the company specializes in. The out-of-domain data can
be freely obtained from the websites listed in subsection 3.2 for various language pairs.
A. In-domain dataset
The medical in-domain dataset was obtained from Cochrane, an organization promoting evidencebased medicine. Cochrane produces, among other, plain language summaries of medical reviews
and translates them from English into 14 languages, including Croatian (Cochrane Collaboration,
2019). The translations are done by volunteers and reviewed by medical experts, which contributes
to their overall quality.
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The EN-HR dataset received in March 2018 was cleaned of formatting tags, as well as resegmented
and realigned. We used LF Aligner1, manually checking and fixing the alignment where required.
The resulting dataset consisted of 46K unique high-quality segment pairs2.
Additionally, we cleaned and formatted several medical glossaries, compiled by students as part
of their coursework and checked by medical experts. In total, we had 12K English medical terms
with their Croatian equivalents.
B. Out-of-domain datasets
Given that NMT is highly dependent on large quantities of training data (Koehn and Knowels,
2017), our in-domain corpus was not sufficient to train systems from scratch. Although domain
adaptation benefits from out-of-domain data that is similar to the in-domain data, this requirement
is not easily met in low-resource scenarios. We hence used almost all EN-HR parallel resources
available at the time of research on Opus corpus3, ELRC-SHARE4 and CLARIN repository5, as
well as the JRC-Acquis6 dataset. The only resource that was not used entirely was the
OpenSubtitles2016 corpus, from which only a subset (150K of the 7M sentence pairs) was selected
in order to mitigate its predominance over the other corpora, as the style and structure of spoken
language might be less useful for the medical domain.
C. Data pre-processing
We applied some of the standard data preparation methods for MT: we tokenized and truecased
the data, as well as replaced some special characters (e.g. different quotation marks) with uniform
codes.7 We further removed the lines that did not contain any words and fixed the encoding errors
noticed when manually checking the data. Next, we filtered out all segments with less than three
and more than 80 tokens.8 The same pre-processing steps were applied to the in-domain and outof-domain data. Subsequently, we had a total of 1,715,169 unique segment pairs of out-of-domain
and 45,674 unique segment pairs of in-domain data.
We divided these data into three separate parts: the train set, used for training the system, the
validation set, used for checking the system performance during training, and the test set, used to
evaluate the performance of the final MT system. The sets were created separately for the indomain and out-of-domain data. The total number of segment pairs in each set can be seen in Table
1. It should be noted that AutoML creates these sets automatically (see 4.2), so the in-domain test
set was extracted from the test set AutoML had created, to ensure that all systems can be tested
with the same data.

1

https://github.com/kindlychung/af-aligner/blob/master/LF_aligner_readme.txt
In this paper the terms “segment” and “sentence” are used interchangeably, as are “token” and “word”.
3
Eubookshop, DGT, GNOME, hrenWaC, KDE4, SETIMES, Tatoeba, OpenSubtitles2016, Ubuntu;
http://opus.nlpl.eu/
4
Acts on Biological and Landscape Diversity and Environmental Protection, Nature protection strategy of Croatia,
the websites of the Croatian Bureau of Statistics, Croatian Institute of Public Finance, Croatian Journal of Fisheries,
Croatian Mine Action, Croatian Ministry of Public Administration, Croatian Ministry of Public Administration,
Croatian National Bank, Croatian Rural Development Programme, Embassy of Finland Zagreb, Government
Office for Cooperation with NGOs, Journal of the Croatian Association of Civil Engineers, Ministry of Foreign
and European Affairs, National and University Library in Zagreb, Swedish Crime Victim Compensation and
Support Authority; https://elrc-share.eu/
5
Tourism English-Croatian Parallel Corpus; https://www.clarin.si/repository/xmlui/handle/11356/1049
6
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/language-technologies/jrc-acquis
7
For these steps we used the scripts provided in the toolkit for statistical MT MOSES (Koehn et al., 2007).
8
To keep the average segment length closer to that of the in-domain data (ca. 22 tokens), the OpenSubtitles2016
corpus was filtered more strictly, with the lower bound set to seven tokens.
2
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Train

Validation

Test

Out-of-domain data

1,707,169

4,000

4,000

In-domain data

42,674

1,000

2,000

Table 1. The sizes of the train, validation and test sets for in-domain and out-of-domain data.
Finally, the data were segmented into sub-word units with byte-pair encoding (Sennrich et al.,
2016b), as this method helps circumvent the limited vocabulary problem. The BPE algorithm was
used with 80K merging operations and learned separately for the source and target side.
10. System training
A. From-scratch models
To train our NMT models we used the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017), which
has achieved state-of-the-art status since its introduction, outperforming architectures based on
recurrent or convolutional neural networks on different tasks (Hieber et al., 2017; Chen et al.,
2018). We used the implementation provided in the OpenNMT toolkit (Klein et al., 2018) because
the framework is intuitive and offers a list of training parameters that enable the user to replicate
the results from the original Transformer paper.9 This in turn means that substantial experience in
training NMT systems is not necessary to use the toolkit, which makes it a viable solution for
translation companies.
1. Transformer architecture
Although it has the traditional encoder-decoder architecture, the Transformer relies primarily on
attention layers to translate source into target sentences. To learn the representations of source
sentences, it uses stacked encoders, each consisting of two sublayers: a self-attention layer and a
feed forward neural network. In the self-attention layer, the representation of each word is learned
by considering the other relevant words in the sentence. The decoding side has a similar structure,
with the inclusion of another encoder-decoder attention sublayer after the self-attention layer,
enabling the decoder to attend to specific elements in the source sentence encoding during
translation. This mechanism has already been recognized as one of the essential components of
MT models based on recurrent neural networks (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015). An
important difference in the decoder’s self-attention layer is that the input in training is masked, i.e.
for every word, the decoder can only look at all the previously produced words and the source
representations, so it cannot see the words that come after the position it is currently processing.
Its structure makes the Transformer an efficient and powerful architecture because the processing
of each word is independent, allowing for parallelization, and because the relations between each
of the words are modelled directly, facilitating the capturing of features inherent in the local
context. For a more detailed description of the architecture, we refer the reader to the original paper
by Vaswani et al. (2017).

9

Although the effect of these parameters varies for different data, they are a good starting point for experimenting
with the framework. We used six encoding and decoding layers and word vector size of 512; we trained for 200,000
steps and saved the model every 10,000 steps. The full list of parameters can be found here:
http://opennmt.net/OpenNMT-py/FAQ.html#how-do-i-use-the-transformer-model-do-you-support-multi-gpu.
We used two GPUs, and the training lasted a day and a half.
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2. Domain adaptation methods
We first trained a general-purpose model using all training data. We chose not to train a model
without any in-domain data because the training data for Google Translate’s generic system likely
also included medical texts, and because we wanted to explore if this straightforward training
procedure would suffice to produce good domain-specific translations.
We then conducted multiple experiments by applying several simple methods, keeping the training
parameters and vocabulary size (80K) constant for all systems. The model that yielded the best
results on the in-domain test set according to automatic metrics was partly based on the approach
by Chu et al. (2017). They used a combination of in-domain and out-of-domain training data, but
increased the ratio in which the system learned from in-domain data by oversampling. This way
the system still trains on a large quantity of data, but effectively tends to the in-domain data more
than if it only constituted a small portion of the overall training set. Unlike Chu et al. (2017) we
did not use domain tags, but we utilized the data from medical glossaries to identify sentence pairs
containing English terms on the source side and their Croatian equivalents on the target side10,
adding them to the in-domain data in oversampling. While this simple method hardly compares to
the more sophisticated ways of estimating similarity with the in-domain corpus, it enabled us to
increase the frequency of medical terms used in context in the training data. The total ratio between
the out-of-domain and oversampled data in training was roughly 50-50.
The other experiments involved domain tagging similar to Kobus et al. (2017), and OpenNMT’s
dynamic dictionary functionality11, but neither method outperformed the oversampling one.
Several methods, including fine-tuning, were also tried with recurrent architectures, but their
performance (checked manually and automatically) was far below the Transformer (TF) models.
To keep the evaluation setup of our from-scratch systems comparable to the Google-based systems
described below, and to make human evaluation feasible, we focus only on the general-purpose
model (TFgen), and the best performing domain-adapted system (TFmed), trained with oversampled
data.
B. Google-based models
Two Google-based NMT models were used: the generic model of the well-known translation
service Google Translate (GTgen) and its customized version (GTmed), adapted for the medical
domain using Google Cloud AutoML. This “suite of machine learning products that enables
developers with limited machine learning expertise to train high-quality models” (Google Cloud,
2019b) offers a range of products, including MT. The service is commercial but affordable at
$76.00 per hour of training (Google Cloud, 2019a). A 12-month free trial with $300 credit is also
available, making the initial model customization effectively free of charge (Google Cloud,
2019c).
We simply uploaded the medical dataset to the platform, and the domain adaptation of the generic
GT system was launched. The AutoML service automatically creates the training (80%), validation
(10%) and test sets (10%). Automatic evaluation of the resulting customized model shows an
improvement of +3.96 BLEU points on the test set in comparison to the generic GT model.12 The
training of the customized system took about three hours. No special knowledge, or indeed any
further involvement on our part was required to obtain the system.

10

For this we first lemmatized the Croatian data using UDPipe’s lemmatizer (Straka and Straková, 2017).
https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py/issues/265
12
We do not focus on AutoML’s scores because we performed a separate automatic evaluation (see 6.1) to ensure
comparability.
11
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An API key enabling MT integration in the CAT tools that support this functionality is available
for both the customized and the generic GT model. The first one million characters are free,
whereas a charge of $80 and $20 per next one million characters applies to the customized and
generic GT systems respectively (Google Cloud, 2019a).
11. Evaluation
We automatically evaluated the four systems, GTgen, GTmed, TFgen and TFmed, both on in-domain
and out-of-domain test sets to verify that the applied methods for domain adaptation did not harm
the systems’ overall performance. We used three automatic metrics, BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
chrF (Popović, 2015) and TER (Snover et al., 2006). As the most frequently used metric in MT
evaluation, BLEU is a good rough estimate of system quality. Unlike BLEU, which compares
sequences of tokens, chrF operates at character level, which makes it more flexible in handling
morphologically rich languages.13 As an edit rate, TER estimates the post-editing effort. The lower
the TER score the better, as it represents the changes that would have to be made to the MT output.
All metrics are language independent and freely available. It should be noted that most preprocessing steps were removed for evaluation: BPE and tokenization were reverted, and the
original casing and special characters restored. This output format is more useful to translators,
and it is consistent with the output of GT systems, ensuring all systems are evaluated on equal
terms.
As we primarily wanted to examine system performance on domain-specific data, the medical test
set was additionally assessed by human evaluators. A survey consisting of two parts was created
using LimeSurvey14. The first, shorter part compiled data on the respondents’ background and
experience in medical translation. In total, 27 evaluators took part in the study: 12 translation
students, 7 professional translators, 5 medical professionals, 1 student of medicine, 1 student of
pharmacy and 1 “other”. Three medical professionals, as well as both non-translation students and
the respondent of “other” background had volunteered as Cochrane translators. The remaining two
medical professionals had had considerable experience with medical translation unrelated to
Cochrane. All the translation students had translated Cochrane texts during their coursework at the
University of Zagreb. All the professional translators had had experience translating medical texts.
The second part contained translation evaluation tasks, each consisting of an English source
sentence and two of its machine translations. The evaluators were asked to decide which of the
translations was better according to two criteria: accuracy and usability. We modified the usual
accuracy-fluency dichotomy because MT systems today are of reasonable quality and generally
produce fluent output. We concluded that comparing translations of similar fluency would not
yield relevant results in terms of translation quality, while also posing a demanding task for the
evaluators. We believe that the proposed criteria of accuracy and usability make sense in the
context of two major use cases of MT. In practice, MT is increasingly used in its raw form to
extract basic information from a text in an unknown language, in which case accuracy is of the
utmost importance, especially in the healthcare domain. The other major use of MT is to facilitate
the translation workflow, in which case the crucial factors are the effort and speed with which
translation errors can be corrected. Hence, as explained to the evaluators in the instructions, a
translation is more usable if the errors it contains could be edited more quickly and easily to bring
it to publishable quality. On the other hand, a translation is more accurate if it preserves the source
information in a more exact and complete way than the other translation. With this distinction, a

13

We used chrF3, as it was found to correlate well with human judgement for morphologically rich languages
(Stanojević et al., 2015).
14
https://www.limesurvey.org/
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less accurate translation can be more usable if the error that makes it inaccurate is easy to correct
(for instance, if a negation is missing or if a term is mistranslated).
For each of the two criteria, the evaluators were offered three options: 1) the first translation is
better; 2) the second translation is better; 3) both translations are equally good. The respondents
were instructed to avoid overusing the last option. To prevent attrition, the survey could be
interrupted and resumed later. The process took between 90 and 120 minutes. Reference human
translations were not given, but print and electronic resources could be consulted if needed.
Pairwise comparison was chosen over direct ranking of all four translations to make the evaluation
process easier for the respondents (Pighin et al., 2012; Šoštarić, 2018). The questions were given
in randomized order to reduce bias, but all four translations of the source sentence were ultimately
compared by the same evaluator. The complete ranking was determined from the averaged scores
of Elo rating15 that was calculated for each group of questions relating to the same source sentence.
In order to obtain a representative number of evaluations, customized surveys were created for
each evaluator. They consisted of the shared and individual subset, both of which contained ten16
source sentences and their respective translations. All surveys had to have a similar average source
sentence length, and sentences for which two or more systems produced identical translations were
avoided. In total, we obtained evaluations for the translations of 285 sentences. The ten shared
sentences were used to calculate the inter-rater agreement using Fleiss’ kappa.
12. Results and discussion
A. Automatic evaluation
The results of automatic evaluation are given in Table 2. For the out-of-domain test set, it is
interesting that the TF systems perform on par with GTgen, which was undoubtedly trained on much
larger quantities of data. In comparison, the performance of GTmed is much poorer according to the
metrics. This might suggest that AutoML’s domain-adaptation methods make the system better
attuned to the in-domain data, but at the expense of overall performance. In contrast, training a TF
system on a combination of out-of-domain and oversampled in-domain data did not harm its
performance on the out-of-domain test set. For the in-domain dataset, we can see that both domainadapted systems outperform their generic variants, and that GTmed seems to perform similarly to
TFgen.
Out of domain

In domain

BLEU

chrF3

TER

BLEU

chrF3

TER

GTgen

28.63*

55.40

0.604*

22.40*

52.08*

0.619*

GTmed

22.13*

49.98*

0.673*

24.00

53.86

0.604

TFgen

33.17

55.26

0.568

25.08

53.83

0.592

TFmed

33.60

55.96

0.565

27.96*

55.58*

0.577*

Table 2. The results of automatic evaluation. The best results are bolded.
Statistical significance at p < 0.05 was measured between all systems. Only the scores
that are statistically significant in comparison to all other systems are marked with asterisks.

15
16

We used the following implementation: https://github.com/sublee/elo. This rating method is used in sports.
In the case of one evaluator, 15.
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Overall, the performance of from-scratch systems is closer to that of Google-based systems than
anticipated, with both TF systems scoring higher than GT ones in almost all cases. However, the
differences are not always statistically significant17 and the scores should be interpreted with some
caution, given that we have no insight into what the GT systems were trained on and how. For
example, the BLEU scores of our Transformer systems are much higher on the out-of-domain data,
but this could only point to the translations being less varied, and not necessarily better.
Nevertheless, the results certainly indicate that training an own system from scratch constitutes at
least as good an option as using services such as AutoML in scenarios where domain-adapted MT
is needed.
B. Human evaluation
In comparison to automatic evaluation, according to which TFmed performed significantly better
than the other systems, GTmed and TFgen performed similarly and GTgen performed worst on the indomain dataset, human evaluation ranks GTgen highest, followed by TFmed and GTmed, with TFgen
bringing up the rear on both of the evaluated criteria (Table 3). These discrepancies highlight the
well-known concerns regarding the ability of automatic metrics to reflect human judgement of
translation quality.
Accuracy

Usability

Elo rating

Rank

Elo rating

Rank

GTgen

1201.65

1

1202.09

1

GTmed

1200.08

3

1199.68

3

TFgen

1197.91

4

1198.19

4

TFmed

1200.34

2

1200.02

2

Table 3. Overall Elo ratings and system ranking calculated on all survey questions.
The numbers used for rating are arbitrary and should only be interpreted
in relative comparison to each other.
However, the differences between ratings are small, and the inter-rater agreement is only “fair” for
both accuracy (0.301) and usability (0.237), making the results of human evaluation inconclusive.
Nevertheless, we believe it was a valid decision to evaluate system output on the two criteria, as
they sometimes highlighted more fine-grained distinctions between the translations. An example
is shown in Table 4: as GTgen translated “labour” as “work” instead of “giving birth”, most
evaluators judged this translation as the least accurate. However, it was better structured overall
than the translations produced by the other systems, which made it the most usable.

17

On the out-of-domain dataset there is no statistical significance between the two TF systems according to the
metrics, nor do they significantly differ from GTgen according to chrF3. On the in-domain dataset GTmed and TFgen
are not significantly different.
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Source
sentence

There is little doubt that women should be encouraged to utilise positions which
give them the greatest comfort, control and benefit during first stage labour.

GTgen
translation

Nema sumnje da žene treba poticati da koriste položaje koji im pružaju najveću
udobnost, kontrolu i dobrobit tijekom prve faze rada.
[There is no doubt that women should be encouraged to utilise positions which give
them the greatest comfort, control, and benefit during the first stage of work.]

Table 4. Example of the GTgen translation judged as the least accurate,
but the most usable translation option.
The discrepancy between the results of automatic and human evaluation, and the variability in
human responses led us to investigate the data further. Manual examination of the translations
revealed that the performance of all four systems varied both within the produced translations (e.g.
a system translated one part of the sentence better, but mistranslated the other, while another
system did the opposite) and between the translations (e.g. systems produced perfect translations
of some sentences, but omitted significant amounts of information in others). Consequently, the
standard deviation is very high for all automatic metrics, especially for the less flexible BLEU.18
It is hence not surprising that the human evaluations varied as well, as they partly depended on the
data assigned to each participant. As a smaller dataset might have failed to reflect this, we believe
it was a good decision to aim for larger coverage of the test set by creating customized surveys.
Finally, we note that nine of the 27 evaluators ranked both GT systems above the TF systems on
both accuracy and usability. However, looking only at the 10 common questions, the ranking for
both criteria is TFmed-GTgen-GTmed-TFgen. We therefore conclude that the performance of all four
systems is indeed similar on the in-domain data, and that any of the options presented here would
provide a good starting point for smaller translation companies to explore the use of MT.
13. Conclusion
In this study we explored the options available to smaller translation companies and freelancers
needing high-quality domain-adapted MT. We compared two systems obtained from an online
service to two models trained from scratch using a state-of-the-art NMT architecture. Google’s
AutoML service only requires basic computer literacy to train the models, which can be integrated
in the translation workflow using an API key. Although affordable, the service is still paid, which
might hinder frequent model updating. In that respect it is easier to train own systems, especially
as this enables a better control over the data and methods used in training. There are numerous
NMT toolkits available, but we opted for OpenNMT because it is intuitive, fast and implements a
range of NMT architectures and features. Nevertheless, the training and data pre- and postprocessing take longer than with AutoML, and require basic programming skills and special
resources such as access to a GPU.
We also examined viable domain-adaptation methods using a small medical dataset. With
AutoML, domain adaptation only requires the in-domain dataset to be uploaded and the platform
takes care of everything else. For the from-scratch systems we applied several simple methods,
using both in-domain and out-of-domain data for training. The best results were obtained by
oversampling the in-domain data, which biased the system to pay equal attention to the medical
18

Standard deviation for all four systems is above 20 points. The deviation for chrF3 and TER is less pronounced
(around 16 and 0.35 points, respectively), but still relatively high.
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and general data in training. The resulting generic and domain-adapted systems based on Google
Translate and those trained from scratch were evaluated on out-of-domain and in-domain data.
The results of automatic evaluation mostly favour the from-scratch systems, and we further note
that the performance of domain-adapted Google-based system drops for the out-of-domain data,
whereas oversampling does not hurt the system’s general performance. This is of minor
importance when adaptation to a single domain is required, but might be of interest for companies
that would want the MT system to also perform satisfactorily for other domains.
To get a better understanding of the system’s performance, the in-domain dataset was also
evaluated by a group of human evaluators of different backgrounds who all had some experience
with medical translation. The participants were asked to evaluate the systems on accuracy and
usability, and overall the generic Google Translate and the domain-adapted from-scratch system
were judged to perform best on both criteria. However, due to their high variability, the results
were inconclusive, which leads us to claim that all of the examined systems present viable options
for domain-adapted MT.
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Abstract
In an effort to meet the demands in speed, productivity and low-cost, the translation industry has turned to
Machine Translation (MT) and Post-editing (PE). Nowadays, MT output is used as raw translation to be
further post-edited by a translator (Lommel and DePalma, 2016). Yet, translators still approach PE with
caution and scepticism and question its real benefits (Koponen 2012; Gaspari et al 2014; Moorkens 2018). In
addition, attitudes to MT and PE seem to affect PE effort and performance (Witczak, 2016; Çetiner and İşisağ,
2019). Under that light, this study aims to investigate the attitudes and perceptions of undergraduate
translation students towards MT and PE and their performance before and after they receive training in MT
and PE. Questionnaires are used to capture their attitudes and perceptions, a calculation of the technical effort
and the temporal effort expended by the students while post-editing is also used, while a human evaluation of
the post-edited output is carried out to assess their performance and the quality of the post-edited texts. The
analysis reveals a change in the students’ attitudes and perceptions; they report a more positive attitude toward
MT and PE, they are more confident and faster, while they avoid over-editing.

1

Introduction

In recent years, the production of content in multiple languages has become one of the most
significant aspects of communicating information, a fact that requires high levels of speed and
productivity in translation services, i.e. high levels of efficiency (Bowker, 2005; Guerberof, 2009;
Federico, Cattelan and Trombetti, 2012). In an effort to meet this demand, while keeping the cost
low, the translation industry has turned to new translation technologies, including Machine
Translation (MT) and Post-editing (PE), which were boosted by rapid technological advances –
most notably the recent advent of neural machine translation (NMT) models. In fact, nowadays, it
is common practice to include MT in the translation workflow by using machine translated text as
raw translation to be further post-edited by a translator (Gaspari et al., 2015; Lommel and
DePalma, 2016). As a result, PE has become a generally accepted, separate part of the translational
landscape. Yet, translators still approach PE with caution and scepticism and question its real
benefits (Koponen 2012; Gaspari et al 2014; Moorkens 2018). Their scepticism is directly related
to the nature of PE which has been found to differ from human translation as well as revision of
human translation not only in terms of the practical goals set and the processes employed but also
in terms of the cognitive processes employed (Krings, 2001; O’Brien, 2002). This is mainly
explained by the fact that PE involves “working by correction rather than creation” (Wagner 1985:
2). In addition, translators have the perception that PE is slower than translating from scratch and
view MT as a threat to their profession (Moorkens 2018: 58).
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Under that light, several studies were carried out aiming at identifying the extent to which attitudes
to MT and PE affect PE effort and performance (Ling et al., 2016; Witczak, 2016; Çetiner and
İşisağ, 2019). In particular, a positive attitude to MT has been found to be a factor in PE
performance (de Almeida 2013; Mitchell 2015). In addition, experienced translators have been
found to exhibit rather negative attitudes to PE as opposed to novice translators (Moorkens and
O’Brien 2015) and to be rather reluctant to take on PE jobs, while novice translators appeared to
be more positive towards MT and PE and more suited for PE jobs (Garcia 2010, Yamada 2015).
Within that framework, the role of training is particularly important, as it may affect MT and PE
perception and translators’ performance. Several studies, in fact, have shown that the attitudes of
students changed positively after training in MT and PE (Alotaibi, 2014; Koponen, 2015; Çetiner
and İşisağ, 2019; Guerberof and Moorkens, 2019).
The present study adopts a mixed-methods approach and triangulates findings from different
methods in order to investigate the attitudes and perceptions of undergraduate translation students
towards MT and PE as well as their PE performance before they receive training (Stage 1) and
after they receive training in MT and PE (Stage 2). In particular, students are asked to fill in
questionnaires regarding their attitudes and perceptions before and after the receive training; they
are also asked to carry out PE of NMT output generated by the NMT system developed by Google
(Google Translate NMT system), before and after the training while measuring their keystrokes,
i.e. technical effort, and time spent, i.e. temporal effort. Finally, a human evaluation of their postedited MT output is used to assess their performance and the quality of the final post-edited texts
both before and after they receive training.
2

Methodology

The investigation of the perception vis-à-vis MT and PE as well as the PE performance draws
on data gathered at the Department of Foreign Languages, Translation and Interpreting of the
Ionian University during the 2018-2019 Spring Semester. In particular, in the context of the
compulsory module “Translation Tools” which is taught in the 4th year of the BA in Translation
Studies, PE training was offered consisting of five two-hour lectures, four independent
assignments and several in-class exercises. It is important to note that the particular module is the
only module in Τranslation and Τechnology included in the curriculum. This is in line with the
rationale and the objectives of the programme which seeks to help students develop a
comprehensive understanding of the theories and practice of translation, to acquire high foreign
language skills, interpersonal communication skills and a deep knowledge about a variety of
cultures, to cultivate advanced critical thinking skills and be able to translate for diverse audiences
in a variety of contexts and genres and make optimal use of the latest translation technology.
Translation technology is thus important, but more important is an all-round translation education
which requires students to first learn how to approach a text holistically. It is in that spirit that
translation technology is introduced during the 4th year of their studies. Participation in the study
was optional for the students. Of the 168 students registered, 90 chose to participate. The latter
signed a detailed consent form prior to the execution of the PE task, while all stored data were
fully anonymized in accordance with Greek Law 2472/97 (as amended by Laws 3783/2009,
3917/2011 and 4070/2012). In the sub-sections that follow, information is provided about the
participants and the PE training they received as well as the methods used to investigate i) their
attitudes towards MT and PE and ii) their performance.
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2.1

Participants

As can be seen in Table 1, almost all of the participants, i.e. 98%, belonged to the 18-24 age group
and were studying for their first degree (99%), while the majority, i.e. 92%, were female.
Female
Gender

92%

Male

6%

Other

2%

Age group distribution 18-24

98%

25-34

2%

Education level

High School leaving certificate
Undergraduate degree in a field other than Translation

99%
1%

Table 1. Participants’ demographics
2.2

PE training

The training offered in the context of the compulsory module “Translation Tools” aimed to
introduce students to MT and PE as well as to the recent developments in the respective fields.
Upon completion of the training, students were expected, among others, to be able to (i) use MT
during the pre-translation process, (ii) evaluate MT output using both automatic and human
evaluation metrics and (iii) post-edit MT output according to the expected level of quality
(full/light PE).
To that end, the topics covered included, among others, the theory and history of MT and PE, the
basic principles of MT technology, analysis of the dominant systems in the market (PBMT, SMT,
Hybrid, NMT), the importance of controlled language and pre-editing for MT, quality metrics and
evaluation of MT output, PE levels of quality, PE effort and productivity (temporal, technical and
cognitive effort), MT output error identification, MT engine implementation in the translation
workflow and post-editor profile and associated skills (O’Brien, 2002; Depraetere, 2010; Doherty
et al, 2012; Pym, 2013; Doherty and Kenny, 2014; Kenny and Doherty, 2014; Koponen, 2015;
Guerberof and Moorkens, 2019). As already mentioned, the training included four independent
assignments: (i) Comparison of different MT systems (SMT, Google NMT, Neural NMT), (ii) MT
quality evaluation using human metrics, i.e. adequacy and fluency evaluation (Snover et al., 2009)
and automatic metrics (e.g. BLEU score), (iii) Light PE and measuring PE time and (iv) Full PE
and measuring PE time.
2.3

Questionnaires

As pointed out, for the aims of this study, the students had to fill in two questionnaires: one
questionnaire prior to the training (pre-training questionnaire) and one questionnaire following the
training (post-training questionnaire). The pre-training questionnaire consisted of 21 questions: 18
closed-ended questions (multiple choice) and 3 open-ended questions, all of which aimed at
defining the participants’ profile and capturing their perception and attitudes vis-à-vis MT and PE
as well as their opinion about the importance of PE training prior to the training. The post-training
questionnaire consisted of 15 questions: 10 closed-ended questions (multiple choice) and 5 openended questions, all of which aimed at receiving feedback on the PE tasks performed, at capturing
their perception vis-à-vis MT and PE as well as their opinion about the importance of PE training
after the training.
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2.4

Process based approach: keystrokes and task duration

The participants were asked to carry out PE tasks while the temporal effort (total task time) and
the technical effort (keystrokes: insertions and deletions) expended were registered using the
Translog-II software (Carl 2012). The participants were asked to carry out the tasks at the speed
at which they would normally work in their everyday work as translators; therefore, no time
constraint was imposed
1

.

The experiment consisted of one session per participant per stage, i.e. Stage 1 and Stage 2.
Before the sessions, a group meeting was organised during which the participants were informed
about the nature of the experiments, the task requirements and the general as well as task-specific
guidelines they had to follow. In particular, during Stage 1 and given that the participants had not
received any training in MT and PE, they were asked to correct the NMT output with a view to
creating a final text of publishable quality. During Stage 2 and after they had received training in
MT and PE, they were asked to carry out full PE of the NMT output according to the respective
guidelines, i.e retain as much raw MT translation/output as possible, transfer the message
accurately, fix any omissions and/or additions (at the level of sentence, phrase or word), correct
mistranslations, correct morphological errors, correct misspellings and typos, fix incorrect
punctuation if it interferes with the intended message, correct erroneous terminology, fix
inconsistent use of terms and do not introduce stylistic changes. The session during Stage 1 began
with a warm-up PE task in order to familiarise each participant with the procedure. No warm-up
PE task was required during Stage 2, as the participants were already familiar with the procedure.
The actual experimental task involved the full PE of the NMT output of two semi-specialised texts
during Stage 1 and the full PE of the NMT output of two different but comparable semi-specialised
texts during Stage 2 (see section 2.4.1). During the experiment, the ST was displayed in the
Translog-II software at the top half of the screen and the MT output at the bottom half, as suggested
by previous studies (Hvelplund 2011, Carl et al 2011, Mesa-Lao 2014, Carl et al 2015). The
participants worked directly on the MT output.
2.4.1

The texts

The source texts (STs) used in this study were short (~140-word) educational semi-specialised
texts from the domain of Psychology selected from a public digital library of open educational
resources. They all had comparable Lexile® scores (between 1200L and 1300L), i.e. they were
suitable for 11th/12th graders (see Table 2). Two texts (Texts 1 and 2) were used for PE during
Stage 1, two texts (Texts 3 and 4) were used for PE during Stage 2 and one text was used
exclusively for the warm-up session during Stage 1 and is not included in the ensuing analysis and
discussion.

1

The study also involved the collection of eye-tracking data – the analysis of which is not presented here. For that
reason, the participants did not have Internet access and were not allowed to use online or offline translation aids
as these could lead to a reduction in the amount of recorded eye-tracking data.
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Text 1

Text 2

Text 3

Text 4

Lexile® Measure

1200L-1300L

1200L-1300L

1200L-1300L

1200L-1300L

Number of sentences

7

7

7

7

Mean sentence length

20.86

21.00

20.86

21.14

Word count

146

147

146

148

Table 2. The source texts
The NMT-core engine used to produce the raw MT output was Google Translate (output obtained
March, 2019). The NMT output was evaluated with the BLEU metric using the Tilde Custom
Machine Translation toolkit2. All texts had a very good score, ranging from 51.23 for Text 2 to
62.21 for Text 4, which means that PE could be used to achieve publishable translation quality in
all cases.
2.5

Product based approach: fine grained human error analysis for quality evaluation

For our product-based analysis and similarly to previous studies (Carl and Buch-Kromman
2010, Moorkens and O’Brien 2015, Koponen and Salmi 2017, Koponen Salmi & Nikulin 2019),
we used an automatic metric, i.e. Human-targeted Translation Edit Rate (HTER) (Snover et al.,
2006), which calculates the edits performed to measure the distance between the MT output and
its post-edited version. However, the edits do not always reflect actual errors (Koponen Salmi &
Nikulin 2019). Previous studies (de Almeida 2013, Koponen & Salmi 2017, Koponen Salmi &
Nikulin 2019) have shown that post-editors either over-edit the MT output making preferential
choices or they under-edit it leaving errors uncorrected, while sometimes they also introduce new
errors. For that reason, following the calculation of HTER, each edit operation was annotated
manually by one annotator –a professional translator with 10 years of translation experience– with
one of the following categories suggested by Koponen & Salmi (2017) and Koponen Salmi &
Nikulin (2019):
-

unedited: no change;
form changed: different morphological form;
word changed: different lemma;
deleted: word removed;
inserted: word added;
order: position of a word changed.

It should be noted that similarly to Koponen & Salmi (2017) and Koponen Salmi & Nikulin (2019)
in those cases where a word has been affected by more than one edit type, it was annotated with
both categories. For example, some words had both their morphological form and their position
changed (form + order) or a different lemma was used and its position was also changed (word +
order).
Each word-level edit was then assessed for correctness of meaning (accuracy) and language
(fluency) as well as for necessity, i.e. for establishing whether the edits were necessary to correct
the meaning and/or the language or whether they were preferential edits in terms of style or word

2

https://www.letsmt.eu/Bleu.aspx
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choice. According to Koponen and Salmi (2017) and Koponen et al (2019), each edit could be
either correct or incorrect and necessary or unnecessary. However, in some cases no edit may be
required in the MT output, while in some other cases post-editors may leave errors uncorrected or
make preferential changes. Therefore, we decided in our study to cater for such cases by adding
additional options. In particular, as far as correctness is concerned, we added the “correct no edit”
option, which means that the post-editor was right to leave a segment unedited given that there
was no error in the MT output; we also added the “edit missing” option for cases when an error in
the MT was not corrected by the post-editor; finally, we added the “redundant edit” option, which
indicates a preferential change made by the post-editor. As far as necessity is concerned, we added
the “necessary no edit” option, which means there was no error in the MT output and therefore no
edit was required, and the “edit required” option, which means that there was an error in the MT
which was not corrected by the post-editor. Summarizing the above, the options for correctness
and necessity are the following:
Correctness
➔
➔
➔
➔
➔

correct no edit
correct edit
incorrect edit
edit missing
redundant edit

Necessity
➔
➔
➔
➔

necessary no edit
necessary edit
unnecessary edit
edit required

3

Findings and discussion

3.1

Perception analysis: Perception of MT before and after the training

During Stage 1, apart from a specific question on their perception of MT, the participants had
to answer questions regarding the use of CAT tools and Google Translate, in order to establish to
what extent they are familiar with translation technology. With respect to the use of CAT tools,
half of the participants (51%) said that they do not use any CAT tools, while the rest noted that
they use Matecat (43%), SmartCAT (11%), Memsource (6%) or WordFast (1%). Although the
majority (74%) use Google Translate in their translation work, most of them said that they either
rarely (42%) or sometimes (22%) use it. Only 10% said that they use it often (9%) or always (1%).
This can be easily explained if we take into account their response as regards the quality of Google
Translate. Only 6% find the quality of Google Translate good, while none of them finds it
excellent. 7% find it very poor, 44% poor and 43% fair.
As regards their perception of MT before receiving training, the majority of the participants (74%)
said that MT is a useful/helpful tool. 27% consider it to be necessary, while 9% observed that it
has made significant progress in the past years. However, 26% approach it with caution and
mistrust due to its shortcomings at the level of fluency and at the level of accuracy. After receiving
training, a significant change in the participants’ perception of MT was observed. In particular,
92% noted that their perception of MT has been positively affected. 3% noted that their perception
of MT has been negatively affected, while 5% were not sure. As it emerges from Figure 1, slightly
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more students (77% as opposed to 74% in Stage 1) thought that MT is a useful tool. More
importantly, 39% noted that MT saves them time and increases their productivity as opposed to
2% in Stage 1. In addition, 8% as opposed to 0% in Stage 1 said that it is accurate, more fluent and
more trustworthy than what they initially thought and acknowledged the improvement of MT
quality at the level of fluency and at the level of accuracy. It is important to mention that after
receiving training only 4% approach MT with caution and mistrust, as opposed to 26% in Stage 1.
Another interesting finding is that although in Stage 1, only 1% of the students thought that MT is
far from achieving human parity, in Stage 2 this percentage climbed to 9%.

Figure 1. Perception of ΜΤ after receiving training
3.2

Perception analysis: Perception of PE before and after the training

In a similar vein and as regards their perception of PE before receiving training, the majority of
the participants (62%) pointed out that PE is necessary because MT cannot be used without human
editing, while 20% pointed out that it is useful and also faster than translation from scratch. As it
emerges from Figure 2 and like in the case of MT, their perception of PE after receiving training
has changed and has been positively affected for the majority of the participants (96%). For only
1% the perception of PE has been negatively affected, while 3% could not decide. The percentage
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of the participants who found PE to be faster than translation from scratch and useful for their work
increased dramatically, 44% in Stage 2 as opposed to 17% in Stage 1 and 32% in Stage 2 as
opposed to 19% in Stage 1. Having seen first-hand the improvement of the MT system, less than
30% found PE to be mandatory, as opposed to 60% in Stage 1. After receiving training, 20% of
the participants, as opposed to 2% in the pre-training stage, recognised the importance of PE
training, while 12% stated that they were prepared to perform PE as opposed to 0% in Stage 1.
Finally, 7% found PE to be easier than they initially thought.

Figure 2. Perception of PE after receiving training
The importance of PE training during Stage 2 is highlighted not only in the answer to the openended question about their perception of PE, but also in a closed-ended question, where they noted
that PE training is extremely important (70%), very important (27%) or moderately important
(3%). None of them found it slightly important or not at all important. It should be noted that the
respective percentages before the training where 56% for extremely important, 36% for very
important, 7% for moderately important and 2% for not at all important.
In addition, almost all the students (99%) said that the PE training helped them carry out the tasks
more efficiently (63%), i.e. with greater accuracy, more easily (62%), as they knew what errors to
anticipate, and more quickly (58%).
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3.3

Process based approach: keystrokes and task duration

As already mentioned, apart from the investigation of the effect that PE training may have on
undergraduate translation students’ perception of MT and PE, the study also aims at the
investigation of the effect that it may have on their performance when carrying out PE tasks as
well as on the final post-edited text. For that reason, we measured the participants’ technical effort
(keystrokes) and temporal effort (task duration), during both Stages (Stage 1 and Stage 2), to assess
their performance and we also evaluated their post-edited text to assess their quality both before
and after they receive training.
3.3.1

Task duration (temporal effort)

As far as the temporal effort is concerned, we measured the average time (in minutes) the students
needed to post-edit the NMT output during Stage 1, on the one hand, and during Stage 2, on the
other hand. As it emerges from Table 4, the students needed less time to post-edit the NMT output
during Stage 2 (M = 8.09, SD = 2.61) compared to Stage 1 (M = 15.05, SD = 4.50). According to
a t-test, that difference in average task time between Stage 1 and Stage 2 is statistically significant
t(179) = 17.75, p < 0.05.
Task duration (in mins)
Stage

Mean

Std. Deviation

Stage 1

15.05

4.50

Stage 2

8.09

2.61

Table 3. Temporal effort per Stage: Mean and standard deviation values of the task duration
3.3.2

Keystrokes (technical effort)

As far as the technical effort is concerned, we measured the average number of keystrokes
(insertions and deletions) the students performed when post-editing the NMT output during each
stage. As it emerges from Table 4, the students performed less keystrokes during Stage 2 (M =
276, SD = 178) compared to Stage 1 (M = 749, SD = 271). Similarly to temporal effort, a
statistically significant difference t(179) = 14.98, p < 0.05 was reported.
Total number of keystrokes
Stage

Mean

Std. Deviation

Stage 1

749

271

Stage 2

276

179

Table 4. Technical effort per Stage: Mean and standard deviation values of the total number of
keystrokes (insertions and deletions)
3.4

Product based approach: fine grained human error analysis for quality evaluation

As emerges from Table 5, PE training affects not only the perception and the actual performance
of the undergraduate translation students, but also the quality of the final post-edited texts. Both
during Stage 1 and Stage 2 the students performed equally well while carrying out the PE task
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either by making correct and necessary edits or by leaving the MT output as is, in cases where no
edit was necessary (correct and necessary no edit). The main difference we noticed was the lower
percentage of redundant and unnecessary edits during Stage 2. This means that after receiving
training the students were able to understand the requirements of the PE task, to recognise the
errors in the MT output more easily and to follow the specific PE guidelines, while performing
only the necessary edits without interfering with the quality of the final post-edited text.
Stage 1

Stage 2

correct and necessary edit

32.49%

14.27%

correct and necessary no edit

38.12%

70.35%

incorrect and necessary edit

8.93%

4.37%

incorrect and unnecessary edit

1.70%

2.20%

edit missing and required

5.17%

4.87%

redundant and unnecessary edit

11.93%

3.34%

Table 5. Error analysis per Stage
4

Conclusion and future work

In line with previous studies, the findings of the questionnaire analysis reveal a change in the
students’ attitudes and perceptions after their training in MT and PE. In particular, the students
reported a more positive attitude towards MT and PE; they were also more confident and faster
and they avoided over-editing. It thus appears that training is crucial if MT is to be accepted and
adopted by translators and if PE is to produce target texts with human-like quality.
There are a number of limitations to this study. First, the students could not use any resources
during the PE tasks, i.e. they could not use online or offline resources, such as dictionaries,
termbases, parallel texts, etc. In addition, they were asked to carry out the tasks in an environment
that differed from their usual work environment, while the error analysis was carried out by only
one annotator and the sample size was small. These limitations will be addressed in future research.
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Abstract
AI gets a lot of attention generally due to the stunning results that can be achieved, in fields such as medicine,
automotive technology, diagnostic systems and of course translation. AI systems can seemingly outperform
human beings in a wide range of tasks, from playing Chess, Go or even poker, to face and voice recognition.
What is often lacking though, is a more realistic understanding of what intelligence is and the actual
limitations that exist given the computing tools at our disposal.

The reality is much more prosaic: most of the mathematical basis of what is termed AI is not
complicated and generally rooted in early 18th century mathematics, namely work done by Euler
and Bayes.
Although some of the achievements of AI based systems may seem phenomenal, they are achieved
through processing of gigantic amounts of data which would normally be beyond human
capability.
How can we define intelligence? The definitive explanation of intelligence, specifically with
regard to AI, was provided in 2005 by Jeff Hawkins in his seminal work: On Intelligence1.
Intelligence is defined as comprising three key elements:
1. The ability to recognize patterns
2. The ability to store the memory of those patterns
3. The ability to predict future events based on the stored patterns
Using Hawkins’ definition concerning AI we can classify AI systems according to the following

criteria:
1. Expert Systems2
a. Knowledge based3
b. Rule based4
2. Machine Learning (ML)5
.
Bayesian based ML6
Neural Networks based ML7
Expert systems rely on analysing the type of approach an expert in a given system uses to solve a
given problem. We note the patterns and write a program that uses these patterns to solve a given
problem. For example, to provide an optimal layout for a table in a browser page based on HTML
markup we can use the same rules that a typographer would use to provide an elegant table layout.
The rules are based on an optimal proportion of column headings to average column content’s
width bearing in mind the number of columns etc.
Knowledge Based systems rely on building a table of ‘if..then..else..’ rules that are typical in
diagnostic systems, be it motor vehicle mechanics or medical diagnosis. For example: if the engine
will not start then first check the amount of fuel, then the fuel pump function, battery level etc.
Here the rules are in the form of a table rather than as part of the actual program.
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Machine learning moves AI into a more interactive mode, where the program learns from the data,
rather than being fed rules. Bayesian Adaptive Probability is a very powerful mathematical
technique described by the rev. Thomas Bayes and published posthumously in 1763. Bayesian
Adaptive Probability ‘learns’ from events building up a probability score of something occurring
again based on prior observation. It is a very powerful technique that is widely used in computing
today. Many programs today monitor your use and preferences and try to anticipate what you want
to do next. Statistical Probability does the same, but on a static data set rather than dynamically.
A good example of this is Statistical Machine Translation (SMT), where large corpora are analysed
to provide word and phrase based equivalent tables between source and target segments. These
alignments are then used to try and ‘translate’ new source text into the target language on a word
or phrase basis. This approach works best with language pairs that have similar morphology and
word order such as English and French, or English and Spanish. SMT produces rather poor results
where the language pair in question differs significantly in terms of word order and morphology
as it is unable to account for grammatical requirements for morphologically rich languages.
Neural Networks are the latest and most inspiring development in AI. Using vast amounts of data,
be it chess games, poker tournaments or bilingual corpora, Neural Networks will crunch through
looking for and learning new patterns. Unlike the previous techniques discussed, Neural Networks
are a closed system and we have no insight on what and how is being learned. The outcomes can
be very exciting, like winning a Go tournament with Korean Grand Masters, or poker tournaments,
through to Neural Machine Translation (NMT). As exceptional as the results may appear,
nevertheless it is important to note the limitations:
1. Neural Networks require vast amounts of very good quality data. Too little data, or data
of poor quality will produce bad results.
2. The actual processing power required can be enormous. IBM’s Watson AI system
requires around 90,000 Watts. An adult male human being requires around 80 Watts.
3. AI systems can only operate on one single topic at a time.
Attempts at autonomous driving cars have shown that real world driving is a whole new ball game.
Coping with 80% of normal driving situations and conditions is doable. The remaining 20% poses
considerable problems, especially in challenging circumstances such as snow or torrential rainfall,
but also concerning something that comes totally naturally to human being but is very challenging
to AI: theory of mind. When we drive, we are constantly observing, mostly subconsciously, the
actions of other drivers and act accordingly. If someone is driving too aggressively or too timidly
we adjust our driving to take these factors into account, or to heighten our awareness to potential
problems that may arise, based on prior experience Theory of mind is an inherent human trait that
is developed from childbirth and is one of the things that characterizes human interaction. It is not
something that you can program for effectively or learn via a neural network. Bridging that
remaining 20% gap in autonomous driving may yet prove too challenging to fully achieve.
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80% rule: 20% fail results
Being Human
The next stage of our journey into the realm of AI takes into how we, as human beings, relate to
our environment and what is language. This is not as simple as it first appears. Evolution has, at it
always does, made us more or less fit for purpose. That purpose, in biological terms is to pass on
our DNA, or rather a 50% random portion of it to our offspring. This does not mean that we are
total masters of our environment, but rather we are made to think we are.
All our senses and perception are honed from birth to allow us to make, more or less, sense of our
surroundings and interaction with the real world. Extensive scientific investigation has proved that
in reality our contact with reality is somewhat tenuous. We learn how to filter only those aspects
of the world around us that are pertinent to our wellbeing and existence.
Take sight: we actually see everything upside down – the eye is a lens that inverts the view of the
real world. The brain merely adjusts this automatically, learned from infancy. The human eye has
a lot of flaws that would not be acceptable in a camera. We can only see in high resolution in a
very small area in the centre of our vision, called the fovea. We have a blind spot where your optic
nerve meets up with your retina. You have to move your eyes around a scene not only to take in
more information but to correct for these imperfections in your visual system. The eye does not
take in a scene in one movie camera type swoop: every 4 seconds it executes seemingly random
darting like movements, where it tries to fill in more detail. This is completely subconscious: we
are not even aware of it. Our sight is in many ways an illusion designed to allow us to cope with
the reality in front of us: much of the detail is made up by the brain, mainly from memory.
Magicians make very good use of this fact. The same limitations are apparent with most of our
senses. Compared to dogs our sense of smell is incredibly poor, but as with everything else it is
sufficient for our existence.
The period of brain development from infancy through to puberty are key in our ability to make
sense of our environment, for all of our senses. Someone blind from birth would not be able to
make sense of the world of sight if, through surgery, they were given the ability to see later in life:
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there is just too much chaos and overload to be able to cope with the rush of images and light. In
fact, there is well documented evidence for this. The same goes for sound and even more for
speech. Infancy is the period when we learn to adapt and distinguish the key aspects of our
surroundings. This period is also a key feedback loop for brain development: it is stimulated and
adapts as it learns. At puberty brain development ceases and learning takes on different
characteristics. Infancy is a vital period where we come to terms with what we perceive to be the
real world and how we can cope with it.
Over the past 50 years we have learned a great deal about the human brain, as well as the brain of
other creatures. Arguably the human brain is one of the most marvellous things in the universe.
Its complexity and functioning are now closer to being understood. The mathematics underpinning
brain activity are truly awe inspiring and very efficient. We even have a better grasp of difficult
topics such as consciousness. We have also worked out key aspects of the mathematical basis of
key aspects of the brain such as how we can instantly recognize given objects, merely from an
outline.
Our interaction with the real world, from waking up to making a meal to driving to work, all entail
a detailed internal model of the world and how it functions, within the limitation of our senses
discussed previously. These have been learned from infancy and honed as we grow up. Learning,
in a human context, entails laying down the neural pathways that are reinforced over time that
allow for this to happen. Our brains interpret the world through our senses and build an effective
model of reality as we perceive it. We exist within the context of our experience of the world. We
learn by recognizing patterns and remember them for future use.
We also fool ourselves into thinking that we are rational and make decisions based on facts.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Our social interactions are accompanied by a flood of
chemicals that stimulate, please or annoy us. We are a walking chemical factory of enzymes,
hormones and various bioactive compounds. Being human is a very complex process from the
chemical point of view.
Language
Human beings are social primates: we share 95% of our DNA with our closest ape cousins. One
of the main differences, that account for some of the remaining 5% is a gene called FOXP2. This
is the language gene. Apes groom, we talk. Solitary confinement is one of the worst psychological
forms of torture for humans. As social animals, we need each other. Language can only be
understood from a human perspective: it is not some kind of scientific or logical notation.
Language is typically full of anomalies, exceptions and much repetition. Language is human, and
along with most human characteristics it is never completely rational.
The best way to describe Language is to compare it to clay in terms of pottery. Clay represents the
potential. The final fired ‘pot’ represents Language and individual vessels can have different
shapes and sizes. Language can take various forms, from sign language to the whole variety of
human languages spoken today. For spoken language, the ability to force air through our voice
box and form different sounds using our tongue and lips allows us to talk. Interestingly it takes
many years from infancy to around 7 years old to master the correct tones for a given language.
Languages vary quite considerably in terms of pitch and sound, which is why learning to speak in
a different language leaves most of us with an accent. After puberty, it is much more difficult to
articulate fluently in another language.
The key elements of Language are things (nouns) and actions (verbs), followed by the plethora of
additional parts of speech required to provide more detailed meaning. All languages have these.
The actual grammar of a given languages can vary considerably, but they must be able to convey
the same meaning in human forms. For example, you can have languages with no verb tenses: you
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just have to provide sufficient context to establish who did what to who when. You can also have
languages with no plural form; again, you just have to provide sufficient context.
And then came Computers
The basic architecture of all mainstream computers, be they smartphones to supercomputers,
was laid down more than 70 years ago by, among others, John von Neumann and Alan Turing.
The basics remain unchanged: processors have grown immensely more powerful, doubling in
performance every 24 months on average. Memory and storage has also grown at an incredible
rate, but the basics remain the same. You can compare the basic inherent intelligence of our
processors to that of a tape worm. A tape worm inhabits a warm dark space and has absolutely no
knowledge of the working of the outside world. The same goes for our computers.
The only ‘intelligence’ that we can gain from the current generation of processors is via computer
programs. What computers can do, as opposed to human beings, is to sift through unimaginable
scales of data and look for patterns. This data can be sequences of moves in a game, or vast amounts
of text, looking for patterns. As computers have no knowledge or experience of the outside world
their view is strictly limited to the task at hand. There is a great deal of confusion regarding AI.
Alan Turing defined the ‘Turing Test’ in 1950 as “a computer’s ability to exhibit intelligent
behaviour equivalent to, or indistinguishable from, that of a human”. This famous test does not
necessarily provide a basis for intelligence as Alan Searle pointed out in his “Chinese room’
thought mind experiment in 1980 – although the interaction might appear to have a surface form
of intelligence, computers are inherently incapable of ‘understanding’ which is a core issue in
general intelligence and in navigating the real world.
The current generation of computers differs substantially from the functioning of the human brain
or the brains of mammals and other creatures. The basic computer chip has no inherent
intelligence. It is merely a tool for processing data. It has no knowledge of the physical world and
only executes programs that are fed to it. In many respects, it is like a tape worm: both live in
warm dark places totally isolated from the outside world. What computers can do though is process
vast amounts of data – something which is outside the practical scope of individual human beings.
The von Neumann architecture has served us extremely well, but it has its limitations: it is excellent
for databases and spreadsheets and we can do some amazing things by crunching very large
amounts of data for an extended period to learn new patterns. There are many built in legitimations
though that limit the potential scope for the current design of computers.
The leap to a general purpose intelligent and autonomous computing device will require a
substantial rethink. Much very good work is already in progress based on a more detailed
understanding of the mathematics and detailed working of the human and generally mammal
brains. Neocortical computing is an exciting new field that is still in its infancy but promises a
totally new approach to computing that may one day lead to truly autonomous intelligent devices.
It attempts to mimic closely the function of the neocortex in human brains and the neurological
pathways that link everything together to produce a truly autonomous intelligent device with
scalability and very low power requirements.
Expert Systems
Expert systems apply the same rules to a problem that an expert would employ. There are two
ways of doing this. The first ‘Knowledge based’ method encodes the ‘expert system’ as a series of
program functions: for example working out the optimal layout for a table, taking into account the
number of rows and columns and the proportion of header text to the column text. The net effect
is what an experience typographer would have done: we have encapsulated the table layout skills
of a typographer in order to automate the table layout process.
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The second approach regarding expert systems is to encapsulate the whole domain information for
a given topic into a knowledge base as a set of rules: if ‘X’ then do ‘Y’. The knowledge base is
then used to drive the decision-making process rather than specially coded algorithms as in the
knowledge-based approach. An example of this is a general-purpose diagnostic system, where
information is obtained about a symptom that will lead to further questions that narrow down the
possible problem until a definitive cause is established beyond all probability.
Both types of expert systems are based on existing domain knowledge, and both qualify as AI in
meeting the core three ‘intelligence’ criteria detailed above: pattern recognition, storing of pattern
information and using the stored patterns to predict a course of action.
Machine Learning
Whereas in expert systems we capture patterns a priori, with machine learning we let the system
work out what the patterns are and to then store and use those patterns to solve problems.
Bayesian based ML works out the probability of an occurrence by observing a series of events and
storing that information for future use. Bayesian probability is also known as adaptive probability,
where the probability of an event increases with the frequency of its occurrence. The more
frequently something happens, then the probability of it repeating increases. Bayesian ML
provides a detailed audit trail that can be observed and verified and is very fast in operation.
Bayesian systems can also be linked in a network known as a Bayesian Belief Network. Bayesian
based ML relies on a simple, but very powerful mathematical probability function described by
Rev. T. Bayes (1701 - 1761).
Neural Network based ML uses a very different approach. Neural Networks rely on an extremely
large amount of data to produce an output engine that can then be used to classify, for instance
images, or for machine translation. The data is fed into the system which analyses the data
according to pre-set criteria. There is no control over the decision process: the system is left to its
own devices and does not provide any information as to why it has made specific decisions: it is
effectively a ‘black box’ that cannot be tuned in any way.
The quality and makeup of the input data is critical. Neural Networks will reflect any bias inherent
in the input data and any errors will adversely affect the output. The other distinguishing feature
of the neural network approach is the very long run times and computational requirements
compared with other systems mentioned. In many cases neural networks will provide similar
decisions to expert systems, but have the benefit of being more precise.
Neural Networks can be ‘brittle’ depending on the amount and quality of the training data. Small
variations can produce unexpected results as evidenced in the following image misclassification
from one of the main image identification engines:
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The other problem with Neural Networks concerns updating the engine with new data. As training
times can be measured in weeks, engines cannot be easily updated with new data.
AI in Localization
It comes as a surprise that most Computer Assisted Translation (CAT) tools have been using AI
for many years in one form or another. Translation Memory, Terminology Extraction, Machine
Translation are all aspects of pattern matching and qualify as AI based on the standard definition
of intelligence. In addition, Statistical Machine Translation and Neural Machine Translation.
There are many aspects of Localization that can and do benefit from AI. Many of these aspects
work in conjunction with significant lexical resources such as bilingual lexicons as well as Part Of
Speech (POS) analysers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Intelligent corpus alignment that ‘learns’ as it aligns based on lexical and POS resources
Terminology extraction using POS analysis
Bilingual terminology extraction using multi-lingual POS analysis
Automated workflows that route data to reduce workload, such as automatically defining
which project and language pairs require or do not require proofreading or additional
checks
5. Automatic transfer of inline elements from source to target segments
6. Fuzzy match completion using bilingual lexicons and POS analysis
7. Dynamically ‘learning’ translation from the translator as he/she translates, building a
Machine Translation (MT) engine on the fly.
Neural Networks have shown extremely good results for Machine Translation (MT). The output
for Neural MT (NMT) is much more fluent than that produced by Statistical MT (SMT):
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German Source: Probleme kann man niemals mit derselben Denkweise lösen, durch die sie
entstanden sind.
English Translation:
SMT: No problem can be solved from the same consciousness that they have arisen.
NMT: Problems can never be solved with the same way of thinking that caused them.

The fluency of the output of NMT far exceeds that of SMT. In addition SMT is only really effective
for languages that have a relatively primitive morphology and similar word order grammar. The
downside of NMT is that an order of magnitude greater amount of training data is required and it
cannot cope at all well with new words in the source language that were not present in the training
data: it either repeats the preceding word or inserts a ‘random’ word to complete the segment:
French Source: Les adolescents japonais aiment les jeux vidéos.
SMT: The adolescents japanese love electronic vidéos.
NMT: Japanese teenagers are interested in fashion.

The fluency of NMT output poses another problem for post-editors: attention can wane when the
output looks so good and it is much more difficult to spot errors when they do occur.
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Abstract
In a study done in 2018 it was reported that few professors teach technology in few translation courses in
Mexico. Some reasons for this were that instructors had not been well trained in their academic programs
when they were students, or they lacked a more comprehensive knowledge of these technologies (PeñaAguilar, 2018). Effective training was not possible for most of these instructors as students and they seem to
be reproducing similar learning insufficiencies with future translators. Because of this, another survey-based
project was devised to identify the use that professionals who graduated from Mexican translation programs
are making of translation technologies. How has their educational background affected their disposition
towards the use of translation technologies? Some results indicate that professional translators do not resort
to the use of “core” translation technologies very often, but do use other electronic resources useful for
accomplishing their tasks. Professional translators think they could have learned about TEnTS at university
(and they wished they had), but university instructors are still not teaching these technologies as much. So
there is a need reported by a few professionals, but not being met by some university programs.

1

Introduction

Universities have to meet the demand of society (Erwen & Wenming, 2013), but they may also
lose sight of their main objectives, especially when there is no contact with real world needs, and
there is a lack of research studies that clarify the connection between changes in the field of
translation and the necessary education changes required to meet them. This survey-based study is
a response to this need to delve into reality a little more.
The entire project includes two related studies. My motivation was, firstly, to explore the
situation in Mexico regarding the use of translation technologies in universities. Thus, this first
project was focused on the instruction of translation technology at university level and was directed
to teachers from translation programs. Instructors reported that few of them were teaching
technology in translation courses, and some of the reasons given for the lack of use of translation
technologies were that these educators had not been well trained in their academic programs when
they were students, or did not have a comprehensive knowledge of these technologies (PeñaAguilar, 2018).
The second study was conceived to link with the first, and mainly I wanted to identify how
training (or lack of it) was affecting professional translators in their work, and to determine the
extent of use of translation technologies by professionals who graduated from Mexican translation
programs. The question I want to answer is: Is there any sign of alignment of professionals’
translation education with their real-life experience?
2

Literature Review

The inspiration to direct attention to these themes came from the fact that there is a certain
absence of literature on this matter in Mexico. After reviewing bibliographic databases and asking
national colleagues about publications in this regard I only confirmed the scarcity of research work
dealing with these issues. In spite of the challenges, I was able to identify two research studies
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done in Mexico about the state of the field in this country. They are nationwide studies that focus
on general aspects of the translation territory and they add relevant data regarding translation
technologies, which will be used for contrasting with the work that will be presented.
The first study was carried out in 2014. This research entitled Encuesta nacional del perfil
del traductor profesional en México (National survey on the profile of professional translators in
Mexico) was done by Luis Raúl Fernández Acosta; the main objective of his work was to learn
about the profile of professional translators in Mexico in terms of academic background and
professional performance. He was able to survey 477 translators working throughout the 32 states
of the country and asked questions in regard to employment status, areas of specialization, and
computer-aided translation tools (use and preference) (Fernández Acosta, 2018). This seems to be
the first assessment of the situation of translators’ reality in Mexico and the sample of participants
was big enough to identify interesting trends in their answers.
The second study, was a widespread endeavour done by the Italia Morayta Foundation in
2017 titled Estudio de encuesta sobre la traducción y la interpretación en México 2017 (2017
Survey study about translation and interpretation in Mexico). For this work they gathered answers
from 1087 translators and interpreters from all across Mexico. So, compared to the research done
in 2014, this study more than doubled the sample size. Due to this, the work done by this
foundation is considered the most comprehensive research done on the field in my home country,
Mexico. Similarly, it sought to gain knowledge about the nature of the work of the Mexican
translator and their education background, if any. This study included, not only translators and
interpreters of foreign languages, but also those who work with sign and indigenous languages as
well. This was very much appreciated by researchers, professionals and educators alike, as there
had never been a record of this type (Vaughn Holcomb, 2017). In general, the two research studies’
outcomes generally coincide, however, what remains to be determined is how similar or close in
percentages are the findings from the study being presented in the following pages.
We have to consider that translation technology and the impact (or lack of it) it has had on
translators have been assessed differently in various contexts, but it seems that in Mexico we are
still exploring how much it is being used or accepted in the field, like the present study.
3

Methodology

The emphasis of the instrument used to gather data is on the use of technology as reported by
translators, and on background information that will provide variables for additional analysis of
the results (the instrument can be consulted in the appendix section). It is important to note that
the term translation technologies is used here to encompass two acronyms in the field: CAT
(computer-aided translation) and TEnT (translation environment tool). The latter is part of the
former, but for this study TEnT was used as a reference point, and other tools that may be
considered a CAT tool, like the concordancer Linguee, are mentioned separately. An example of
the type of tool is given so as to clarify all the tools to participants.
The survey was shared in online developer Survey Monkey, and participation was
anonymous and requested through various channels: Facebook groups, electronic mails to program
coordinators, and publications in proZ.com discussion forums. The sampling methods employed
were convenience and snowball as most potential participants were located in Mexico.
4

Results and discussion

For this section, and due to space constraints, we will present the answers to some questions and
in a general manner. But when a variable can provide an interesting understanding of the topic at
hand or other related-studies can add to the discussion, the results will be shown differently or
analyzed from the different perspectives. For that matter, the research done by Luis Raúl
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Fernández Acosta (2018) and the study conducted by Morayta Foundation (Vaughn Holcomb,
2017) will be used to compare outcomes when possible. Subsequently, and taking into
consideration the first study on teaching translation technologies (Peña-Aguilar, 2018)
mentioned before, some cross-referenced ideas will be shared as well.
A total of 25 former students of Mexican translation programs participated in this survey.
The size of the sample is not large enough to be able to generalize the results, but it may give an
insight into the situation of professional translators in regards to the use of translation technologies
in Mexico. In general (see Figure 1, bottom circle), more than half of the participants indicated
they had a bachelor’s degree in translation (60%), over half of them had also completed their
studies recently within the previous 3 years (Figure 1, left circle).

Freelancer 72%
Work for a Company
24%
Work as a teacher 20%

1 year ago 36%
3 years ago 20%
10 years ago 24%
15 years ago 20%

Mexican
participants

1. Law
2. Medicine, Finance,
Audiovisual
3. Life sciences,
Marketing, education

Bachelor’s 60%
Master’s 32%
Specialty 8%
Diploma 8%

Figure 1: Academic and background information of participants
In terms of nature of their employment (Figure 1, top circle), they are mostly freelancers, and
the field they focus mostly on is legal, and medical (along with Finance and audio-visual) comes
in second place (Figure 1, right circle). Similarly, in Fernández (2018) and Vaughn (2017) studies
Legal was also the most selected field, with Medicine following in second place.
In relation to the types of technologies and frequency of use, (see Table 1 below) search
engines, like Google, are very much used. Likewise online dictionaries and bilingual
concordancers, tools that are generally popular among language professionals. But the frequency
drops when it comes to term banks, TEnTs, and machine translation systems, which are considered
“core” translation technology or frequently-employed technology in other contexts. When
comparing our 36% of frequent users (“all the time” and “regularly” options) of TEnTs with
Fernández (2018) and Vaughn (2017) studies, the responses are similar. Fernández’ investigation
reported that 41% of Mexican translators used CAT tools whereas Vaugh informed that 37% of
surveyed translators did so regularly. Notwithstanding the difference in the size of samples,
answers in all these studies are still in agreement.
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Table 1: Frequency of use of translation technologies
Finally, when contrasting educators’ answers (from the first study by Peña-Aguilar, 2018) with
the present work, translation professionals reported using TEnTs more (36%) than the frequency
in which instructors teach them in class. In the previous investigation, 20% of Instructors said they
taught TEnTs “all of the time” and “regularly” in translation courses, 44% sometimes and 46%
never. According to these samples, there is a mismatch with the frequency with which this
technology is taught and used in real life by professionals.

Table 2: Frequency of clients’ requests to use technology
Concerning the requests on the part of clients to use certain technologies for translation
assignments, our findings show that there are no frequent petitions of this type for them. Still, there
are indications that clients are making requests for the use of various types of technologies, but not
substantially about the ones considered essential translation tools (TEnTs, term banks, even
concordancers). In general, two thirds (66%) mentioned term banks and concordancers are never
requested to be used, and almost half (48%) of participants said they had never been asked to use
TEnTs. Interestingly, by filtering answers we could identify that freelancers and recent graduates
were the ones reporting more of this type of demand from their clients. This information tells us
that clients are somewhat aware of this choice they have (to make such requests). In any case,
training programs in universities should be paying attention to this reality and be more responsive
to market needs so as to help students be comfortable using multiple tools (Bowker, 2015). The
other national research studies (Fernández, 2018 and Vaughn, 2017) did not ask for information
in this regard, so this is an issue that needs to be investigated further.
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Figure 2: Tools/resources translators wished they had learned more about at university
In order to identify some of the needs professionals think they currently have in regards to
technology, we asked about those tools they wished they had learned about at university. The
overwhelmingly most selected choice was TEnTs, followed by term banks and then machine
translation. Their answers correspond to the same tools that were selected as having less frequency
of use. So there may be a high correlation between lack of use and unfamiliarity with such tools.
Had they learned them at university, maybe they would be more inclined to use these types of
technology. As mentioned before, in the first study conducted on teaching translation technologies
only 20% of instructors at university level said that they were teaching TEnTs regularly in classes.
Thus, this percentage, although restricted to the sample obtained for that study, may illustrate that
there is still some absence of technology in university training courses, while at the same time
there are professionals yearning for courses in which universities tackled this issue.
More and more scholars support the idea of aligning university training with market needs
(Moustafa Gabr, 2007; Olohan, 2007; Plaza-Lara, 2016), as the last sets the standard and the pace
in the field, and it may provide input for the improvement of any training curriculum or syllabus.
But there are still gaps that need to be taken care of first in order to bridge the gap between the
academia and the market, like well-trained staff and resources (Al-Batineh & Bilali, 2017). I can
tell from experience that the gaps mentioned by Al-Batineh & Bilali (2017) are the same in the
Mexican context, but we need to learn more about the circumstances university translation
programs are facing there.
5

Conclusions

All in all, the two big-scale studies identified reported similar outcomes to this research study
in spite of the size of the samples. In regards to profile, they all agree that the Mexican translators
mostly work as freelancers and work most with the legal and medicine fields. On the subject of
use of technologies, professional translators do not resort to the use of “core” translation
technologies very often, but do use other electronic resources useful for accomplishing their tasks.
For this particular investigation, translators reported wishing they had learned more about TEnTs
in university and reported that some clients are requesting the use of such tools.
How useful is translation technology training in Mexico taking into consideration our research
findings? In essence, there is a need reported by a few professionals in these studies, but not being
met by some university programs. There is additionally a mismatch in needs in terms of specialized
fields, as professionals mostly work on legal and medical fields, but educators reported teaching
just a little of specialized fields at college.
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Appendix: Survey about usefulness of technology training in Mexican universities
1. Item used for participants’ approval of the ethical conduct of this study.
2. What type of work do you have as a translator/interpreter? Select all that apply.
______Freelancer
______Work for a company
______Work as a teacher
______Work for an agency
3. What kind of university training in translation did you have? Select the one(s) that best
describe your profile.
______bachelor’s degree
______diploma program
______specialty (graduate one year program)
______master’s degree
______doctoral degree
______post-doctoral degree
4. When did you graduate from the last translation program you studied?
______less than three years ago
______less than five years ago
______less than ten years ago
______less than 15 years ago
______less than 20 years ago
______more than 20 years ago
5. What kind of technologies do you use for translation assignments? How often do you use
them?
All the time Regularly
Sometimes
Never
Search Engines (like Google,
_________
_________
__________ ________
Ask.com)
On-line dictionaries (monolingual- _________
_________
__________ ________
Bilingual, like Wordreference or
Cambridge)
Bilingual concordancers (e.g.
_________
_________
__________ ________
Linguee or TradooIT)
Term banks (for ex, IATE or
_________
_________
__________ ________
TERMIUM Plus)
Translation environment tools
_________
_________
__________ ________
(like LogiTerm or Trados)
Machine translation systems
_________
_________
__________ ________
(e.g. Google Translate or DeepL)
Translation memory systems
_________
_________
__________ ________
(like the ones within Déjà Vu or
SDL Trados, for example)
6. Do your clients/employers request work with any type of technology? How often do they do
such requests? Select all that apply.
All the time Regularly
Sometimes
Never
Search Engines (like Google, Ask.com)_________ _________
__________ ________
On-line dictionaries (monolingual- _________
_________
__________ ________
Bilingual, like Wordreference or Cambridge)
Bilingual concordancers(e.g. Linguee_________ _________
__________ ________
or TradooIT)
Term banks(for ex, IATE or
_________
_________
__________ ________
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TERMIUM Plus)
Translation environment tools
_________
_________
__________ ________
(like LogiTerm or Trados)
Machine translation systems
_________
_________
__________ ________
(e.g. Google Translate or DeepL)
Translation memory systems
_________
_________
__________ ________
(like the ones within Déjà Vu or
SDL Trados, for example)
7. What kind of technology do you wish you had learned more at school? Please explain why.
_______________________________________________________________________
8. After university education, how do you update regarding the use of technologies in
translation?
Training courses offered by a translator’s association________
Training courses offered at work______
I learn by myself________
Ask for help to a colleague/friend______
No time for extra-training _______
Another (please, specify) _______
9. Has your knowledge about technology improve your income in the field?
Yes________
No________
10. Would you describe yourself as an enthusiast of the use of language technology in translation
tasks?
Yes________
No________ Why?___________
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